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The following Extract is copied from the Freemasons' Quarterly Review, for June, 1844, from the Speech of the Rev. J. Osmond Dakeyne, delivered on the occasion of his presiding at the Masonic Festival of the Oliver Testimonial at Lincoln, on the 9th of May, 1844.

"I need not tell you, Brethren, what Freemasonry is: before I was initiated, now some twenty years ago, I had read a good deal about what it is not. I allude to a book published by Professor Robison of Edinburgh, towards the close of the last century, entitled, 'Proofs of a Conspiracy,' &c., in which he, with great ingenuity and considerable ability, endeavoured to connect Freemasonry with the worst features of the Illuminati, &c., of the Continent. He was kind enough to say that he thought Masonry in England was, in some degree, free from the charges he had brought against it. And what were those charges? That we were disloyal, irreligious, and conspiring to overturn all sacred and settled institutions! This book made a great impression; but that impression is removed. And how! By these books which lie before me!—(Great cheering as the Rev. Brother then held up splendidly bound copies of Dr. Oliver's Masonic works.) These have dissipated for ever the accusations brought against our Craft. Disloyal! Why, at the very moment when Professor Robison published his book, who were the heads of our Order? The chivalrous Earl of Moira, George Prince of Wales, and Edward Duke of Kent! Disloyal! Was not George the Fourth our Grand Master? Was not William the Fourth our Brother and Patron? Our last Grand Master was a Royal Duke. The Duke of York was one of the Brotherhood. The King of Hanover is a Freemason. Would all these Princes have belonged to a disloyal society? Are we conspirators to overthrow settled institutions? Who is the present head of the army? The Duke of Wellington!—aye, the Duke of Wellington is a Freemason! Are we irreligious? The Archbishop of Canterbury, the Primate of all England, is a Freemason, and was once Master of a Bristol Lodge! But I need not pursue these points; but sure I am that neither I nor my Rev. Brothers near would be present were it possible to bring any such charges to bear against us. These facts, and above all these books, have set our Order in its true light. And who wrote these books! Our friend and brother and guest whom we are now assembled to honour! They are the witnesses to his exertions—they are the vouchers for his services. Our Brother Goodacre has aptly alluded to the spreading of Masonry in the East, and, indeed, over the world. Wherever our principles have gone, thither also has passed the name of Dr. Oliver, the historian and the sage of Masonry; and contributions to this offering from the distant climes prove in some measure that his labours are not unrecognized."

"*" See the end of this volume for a list of Dr. Oliver's Works on Freemasonry.
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MAY IT PLEASE YOUR GRACE

To accept my most grateful acknowledgments for your kindness in permitting me to place this little offspring of my old age under your kind patronage; and at the same time allow me to express the unfeigned gratification which I feel, at having lived to see my beloved province, in which I have had the honour to be a purple Brother for more than half a century, consigned to your Grace's genial protection as its Provincial Grand Master.

A great Roman satirist predicated, nearly two thousand years ago, that (as I translate the Horatian crux in my title-page) "it is difficult to treat of matters which have never been handled before." The origin of the Royal Arch order of Masonry is admittedly a maiden subject, which excited the curiosity and employed the attention of the Craft during the early part of the present century, without producing any satisfactory result; and I now offer for your Grace's consideration, the following solution of the problem, under the assurance that I have been unable, on mature reflection and lime labor et mora, to detect any error, either in the arguments or the conclusion.
I have had no preconceived hypothesis to establish, but have taken the facts simply as they were presented to my notice; and their existence appears amply sufficient to set this vexed question at rest for ever. And it will not be believed that I have deliberately attempted to promulgate a fallacy at my time of life, when I am shortly to be initiated into the Greater Mysteries, or in other words, Death; the arcane secrets of which no mortal man has ever been able to reveal, although perfectly familiar with the exoteric form of the Lesser Mysteries, that is Sleep; while their esoteric secrets, Dreams, still remain beyond his comprehension.

I will not venture to trespass too much on your Grace's kindness, but my years will allow me, without offence, to speak freely; and I cannot omit the present opportunity of congratulating the Masons of this Province on their good fortune in having so distinguished a nobleman to preside over them. It is well known that Freemasonry in Lincolnshire has been stationary for some years; but the Brethren may now look forward, under the protection of an active and intelligent Leader, who is blest with the advantages of youth and practical habits, to a course of progression and prosperity, of which the establishment of a Benevolent Fund is the first fruits; and hence the Grand Mastership of the Duke of St. Albans will form an era in the history of Lincolnshire Masonry, which will be hailed with triumphant pride by the fraternity of future generations.

I have the honour to be,
Your Grace's obliged
And very humble Servant and Brother,

GEO. OLIVER, D.D.

From my retired domicile in
Eastgate, Lincoln,
1867.
PREFACE.

The Work now offered to the Masonic public in a new and improved form originated in an extended private correspondence with one of the most eminent Masons of the day, on the terms of an article in the Freemasons' Quarterly Review, the gist of which is contained in the following passage:—

Previous to the commencement of the eighteenth century, the Royal Arch has not been traced with any plausibility. But it is to be hoped that some one will take up the subject; for if the Royal Arch can be proved to have been invented so lately even as two hundred years ago, it must be considered as a modern degree. . . . If it be really ancient, the records of one or more of its many Lodges or Chapters may establish its long existence in England as easily as in the case of St. John's Masonry. But, whatever be the result, let the investigation be conducted with accuracy, and a desire to clear up the truth.

My explanations were considered of sufficient importance to merit publication; and I was earnestly requested to consolidate the subject-matter of the correspondence, and to submit the result to the judgment of the fraternity at large. The verdict has proved favourable, and a second
edition has been called for in England, after the work had already passed through three Editions in the United States, and has been quoted and requoted in all the publications on the subject in that quarter of the globe.

In order to render the present edition more worthy of general approval, of which its reception amongst the fraternity will be the most conclusive test, I have not only arranged its contents in a more regular and scientific form, by which a reference to the several particulars may be easily accessible, but have added five new and interesting chapters on the ritual and ceremonies of the Third Degree as they were used by the seceding Masons in 1740, and which constituted the germ of our present Royal Arch. I have also added an intelligible description of the two degrees which they subsequently interposed between the Geometrick Master and the Royal Arch, with copious extracts from the Excellent and Super-Excellent rituals; as well as from certain portions of Bro. Dunckerley's version of the new degree, as introduced by himself into the Constitutional Grand Lodge; all of which have become obsolete, and are very little known at the present time, although tending to illustrate the connection between Craft Masonry and the Royal Arch.

These additions, which place the entire subject before the reader's eye, will render the volume of inestimable value when all recollection of the spurious ceremonies shall have passed away from human memory; and cannot fail to excite the
curiosity of every brother and companion 1 who entertains any portion of respect for that beautiful system of morality which is veiled in allegory, and illustrated by symbols.

The manuscript in my possession containing the Ritual of the Rite ancien de Bouillon, which constituted the nucleus of our Royal Arch order, commences thus:—"There is no society of men, nor any craft or guild that can be compared with the order of Freemasonry, which, it must be confessed, is of great antiquity, even so early as the days of King Solomon. For King Solomon employed a great many workmen of the surrounding nations to build the holy temple of Jerusalem; and he imparted unto them, as well as to his own people, the Israelites, the mysteries of the Craft; that they might prove themselves worthy of good wages in all countries of the earth; and practice all justice and virtue before God and men. But in process of time, kings and princes desired to learn the mysteries of this ancient society; and being initiated therein, because of their high and

1 "The members of this degree are denominated Companions, and are entitled to a full explanation of the mysteries of the Order; whereas, in the former degrees they are recognized by the familiar appellation of Brothers, and kept in a state of profound ignorance of the sublime secret which is disclosed in the Chapter. This accords with the custom of Pythagoras, who thus distinguished his pupils: After a probation of five years they were admitted into the presence of the preceptor, called his companions, and permitted freely to converse with him. Previously to the expiration of that term, he delivered his instructions to them from behind a screen."—Fellows' Enquiry into the Origin, History, and Purport of Freemasonry, p. 321.
mighty dignity, sought admittance also for their favourites; and they in turn taught the mysteries unto their kindred, so that the order passed almost out of the hands of its first holders into those of noble blood and gentle birth. Thus that which was simple and rude was made learned and gentle; and that which was at first easy was made rugged, after the manner of the men who held rule.

"But it was not until Godefroy de Bouillon delivered Jerusalem that the brethren of this ancient society perceived how far they had departed from original simplicity and truth; as presenting themselves before their brethren at Jerusalem, it was found that certain strange things had crept into the mysteries which were never done nor heard of at Jerusalem, and concerning which things all their traditions testified against. So that the return of the Crusaders introduced once more into Europe the pure and simple mysteries of Jerusalem, and they are these which have been preserved even until now.

"The order of Freemasonry consists of three grades, namely; the first of which is the Apprentices; the second is the Fellowcraftsmen, and the last and most sublime of all is the Master Masons, and within these three degrees are enclosed all that pertaineth and tendeth to man's good; to wit, his duty to God his Creator, his duty to himself and his family, and his duty to his neighbour, which is all mankind. As there are three degrees in this ancient society, so there are also three superior officers who rule therein. The first of
whom is called the Master, the second is the Senior Warden, and the third is the Junior Warden; and these three are assisted by three others, namely, the Senior Deacon, the Junior Deacon, and the Inner Guard. A meeting of the fraternity is called a Lodge; but there is a Lodge for apprentices, and a Lodge for fellowcraftsmen, and a Lodge for master masons, and he who is a master mason finds entrance in all, but the fellowcraftsmen may enter only where fellowcraftsmen and apprentices work; and the apprentice only where he may gain entrance.

"A Lodge of apprentices and fellowcraftsmen consists but of three superior and three inferior officers already named, with a tyler who keeps watch outside; but in a Lodge of master masons there are superadded two other officers, a Treasurer and a Secretary. Now, the forementioned officers stand as representatives of the first persons who held a Lodge in Jerusalem; namely, Hiram Abiff, the Master workman; Adoniram, his Senior Warden; Joabert, his Junior Warden; Stolkin, his Senior Deacon; Issabud, his Junior Deacon, and Zerbel, the Inner Guard. The Tyler represents Ahishar, a faithful brother, who kept watch for the brethren in Jerusalem.

"In the Master Mason's degree, the Master represents King Solomon, the Senior Warden King Hiram, and the Junior Warden Hiram

* This mention of deacons reflects considerable discredit on the presumed antiquity of the Rite de Bouillon, because there were certainly no deacons in primitive Masonry.
Abiff, the skilful workman. The Treasurer represents Adoniram, and the Secretary Joabert. Before any one may speak concerning the mysteries, the Master must take his seat, which is always in the East of the Lodge; and because he can have no superior, he must remain covered; and until it shall be made known unto him that the Lodge is safe and secure, by scrutiny within, and vigilance without, he may himself not speak of the mysteries."

In this edition I have also added much useful information in the discursive notes with which it is enriched. The subjects of these notes are various, and arise spontaneously out of the text as a scientific explanation of every important difficulty. I remember very well, though it is more than sixty years ago, the dead lock which frequently occurred to me when I first entered on the study of Masonry, by the absence of books of reference. This deficiency I have in a great measure supplied; and I have not been chary in explaining the arcane reference of the symbols and other insignia in my various Masonic publications.

In the present instance I have been influenced by a twofold motive. First, to place the Royal Arch order on its legitimate basis; and secondly, to furnish the reader with all the information respecting its origin and elementary principles which study and reflection, augmented by a competent knowledge of the continental systems, has enabled me to collect together.

And here it may be useful to remark, that
there exist amongst us a few brethren who entertain grave doubts respecting the propriety of making public any collections of literary or philosophical facts and arguments relating to Freemasonry; and contend that nothing whatever ought to be written or printed, even respecting its general design, but that every brother should carefully conceal within his own bosom, not only its peculiar secrets, which he is bound by the most solemn obligations to do, but also every one of its points, parts, and routine transactions, and leave the outer world at liberty to draw its own conclusions, how unfavourable soever they may be. In the last century, before the literary period of Masonry commenced, the conjectures respecting our proceedings in private conclave were frequently founded on the most absurd and ridiculous fancies. Some believed that the Masons were magicians, and had secret dealings with his Satanic majesty. Others had a wholesome dread of the red-hot poker. And there were opinions afloat still more offensive, which I shall not even allude to; amongst which, however, I may notice the senseless cry of infidelity first promulgated by the Abbé Barruel.

These fallacies have been completely dissolved by the spread of Masonic literature, which has also had the effect of reducing the class of murmuring cowans and captious brethren to a very insignificant minority. Like the fierce opposition which attended the first introduction of steam and gas, the hostility of this section has in a
great measure given way, and a more liberal principle substituted in its stead. The times in which we live are too enlightened to endure the existence of such an exclusive feeling.

In proof of the benignant effects of a free exposition of the philosophical principles of the Order, it will only be necessary to show the abundant increase in the number of Lodges and Brethren, during what I have denominated the literary period of Masonry, which began at the Great Union of the Ancient and Modern sections of the Order in 1813. This will constitute a clear and indisputable proof of the benefits which the Order has derived from the spread of Masonic literature.

In the Freemasons' Calendar for 1867 I find the following statistics:—From 1720, about which time the first warranted Lodge appears to have been established, to 1730, there are 32 Lodges on the list, while in the corresponding decade from 1820 to 1830, the new warrants issued were 43. After this period, when Masonic literature began to spread and flourish by the establishment of the F.Q.R., the numbers indicate an abundant comparative increase. For instance, from 1730 to 1740 the list contains 35 new Lodges, while from 1830 to 1840 there were 58 Warrants issued. Again in the succeeding period from 1740 to 1757 only 38 warrants were apparently granted, but in the succeeding century from 1840 to 1857, the largely increased number of new warrants was 231. From 1757 to 1767
there appears to have been an increase of 62 Lodges, while the decade 1857 to 1867 exhibits a crowning augmentation of 442.

The result of this investigation shows that in the century that intervened between the revival in 1717 and the union in 1813, completed in the year 1820, there appear 361 Lodges on the list, while in the 46 years between 1820 and 1867, the literary period of Masonry, there are 779, making a grand total of 1,140; while, in the same space of time the Royal Arch Chapters have been trebled, and amount at present, according to the same authority, to 345.

Now assuming the average number of brethren in each Lodge to be 50, we shall have a total of 1,850 initiations in the literary period of 46 years; and taking the sum of all the Lodges under the English Constitution at the same average, we realize a total of 57,000 Masons in England and Wales, who are actual members of Lodges, and whose annual payments to Grand Lodge at two shillings each, exclusive of the fees for new warrants, registrations, certificates, and other imposts, amount to the sum of £5,700.

With this income the Governors of the Grand Lodge are enabled to accomplish a great amount of good. They have established, since the literary period of Masonry commenced, a Benevolent Fund; another for the relief of the destitute widows of deceased brethren, and a third for the casual relief of the unfortunate and distressed members of the community; besides an annuity system for
the most prominent cases of destitution. They have erected a noble building for the reception of worthy, aged, and decayed Freemasons, and two magnificent edifices for maintaining, clothing, and educating the orphan male and female children of decayed members of the Craft, all of which are supported by princely endowments. And I may further state the important fact that the children of both sexes who have been trained and educated at these schools have uniformly become good and worthy members of society, and useful in their generation.

An exemplification of the same fact, that the spread of Masonic literature tends to augment the popularity of the Order, and to increase its numbers and means of doing good, may be further estimated by a consideration of the statistics of Masonry in the United States of America, where its literature is more highly prized and more extensively patronized than in this country, and consequently its Lodges, instead of being counted by units, and its brethren by tens, as amongst ourselves, the former may be numbered by tens, and the latter by hundreds. Every important village in that vast continent has its Lodge, and every state its independent Grand Lodge.

It is not my intention to enter on a detail of American statistics (in fact this is not the place for such an inquiry, nor are the materials at hand to make it satisfactory and complete), but in order to show the magnificent scale on which Freemasonry is conducted in the New World, I
subjoin a sketch of a Grand Masonic meeting that was held in the city of Baltimore on the 20th of November, 1866, for the purpose of levelling the foot-stone of a Masonic Temple, which is designed to exceed in dimensions and elegance of decoration all other Masonic structures in that country.

The report of the meeting is before me, and it occupies eight closely-printed columns of the *Baltimore Sun*. It states that at an early hour in the morning of that day the principal streets were crowded with an immense populace, both male and female, from every part of Maryland and the adjacent states, to witness the pageant and the proceedings. The high respect entertained for the Masonic Order, the character of its brotherhood, and its beneficent objects, together with the expected splendour of its emblematical insignia and forms, all conspired to excite the interest of the public and make them anxious to be present on such an extraordinary occasion.

The preparations were elaborate and the procession gorgeous. The almost incredible number of seventy-six Lodges and Commandaries were present, including the officers of three Grand Lodges, and an aggregate of three thousand three hundred and thirty brethren, several of the Lodges having appeared with upwards of a hundred members in their train. The Craft Masons appeared in full black suits, high black hats and white gloves, with the appropriate collars, aprons, jewels, and regalia. The Knights Templars wore their rich black uniforms, showy belts, and highly
burnished swords, many of them decorated with costly jewels, chapeaus and white flowing feathers, and altogether the appearance was most magnificent. The procession was honoured by the presence of the President of the United States, and the Governor of the State of Maryland, accompanied by his staff, all of whom took their places in the procession. This noble demonstration, I should think, would be unparalleled in the annals of Masonry.

I have given this brief statement for the purpose of showing the Masonic enthusiasm that animates the fraternity in that great nation, which collected together such a numerous attendance of brethren, and induced them to stand four mortal hours at the latter end of November to witness the proceedings and to hear the hymns, the prayers, and the oration which took place during the ceremony. This will contribute to prove the essential advantages which have been derived in that flourishing Republic from a free publication of Masonic literature, for in every part of the continent periodicals and other more permanent works, which treat exclusively on Masonic subjects, are numerous, and extensively patronized by the Craft; and few private Lodges exist in that quarter of the globe which have not a Benevolent Fund attached to them, independently of the general Fund of Charity administered by the several Grand Lodges.

I have now said enough in behalf of Masonic literature, and I turn to another subject which I
consider of still greater importance, embracing the present opportunity because it is scarcely probable, at my advanced age, that another will occur, of repeating my firm and unshaken conviction that Freemasonry is a Christian institution, established by Christian men, and embracing Christian principles; a truth which may indeed be gathered from any of my numerous publications on the subject of Masonry. My faith in this respect commenced at my initiation, when I was only eighteen years of age, and has remained unshaken through a long and eventful life, and I rejoice in the opportunity of publicly professing the same faith at the age of eighty-five years.

I do not deny that its ceremonies bear a reference to the Tabernacle of Moses, and the Temples erected by Solomon and Zerubbabel; but these edifices, and the rites and observances performed within their courts, were intended merely as signs and symbols to prefigure a better and more perfect dispensation, and afford no valid argument to prove Freemasonry to be a Jewish or even a latitudinarian institution, as some of our opponents have boldly and mistakenly declared.

To this effect the editor of a certain periodical has taken occasion more than once in the columns of his publication to stigmatize Freemasonry as an infidel institution, because (as he in his ignorance assumes) we exclude all reference to Christianity from our ceremonies. This assertion, however, is perfectly gratuitous, as I have already shown in my
reply to the recent Papal allocution, and it would afford me infinite pleasure to convince the writer, in Christian charity, of his mistake; although I am not ignorant that when a prejudice has taken possession of the mind, however fallacious or unfounded it may be, the difficulty of removing it is almost insurmountable; but I should rationally suppose that the various classes of society which have identified themselves with the Order, from the throned monarch to the humble working man, through every grade of rank and station, almost all of whom are Christians, would of itself form a sufficient proof that the above assertion is not founded in fact. If the editor really believes Freemasonry to be an anti-Christian institution, I do not find fault with him for warning his readers to avoid its snares, but I would earnestly advise him to make himself morally certain, by the strictest and most impartial investigation, that his assertions are correct before he ventures to repeat them; for as a theological writer he cannot be ignorant that a day will certainly come when he will be called to a severe account for all his unfounded misrepresentations of Freemasonry.

But I hope to see him in a better mind. And to produce this effect I take the liberty of assuring him, in the words of a worthy brother clergyman in the United States, that (I quote from memory) "Speculative Freemasonry, as it is practised in Craft Lodges and Royal Arch Chapters, is a system that embraces the whole duty of man as a moral being, comprising a
summary of principles in which the great outlines of the history of creation, providence, and redemption are unfolded. The primitive innocence of man, the fall and consequent scenes of natural and moral evil; in a word, the history of nature and grace, is most beautifully prefigured in a lively display of appropriate symbols, by which we may trace the coincidence of principle and design between the Christian scheme and Speculative Freemasonry, proving most clearly that the latter system is based on the truths of divine revelation, including a view of the deep mysteries of that Holy Being, in whom dwells the fulness of the Godhead bodily, even Jesus Christ the Son of God. It also exhibits the terrible majesty of Him that rideth upon the heavens by his name Jah, who plants his footsteps in the sea and directs the storms. Such are the boundless displays of the unsearchable riches of divine benevolence, which devised and executed the sublime plan of man's redemption. The mind is further presented in Speculative Freemasonry with a vivid picture of the coequal and coeternal existence of the adorable persons in the Sacred Trinity."

These are the principles of Masonry, as it is understood by all right-minded brethren in every part of the world. And yet the institution is publicly accused by cowans and antimasons, who envy the innocent enjoyments which they are too narrow-minded to practise, of "repudiating the Divine Founder of our religion, by omitting the name of the Great Intercessor in prayer;
and that consequently Freemasonry lends to Christianity no help whatever." These asseverations, however, refute themselves, for it is a well-known fact that the numerous prayers of Masonry are uniformly sealed by an invocation to T.G.A.O.T.U., or, in other words, to Jesus Christ the Maker of the world and the Redeemer of mankind, in whose holy name our Lodges are opened and closed; and the most ancient Masonic prayer that we are acquainted with, as it was used in our Lodges in the reign of Edward IV., is as follows:—"The mighty God and Father of Heaven, with the wisdom of His glorious Son, through the goodness of the Holy Ghost, three Persons in one Godhead, be with us at our beginning, give us grace to govern us in our living here, that we may come to His bliss that shall never have an end."

Does this sound like disowning Christ? Is this an anti-Christian practice? Why, the Lectures of Masonry are essentially Christian from end to end, and there is scarcely a type of Christ in the Old Testament which has not been introduced into them. In the Constitutions of Athelstan, who was the first founder of Freemasonry in this country, the same Divine Personage is frequently appealed to as "the Great Intercessor," and it contains many passages that display the Christian animus by which our ancient brethren were influenced in its composition. The

5 See my Reply to the Papal Allocution, passim.
very first point explains the chief ground of a Mason's practice thus:—"Primum Punctus. He that would well and truly learn this Craft, must love God and His holy Christian Church." Indeed these Constitutions exhibit throughout an abundance of evidence to show that Freemasonry was then considered to be exclusively a Christian institution, and I am not acquainted with a single instance, till very recently, where this important truth was called into question.

Now, should any one doubt whether the Redeemer of mankind is rightly identified in Freemasonry with T.G.A.O.T.U. I would tell him that St. John the Evangelist, one of our traditional patrons, plainly asserts that the second person in the Trinity was the builder of the world, in these words:—"All things were made by Him, and without Him was not anything made that was made." And St. Paul adds that "Christ made the worlds," and exclaims, "Thou Lord, in the beginning, hast laid the foundations of the earth, and the heavens are the work of thine hands." If we attach any credit to the opinions of these two inspired men, that Jesus Christ, or, in other words, Jehovah, whose sacred name embellishes our Grand Lodge Certificate, was the builder and maker of the universe and all things therein, we cannot reasonably deny that He is T.G.A.O.T.U., acknowledged in the system of Freemasonry.

4 John i. 3. 5 Heb. i. 10.
6 See my Reply to the Papal Allocution, passim.
Our sacred writings, which constitute the First Great Light of Masonry, contain an abundance of evidence to the same effect; for "the Son, by whom, in these last days, God spake unto us, is He by whom also He made the worlds;" so that as "through faith we understand that the worlds were framed by the Word of God," we must also believe that they were made by the Son of God, "the first-born of every creature: for by Him were all things created that are in heaven and that are in earth, visible and invisible; whether they be thrones or dominions, or principalities, or powers: all things were created by Him and for Him. And He is before all things, and by Him all things consist."
The fact being thus undeniably established, a few dissentients in the Masonic body, in order to neutralize its force, contend that "all this was altered at the Union; and the above title transferred from the Second to the First Person in the Trinity." I should like to see the authority for this assumed change; because it was distinctly provided in the third Article of the Union, that "no alteration whatever should be permitted;" and if such a change were sanctioned at that period, how does it happen that it was kept a profound secret from the Craft for nearly half a century, until revealed by an anonymous writer in the Freemasons' Magazine, A.D. 1858?

But the cowan further asserts that "Freemasonry does not render any help to Christianity;" which may require a brief reply. Does he mean to infer that Christianity needs human assistance to ensure its perfection and prosperity? Does he intend to affirm that no society can be Christian which does not afford that assistance? Such an idea is singularly absurd; for in carrying out the principle we should be bound to believe that our public hospitals, insurance companies, sick and benefit clubs (which abound in every town and village under one denomination or another), and charitable societies of every description are anti-Christian. In a word, the test would include, in

Word, for He was and is the divine principle of all things, by whom all things were made. We learn the same from many other of the ancient fathers.

* See the Freemasons' Magazine for Jan. 1858, pp. 70, 72.
one universal sweep of condemnation, all our noble institutions, save and except those which are exclusively devoted to the inculcation of the Christian religion.

But is it really true that Freemasonry fails to contribute such collateral aid to our holy religion as may be humbly afforded by a society purely human? I have already said that it was founded by Christian men for a Christian purpose; I now add that it embodies a series of Christian types, which are explained in its rituals on Christian principles; its doctrines and duties are framed on Christian models; it is acknowledged and protected by Christian laws; and therefore I am at a loss to understand how it can be truly pronounced an anti-Christian institution.

I now take my leave—Liberavi animam meam; although it is to be feared that notwithstanding this plain exposition of our principles, the defamers of Masonry will still continue to repeat their denunciations.

Dear and loving Brethren, farewell,

And may God be with you all.

GEO. OLIVER, D.D.

Lincoln, 1867.
In Memoriam.

The close of the life of a good old man is always suggestive, in the minds of the survivors, of mixed feelings of regret and melancholy pleasure. We naturally regret the parting with the friend with whom we took sweet counsel, who solved our doubts and confirmed our wavering aspirations. But when the labours of our “father, guide, and friend,” against darkness and doubt have lasted for nearly two generations, our affection cannot make us wish to restrain the champion from putting off his armour when the fight is done; and as we stand around his grave and catch the last glimpse of that mortal part of him which is committed to mother earth, our thoughts revert to the axiom of the heathen sage that “no one is supremely happy before death,” to that wish of the older heathen who was compelled by the Divine will to say, “May I die the death of the righteous, and may my last end be like his!” until we arrive at the comforting revelation of our Grand Master in heaven to our Patron Saint John:—“Blessed are the dead which die in the Lord, for they rest, and their works do follow them.”

With the translation of the revered Brother who is the subject of this memoir,* and who may be truly said to have died in harness (the preface to this edition being written

* The Publisher has had this Memoir drawn up from the following sources, viz.: The Freemason’s Quarterly Review, Freemason’s Magazine, National Freeman, U.S., Stamford Mercury, &c., and from personal recollection and correspondence with the late deceased Masonic Historian for nearly thirty years, thinking his Brethren would like to see some recognition of the services rendered to Freemasonry by his late revered and respected friend.
in January last), ceases the restraint on his admirers' utterance of his virtues as a man, his competence and erudition as an investigator, and his industry and accuracy in giving to the Masonic world the benefits of his researches. Of the ancient landmarks of the Order he was the careful editor and annotator, whilst he may be said to have created modern Masonic literature by the issue of works successively treating every point of practice and principle involved in the symbols and ceremonies of the craft. Initiated at an age when a special dispensation of the Grand Lodge was necessary, and living for three lustres beyond the allotted span of humanity, his Masonic life and labours, extending over a period of sixty-seven years, may be considered unparalleled. Nor did he, whilst acknowledging the supremacy of the claims of Masonry, entirely confine the efforts of his pen to the Order. The cognate studies of history and antiquities received some important contributions from his hands; and he brought to his work in this direction the qualities by which alone its value can be tested—methodical and accurate habits, combined with great powers of illustration and perspicuity. These studies appeared so entirely fitted to his mind, that he may be said to have inhabited a higher sphere of thought in these matters, into which other men rise with labour and difficulty, he appearing to march from discovery to discovery à pied ferme, whilst others have groped painfully and with chequered success.

The late Dr. Oliver was descended from an ancient Scottish family of that name, which is still resident at Oliver Castle. He was the eldest son of the Rev. Samuel Oliver, Rector of Lambley, Notts, and was born 5th Nov., 1782. In 1801 he was initiated by the dispensation of the Grand Lodge, in the St. Peter's Lodge in the city of Peterborough, being passed and raised in the following year. In 1803, having only just attained his majority, he was appointed second master of Caistor Grammar School, being in the same year congratulated as Mark Master. He now began to study the science in an earnest and
industrious spirit; and whilst laying the foundation of that deep and probing acquaintance with the symbolic practices and principles which was to bear such a glorious superstructure, he was not unmindful of the injunction to be "diligent in business." On succeeding in 1809 to the Head Mastership of Grimsby Grammar School, it was to be expected he should seek to disseminate a knowledge of the principles and benefits of Masonry. He accordingly procured a warrant for establishing a lodge—The Apollo—at Grimsby, and was its W. M. for fourteen years—it being then not uncommon for the same Brother to hold office for a number of years—although at present a special dispensation is needed to hold the chair for more than two years. So satisfactory was our revered Brother's rule, that on the 25th April, 1812, he had the pleasure of laying the first stone of a Masonic Hall in a town where previously to his advent there was scarcely a representative of Masonry. In the following year he was exalted a R. A. M. in the chapter attached to the Rodney Lodge, Kingston-upon-Hull, obtaining subsequently the several superior degrees in Masonic Knighthood, &c., in chapters and consistories attached to that lodge, which was noted for its opulence and respectability.

In 1813 he was ordained a deacon, and obtained priest's orders in the following year, during which he served the office of P. G. S., and was presented to the living of Clee by Bishop Tomline. In 1815 he attained the Rose X, the 18th degree; and the following year, 1816, was appointed by P. G. M. White to be Provincial Grand Chaplain.

From this time our reverend Brother occupied himself with imparting to the craft the results of his investigations into the true principles of the Order. In 1820 appeared an octavo volume on the "Antiquities of Free-masonry," which was followed by "The Star in the East," and in 1826 by "Signs and Symbols," which has seen many editions; and a "History of Initiation." In 1829 he superintended a new edition of Preston's "Illustrations of Masonry." These works were not pro-
duced without great labour; the most extensive reading was required on many subjects, and in various languages, most of them quite unconnected with his previous studies as a Christian divine; and all this time he was attending to the important duties of Head Master of the Grammar School, and had under his pastoral charge two parishes, one of them very populous.

In 1831 Bishop Kaye presented him to the living of Scopwick, which he held till his death, and in 1834 the Dean of Windsor gave him the Rectory of Wolverhampton and a prebendary in the Collegiate Church there. The year previously he had been appointed by P. G. M. D'Eyncourt his D. P. G. M. for Lincolnshire, which he held for nine years.

In 1836 Dr. Oliver (he had graduated as D.D. in 1836) became a joining member of the Witham Lodge, Lincoln, from the Apollo Lodge, Grimsby, and having a peculiar regard for this lodge, wrote and published a short history of its career. In April, 1841, he assisted in laying the foundation-stone of the new Masonic Hall, Saltergate, Lincoln, preaching a sermon in St. Peter's Church, from 2 Cor. v. 1,—"A house not made with hands, eternal in the heavens." He also assisted at the dedication of the new Hall in June, 1842, and delivered an oration thereon. Upon this occasion were present the Doctor's father, his son, and his son's sons—four generations of Masons in one family. Two years later he was elected an honorary member of the Witham Lodge, and so continued till his death.

In that year (1844) a splendid testimonial, or Masonic offering, contributed to by Masons in all parts of the world, and consisting of a magnificent cup and a service of plate, were presented to him. Dr. Crusefix had in January, 1842, addressed a letter to Brother W. A. Nicholson, P.G.S.W. for Lincolnshire, on the propriety of presenting a Masonic offering to Dr. Oliver, from which the following is an extract:—

On my return from Grantham, now more than two years since, where for the first time I exchanged personal relations
with our justly esteemed and venerated Brother, Dr. Oliver, I
seriously determined to plan, ay, and to execute (D.V.) a design
which I had long contemplated, viz., that of causing to be pre-
ented to him in the name of Freemasonry, some proper tributes
as an acknowledgment of his general excellence. I only waited
to see him—much subject matter of deep reflection passes through
the alembic of the "mind's eye" in a few minutes' conversation,
that years of correspondence, however unreserved, often fail to
develop. . . . During to me a most eventful period, our
beloved Dr. Oliver encouraged and sustained me, and by his
presence in London on the 24th of last November, he closed a
series of kindnesses, but only to renew them with added fervour.
I allude to these particulars, to show that intensely affected
as my spirits have been, they could not earlier permit me to
enter on the desirable project. . . . I am aware that the
Witham Lodge has paid our friend a compliment, but I am
morally assured that an expression of the universal esteem in
which he is held by the world of Masons will be regarded by
him with feelings of justifiable pride; he cannot be unconscious
of his own exalted merit. Lincolnshire, his homestead, should
lead, London should adopt, and the world should confirm the
testimony of our Order to its most distinguished member, by the
purest wreath that should grace the brow of the Freemason of
all time. . . . There should be a Provincial Committee in
Lincoln to co-operate with a London Committee, and all foreign
and district Grand Lodges should be addressed.
The Presentation can take place at the Provincial Grand
Lodge at Lincoln in the summer of 1843.

It being deemed essential to the completeness of the tes-
rimonial that Masons in all quarters of the globe should
have an opportunity of contributing to this complimentary
offering, much delay occurred; but happily the result was
a triumphant testimony of the love, gratitude, and venera-
tion felt for the distinguished doctor; and the offering
derived a greater value from the correspondence which
accompanied the gifts from all parts of the world, and
which, if published, would have formed a most interesting
volume.
The presentation, which took place at the Witham
Lodge (by adjournment at the City Arms Hotel), was
attended, in addition to the members of the lodge, by a
considerable number of visiting Brethren from Lincoln-
shire and the adjoining provinces, as well as from London.
As our revered Brother passed up the room, escorted by
the Committee, he was most warmly greeted by the company, who rose simultaneously. After the customary loyal and Masonic toasts had been disposed of, the Chairman requested the "Oliver Offering" should be brought into the room.

Accordingly, the large cup and certain other portions of the service of plate, placed upon a platform covered with purple velvet, were borne up to the dais by four Past Masters, viz., Bros. W. H. Adams, 339, W. A. Nicholson, 374, Pashley, 611, and Dr. Barton, 612, preceded by Bro. R. Goodacre, P. M., 374, and A. G. D. C. for the province, bearing his gilt wand of office. The Brethren rose, and the cheering became enthusiastic as the Offering passed up the room. Upon arriving at the dais, it was formally delivered to the Chairman by Bro. Goodacre, who said:—

W. Sir and Brethren, in bringing up this Offering to be presented by you, in the name of the subscribers, to our Worshipful and Reverend Guest, it may be necessary to say a few words in explanation as to its origination. It will be in the recollection of several Brethren now present, that when, nearly two years ago, we were met at the banquet in this room, after having set apart and dedicated, for the purposes of Masonry, the hall where we this morning assembled, it was proposed to me (having the honour than to occupy the situation which you now hold) that some testimonial of our love and regard ought to be presented to our Reverend Brother, "the sage of Masonry," in acknowledgment of that light with which he had so long and so ably illustrated the Craft; the proposal was made by Brethren of other provinces, and it was suggested that such testimonial should be irrespective of province or nation, so that all who had benefited by the patriarchal lessons of Dr. Oliver (as we Mason may not have done so if he would?) might have the opportunity of adding his nite in grateful acknowledgment of the information which he had derived. Circumstances to which it would be improper more particularly to refer, now that the causes of those misunderstandings have ceased, have in some measure contributed to prevent the Offering attaining to that amount which the proposers desired, and which the services of our very Worshipful Brother so richly merited. Still, however, in bringing this Offering for you to present, we are gratified in finding that it is not confined to province or nation; in looking upon this memorial; our Reverend Guest may say, as of the Craft itself and of our beloved country, that upon the contributors to it the sun never sets. On referring to the list of subscribers, in whose names we now offer it, we find contributions
from both the East and West Indies—and if I may be excused for a moment diverging from the object before us, it is a matter for sincere congratulation that the last accounts from India afford us a flattering evidence of the progress of our Craft; Lodges have long been held there, but they have been almost entirely restricted to natives of Britain settled in India; but this year has witnessed, for the first time, the establishment of a native Lodge, at the request of the natives, and in which some who bear rule are natives of the country. Hitherto the prejudices of caste and tribe have kept from the participation in our mysteries those who, however they may differ in the form of their creed, are not excluded from Freemasonry, inasmuch as they believe in the Almighty Architect of heaven and earth, and practise the sacred duties of humanity and brotherly love. Those prejudices are wearing away, and it is a happy omen to find the natives themselves seeking to participate in the rights of our Craft; how the British sway has been obtained, we as citizens of the world do not discuss, but believing it to be for the welfare of that country it should now continue, I fore one half the introduction of Freemasonry amongst our native fellow subjects of India as but the precursor to that better intercourse which shall terminate in their civilization, and, I trust I am not out of order when I add, their Christianization. Apologising, Sir, for this digression, in the name of the subscribers, I offer you this small token of our Masonic regard, to be by you presented to our Worshipful Brother and Guest, Dr. Oliver (Much cheering).

When the cheering had ceased, the Chairman rose, and spoke somewhat to the following effect:—

Brethren, I have during my life been placed in positions of considerable anxiety and difficulty in having to address public assemblies, yet, without resorting to the use of a hackneyed phrase, I must say that I never felt a difficulty so pressing as that under which I labour at the present moment; and that, not because I have nothing to say, but because the subject is so full of interest as to make me feel the impossibility of doing it justice. It is, however, a comfort to know that it requires no advocacy to put it forward; our W. Brother, Dr. Oliver, stands too firmly placed in your regard to need any words from me to set forth his merits (Cheers).

In continuation the Chairman made the defence of Masonry which is to be found printed opposite the title-page of this volume. The most enthusiastic cheering followed, and our departed friend's reply was characteristic. In this place the speech cannot be given in extenso,
but a few passages bearing on the end in view—the life of our late brother—must be admitted.

He said:—

When I was first initiated into Masonry, about the year 1801, I resided at a distance of more than twenty miles from the Lodge; and as facilities for communication between one place and another were not so great then as they are now, it may be reasonably presumed that I was not very regular in my attendance on the duties of the Lodge. I possessed, however, the advantage of instruction in the lectures from a very intelligent master Mason, and I prosecuted the inquiry with great diligence, and, I may add, with great success, although I was then little more than eighteen years of age. I soon became acquainted with the mechanism of the Order, for the details were very simple, and the lectures, as usually delivered, exceedingly short and common-place. On inquiry, I found that the lectures were, in reality, much more comprehensive; and that they embraced a more extensive view of the morals and science of the Order than was contained in the meagre portions which were periodically doled out to the Brethren in the country Lodges. In fact, at that time, I am afraid a majority of the Brethren thought more of the convivialities than the science of Freemasonry. On a mature consideration, I felt that this could not be the chief design of Freemasonry; but a change of situation about that time, and being removed to a distance from my Masonic instructor, drove Freemasonry entirely out of my head for a period of seven years. At the end of this time, I found myself in a position to establish a new Lodge; and I did accordingly establish the Apollo Lodge at Grimsby, and was appointed its first Worshipful Master. Here, then, I had an opportunity of bringing into operation those improvements which had suggested themselves to my mind many years before, and during the ten or eleven years that I presided over that Lodge, I flatter myself it was decently conducted. I am sure it was pre-eminently successful. Still I could not divest myself of the idea that Freemasonry contained some further reference than what appeared upon the face of the lectures, even in their most extended form. But of the nature of that reference I was perfectly ignorant. I communicated with my Masonic instructor on the subject, but he was equally at a loss. I consulted other eminent Masons without success. I remained in this state of doubt and indecision for several years; when, at length, an unforeseen accident put me in possession of all the information I wanted. It was about the time when the Union was making a noise in the Masonic world—in 1813 or 1814; a numerous and flourishing Lodge, with which I was in the habit of occasional communication, appointed a committee to revise the lectures, for the purpose of making them palatable to all the Brethren. Amongst the members of the Lodge were several
Jewish Masons, and they possessed sufficient influence to direct
the committee to withdraw from the lectures every reference to
Christianity. The attempt was rash; because, if it had suc-
cceeded, the ancient Landmarks of the Order would not only
have been removed, but actually destroyed. The committee
entered on the work with great zeal and perseverence; but, as
they proceeded, unforeseen obstacles impeded their progress.
They complained that on a minute analysis of the lectures,
they found them so full of types and references to Christianity,
that they could not strike them out without reducing the noble
system to a meagre skeleton, unpossessed of either wisdom,
strength, or beauty. After mature deliberation, they unanim-
ously resolved to abandon the undertaking; and pronounced
it hopeless and impracticable. This experiment, which I
watched with great attention, opened my eyes to the important
fact, that Freemasonry is capable of being made, not only more
extensively useful, but of great actual value to the moral and
religious institutions of the country. I deliberated long on the
most feasible method of bringing the Order before the world, as
an institution in which Christianity was imbedded, and morals
and religion incorporated with scientific attainments; but with-
out the most remote idea that I was to be the instrument for
its development. It is true, I instituted a strict search into
Masonic facts; I penetrated into the dark and abstruse region
of Masonic antiquities; and the further I advanced in my
inquiries, the more I became convinced of the absolute necessity
of some systematic attempt to identify Freemasonry with the
religious institutions of ancient nations, as typical of the uni-
versal religion of Christ. Before I conclude, I shall take the liberty
of laying before you a brief sketch of my connexion with the
Provincial Grand Lodge of Lincolnshire. I have already said
that I was initiated a minor, and have made a few observations
on my Masonic feelings at that period. But it was not until
the year 1813 that I attained provincial rank. In that year
P. G. M. Peters made me a present of a Steward's apron. Three
years afterwards, his successor, P. G. M. White, appointed me
to the office of P. G. Chaplain, and I preached my first sermon
before the P. G. Lodge at Barton-upon-Humber. The next
P. G. Lodge was held at Spalding, in 1818, about which time I
was taken into the councils of Bro. Barnett, D. P. G. M., and
the sole manager of Masonry in the county; for neither P. G. M.
Peters nor his successor held a P. G. Lodge in my time. Thence-
forward Bro. Barnett never convened a P. G. Lodge, or took
any step in the execution of his office, without consulting me,
although he did not always follow my advice. It was, however,
at my recommendation that annual P. G. Lodges were brought
into operation; and they were carried on with tolerable regu-
arity until the appointment of the present P. G. Master. Thus
a P. G. Lodge was held at Lincoln in 1820, at Sleaford in 1821,
and at Grantham in 1822. Owing to the increasing infirmities
of Bro. Barnett, these interesting meetings were obliged to be
temporarily suspended; and it was not until the year 1825 that
the D. P. G. M. found himself capable of convening another
P. G. Lodge. It was holden at Boston on the petition of the
Brethren of the Lodge of Harmony. About this time, Bro.
D'Eyncourt was appointed to the office of P. G. Master; and,
owing to circumstances which he was probably unable to control,
no P. G. Lodge was convened for seven years. During this
inauspicious period, Freemasonry declined so much that there
was scarcely an efficient Lodge in the province. The St.
Matthew's Lodge at Barton, the Doric at Grantham, the Apollo at
Grimsby, and the Hope at Sleaford, had entirely discontinued
their meetings; and even the Witham, at Lincoln, and the
Lodge of Harmony, at Boston, were extremely feeble. At
length, the P. G. M. saw the necessity of doing something;
and accordingly he convened a P. G. Lodge at Lincoln in 1832,
and another at Horncastle in the following year, at which my
Deputation was confirmed by patent. Thenceforward mine was
an authorized interference, and I set myself seriously to the
work of regenerating Masonry in the province. And the pro-
cess I adopted was this. The P. G. Officers had not been
changed for years, which constituted a just ground of complaint.
I determined to reform this abuse. I then framed a code of
bye-laws for the government of Masonry in the province; and
frequently held two Provincial Grand Lodges within the year,
although I resided, for a great length of time, a hundred miles
out of the province. I advanced active and intelligent Brethren
to the purple; I distributed honours with impartiality, and, I
trust, with a strict regard to justice; I instituted an inquiry
into the state of the Lodges, and introduced a discipline which
operated so effectually, as not only to revive most of the old
Lodges, but to cause new ones to spring up in every part of the
province. During the progress of these measures for the puri-
fication of the Order, I assure you, Brethren, most solemnly,
that I never sought for popularity at the expense of principle;
I never sought for popularity by the infringement of any
Masonic law or a dereliction of any Masonic duty. In a
word, I never thought of popularity; I thought only of a strict
and conscientious discharge of my duty. I flatter myself
that I improved the details of Masonry in the province. I
remodelled the ceremonial of the introduction and departure
of the P. G. M. into P. G. Lodge, which had been very loosely
and inefficiently conducted before my time. I re-arranged the
order of public processions; so that regularity and decorum
succeeded carelessness and disorder, and, I am happy to add,
that other provinces have adopted my arrangement. Thus
Masonry became respected; and, instead of continuing to be a
byword and a reproach, it is now considered a title of distinc-
tion. It is more than thirty years since my connexion with the
P. G. Lodge of Lincolnshire commenced. During the whole of
that period Freemasonry has been my constant and unremitting
care. Expense has not been spared, and much personal incon-
venience has been sustained for the benefit of the Craft. I have had no common feeling on the subject. It has been a kind of monomania, which I have never endeavoured to suppress. The time has at length arrived when I feel myself called on by years and infirmities to bid adieu to practical Freemasonry. You have this day pronounced that I have discharged my duty, during my official rule, like a good and worthy Mason; I shall therefore have the satisfaction of retiring from the scene assured of your approbation. I confess it is painful to sever the link which has cemented me to the Craft for so many happy years; and to mitigate my regret, I must throw myself on your indulgence. Your approbation of what I have done will hallow the remembrance of our connexion when our Masonic union has ceased, and we regard each other only in the light of private friends. To the subscribers to the Offering my thanks and gratitude are peculiarly due; and to withhold them on the present occasion would be a violence to my feelings. For more than forty years I have been a labourer in the forest, the quarry, and the mountain, for the advancement of the Order. Your sympathy and approbation have well rewarded my toil, although I have borne the burden and heat of the day. But I fatigue you. I confess, that the very idea of a last word—and that word Farewell! to Brethren with whom I have acted so long and so cordially—whose zeal has given instant effect to all my plans and all my wishes—is exceedingly bitter and painful. But my Masonic course is nearly run. I have told you how I began—I have told you how I continued—I have no occasion to tell you—for you all know too well—how I ended. There are many Brethren present whom, it is highly probable, I may never see again in this world. But there is another and a better. There, I trust, we shall all meet, never to part again. There, amidst the Masons of Heaven’s high arch, we may practise our system of universal love, and rejoice in the blessings of unadulterated Masonry for ever and ever! Brethren, farewell, and may God be with you all!

The Rev. Doctor then sat down amidst loud and continued cheering.

Before the conclusion of the proceedings acknowledgments of their services were rendered to the Brethren who had been instrumental in carrying out the object of the testimonial; viz., Bro. Spencer, of London; Bro. J. Middleton, the maker of the “Offering” plate; Bro. Goodacre, and others.

The following is a description of the presentation cup:

It is a large cup of exquisite workmanship, and reflects great credit on Bro. Middleton, of Lincoln, who has executed the
IN MEMORIAM.

task with equal taste and judgment. The body is embossed with cherubs' heads, and festoons of roses; the cover and stem with emblems of corn and acacia; the cover is surmounted with a double triangle, and the five points of fellowship intersecting at right angles; on one side of the cup is the inscription in Latin, which we give with its translation; and on the other the arms of Dr. Oliver, from which depends the emblem of a Past Prov. D. G. M., viz.—

ER. on a chief sa. : 3 lions rampant of the first.

EST. a demi-lion rampant erased er : collared and ringed ar. :

______________________________

INSCRIPTION ON THE CUP.

Part of a Service of Plate presented by his Brother Masons to the Reverend and V. W. Dr. Oliver, P. D. P. G. M. for Lincolnshire, &c. &c. &c., written by the W. M. of the Witham Lodge, No. 374.


GEORGIUS OLIVER,

S. T. P. ET S. A. E. S.

VICAR DE SCOPEWICK PRESELT : DE WOLVERHAMPTON

NUPER IN COMITE LINDI-COLONIAM

LAPICIDARUM

PRO-ARCHIMAGISTRO

NEONON ET CESTUS DE WITHAM 374 SOCIO ET SACREDOTI

PHILOSOPHO ARCHEOLOGICO

NULLI SECUNDO

REBUS HISTORICIS OPTIME PERITO

ORATORI VEL IN ECCLESIA VEL IN CONSIGLIO

ET DOCTRINA ET ELOQUENTIA PRESTANTISSIMO

UNIONIS MYSTICÆ

IN CARITATE BENEVOLENTIA ET VERITATE FUNDATAE

PER QUADRAGINTA ANNOS EXPOSITORI ERUDITISSIMO

FRATRI REVERENTIA NONQUAM NON DIGNISSIMO

FRATRES PER UNIVERSAM TERRARUM ORBEM

LATAMORUM RITUS CELEBRANTES

ET HONORIS ET AMORIS CAUSA

DEDEBUNT.

A. D. MDCCCCXLIV. A. L. IOODCCCLVIII.
IN MEMORIAM.

Translation.

TO GEORGE OLIVER,
Doctor in Divinity and Fellow of the Society of Antiquarians,
  Edinburgh,
Vicar of Soopwick, Incumbent of Wolverhampton,
   Lately in the County of Lincoln
   Of Freemasons
   Deputy Grand Master,
Also of the Witham Lodge, 374, a Member and Chaplain,
   A Philosopher and Archæologist
   Second to None,
   In Historical subjects most learned,
An Orator whether in the Church or in our Councils,
Both in Knowledge and in Eloquence most excellent,
   Of the Mystic Union
   Founded in Brotherly Love Relief and Truth
   For Forty Years the most Erudite Expositor,
   A Brother of Reverence unceasingly most worthy:—
The Brethren throughout the whole surface of the Earth
   Celebrating the Rites of Freemasons;
   For the sake both of Honour and of Love,
   Have given this
   Offering.


Besides the above-described offering, the Doctor was presented by the Witham Lodge with a handsome silver salver in 1839, and by the Apollo with a handsome gold jewel. His name and reputation having extended to all parts of the world, he received numerous tokens of regard and esteem besides those already named.

Our esteemed Brother, shortly after the offering at Lincoln, was presented to the Rectory of South Hykeham. He still, however, continued to issue his works on the recepts and principles of the Craft, each volume justifying and illuminating the steps previously taken, and clearing the path to the goal of all Masonry—perfect light. Many of these works have gone through three or four editions in this country, and have been republished in France, Germany, the East Indies, and the United States of America.

It is not only literary men who, thanks to Dr. Oliver, are retained within the Craft. Religious men are also
kept in it by the "beauty of holiness," the sound, healthy tone that pervades the whole of our worthy Brother's writings. There is no cant, no hypocrisy in them; but there is about them the very atmosphere of that Holy Book which lies open on our altars, and which Masons are exhorted to consider the unerring standard of truth and justice. Alas! how many of the Brethren there are who evidence by their lives and conversations that this exhortation falls unheeded on their ears. We believe that Masons, as a body, welcome heartily to their Brotherhood the ministers of religion. If we have any such amongst us, we are certain that it is to be attributed to Dr. Oliver, who has incontrovertibly shown that there is no antagonism between Christianity and Freemasonry; that, on the contrary, the latter is the handmaid of the former, its truest and stanchest friend and helper, and that a good Mason must necessarily be a good man.

But important and salutary as is the influence which Dr. Oliver has produced by the labours of his pen on the Order, we believe that a great deal also of the respect and esteem in which that Order is held by the public at large is to be traced to the same source. Such a work as the "Star in the East," when put into the hands of an uninitiated candid inquirer, has a marvellous effect. We have frequently tested it. We have heard men railing against Freemasonry as silly or wicked. We have lent them the above work, and almost invariably found that the perusal of it has had the effect of converting the former enemy into a friend, and not unfrequently into a candidate for initiation. So also his "Apology for the Free and Accepted Masons" has induced the clergy, in a great many instances, to cease from their opposition, and to open their churches to our yearly gatherings.

Several other very important influences may be ascribed to Dr. Oliver's disinterested and, as far as substantial appreciation is concerned, unrequited labours. He has, however, the great satisfaction of having done much for the benefit of Masonry, and therefore for humanity; for
Masonry is the friend of humanity. He has produced veneration and respect for our Order throughout the civilized world (Rome and its serfs always excepted); he has implanted in the Brethren a taste for literature, one of the purest and most beneficial tastes that can be indulged; and he has, we feel convinced, done much to cherish a moral and religious tone in the minds of his readers.

These are no slight influences for one man to exert. They are a precious reward for services, however laborious, however unheeded and depressing.

Having led an active life in the discharge of his professional duties and in literary pursuits, his voice began to fail at the age of seventy-two, and being obliged to confide the charge of his parishes to curates, he passed the remainder of his life in dignified retirement, honoured and beloved.

But he was not yet lost to the Masonic world, and our literature was enriched by his labours until May last, when he took his farewell of the Grand Lodge of Lincolnshire by delivering a lecture on the advantages of Freemasonry over other secret societies, and a warmly uttered address, which was listened to by those present with evident emotion, as the words fell from the faltering lips of the kind old man who had then outlived the limit of human existence. Through the activity of the Prov. G. Sec. of Lincolnshire, Bro. Lucas, of Louth, this address and lecture have been published, and the proceeds devoted to the Fund of Benevolence of Lincolnshire, founded by Bro. Lucas, in the welfare of which Bro. Oliver took a warm interest, almost one of his last acts being to write a cheque for one pound as his annual subscription towards that fund, and forward it to Bro. C. M. Nesbitt, P. G. Treasurer.

Our esteemed Brother was taken ill about a fortnight before he died, which melancholy event took place on Sunday evening, the 3rd March, at Lincoln. The intelligence was telegraphed to Bro. Smyth, D. Prov. G. M., and a dispensation at once granted for the interment to
take place with Masonic honours. Accordingly on Thursday, the 7th March, a lodge was summoned by the W. M. of the Witham Lodge; and invitations having been sent by the Prov. G. Sec. to the other Lodges in the province to attend, about ninety of the Brethren met at the County Assembly Rooms, Lincoln, and formed a procession, which joined the funeral cortège at the house where the body of our deceased Brother lay, and accompanied his remains to their last resting-place, in St. Swithin’s Cemetery, in the following order:—

Two Tylers.
Visiting Brethren.
Witham Lodge.
Band.
Brethren out of Office.
The Deacons.
The Secretary with Roll.
The Treasurer.
The Senior and Junior Wardens.
The P. Grand Officers.
The Holy Writings.
The Grand Pursuivant.

Steward with staff.

The Worshipful Master.

The Officiating Clergyman.

THE BODY.

Mourners.

Two Stewards.

Tyler.

At the conclusion of the Burial Service the W. M. of the Witham Lodge delivered an oration, and those significant tokens of Masonic love were rendered which consigned to the grave all that remained to us of Bro. George Oliver.

He was of a kind and genial disposition, charitable in the highest sense of the word, “thinking no evil,” courteous, affable, self-denying and beneficent, humble, unassuming and unaffected, ever ready to oblige, easy of approach, amiable, yet firm in the right.

THE PUBLISHER.

June, 1887.
Dr. Oliver's Masonic Ladder.


12. 1816.—K. H. The 30th degree.


10. 1815.—Rose ♣. The 18th degree.


8. 1814.—Z. First Principal.

7. 1814.—K. T. Created.

6. 1813.—R. A. Exalted.

5. 1812.—P. M. Installed W. M., Apollo Lodge.

4. 1803.—Mark. Congratulated.

3. 1802.—M. M. Raised.

2. 1802.—F. C. Passed.

1. 1801.—E. A. P. Initiated.
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THE ORIGIN OF THE
ENGLISH ROYAL ARCH DEGREE.

PART I.

THE ORIGIN OF THE ROYAL ARCH
HISTORICALLY CONSIDERED.
CHAPTER I.

THE YORK GRAND LODGE.

There are in Speculative Freemasonry several problems sub judice, which have exercised the ingenuity of the Brethren in all ages of its existence. Such as, whether Freemasonry was introduced into Europe by the gypsies?—Whether it can be correctly identified with Rosicrucianism?

1 Mr. Clinch boldly affirms the fact. The opinion is repeated in De Pauw's Egypt. This author observes, "Every person who was not guilty of some public crime could obtain admission to the lesser mysteries. Those vagabonds called Egyptian priests in Greece and Italy, required considerable sums for initiation; and their successors the gypsies practise similar mummeries to obtain money. And thus was Freemasonry introduced into Europe."

2 There is an Essay in the London Magazine for January, 1824, to prove the identity of Freemasonry and Rosicrucianism, and their modern origin; and the writer concludes that "though Rosicrucianism is not Freemasonry, yet the latter borrowed its form from the former." An American anti-Mason endeavours to propagate the same opinion. He says, "the Rosicrucian mania sprung up in Germany A.D. 1610, and nearly overspread Christendom. This puff of indefinable extravagance originated from the writings of John Valentine Andrea, a celebrated theologian of Wurtemburg, who amused himself with tales of spiritual wonder and of mystical glory, as a literary hoax, in the style of Baron Munchausen's wonderful adventures. The visionary minds of that day took his work in earnest. They claimed for
—Whether it be, or how it is, connected with the Templars? who, as some think, received it from the Druses of Mount Lebanon.—Whether the numerous foreign degrees, called Ecossais, were really derived from Scotland? &c. And as the

the Rosy Cross philosophy what is now particularly claimed for Freemasonry." It is believed in Germany that Freemasonry originated with the Rose Croix. The Baron de Gleichen says that the Masons were united with the Rose Croix in England under King Arthur. I suppose he considers the Knights of the Round Table to be of this Order. The Baron de Westerode gives as his opinion that the Rose Croix was promulgated in the eastern parts of Europe in 1188 for the propagation of Christianity, and that it was received in Scotland under the appellation of the Order of Eastern Masons, and contained the secrets of all the occult sciences, and that it found its way into England in 1196; that it consisted of three degrees, and its emblems were a pair of golden compasses suspended from a white ribbon, as a symbol of purity and wisdom; the sun, the moon, a double triangle with the letter N; and the Brethren wore a gold ring, with the initials I. A. A. T. (Ignis, Aer, Aqua, Terra).

3 Ramsay, Hude, and many other innovators, founded their systems on the postulate that Freemasonry was a branch of Templary. Barruel was very positive on this point, and all the arguments which he has used to vilify Freemasonry in his "History of Jacobinism" are expressly founded upon it.

4 This figment, I believe, has been adopted by the editor of the Christian Remembrancer.

5 It is curious to observe how diversified the seventy degrees of the so-called Scotch Masonry are; and I subjoin a catalogue of them for the information of the curious Mason:—Novice Ecossais; Maître Ecossais; Parfait Ecossais; Parfait Maître Anglais Ecossais; Ecossais Parisien; Rite Ecossais; Ecossais Anglais ou des Frères aimés; Ecossais Rouge; Ecossais d'Angleterre; Ecossais de Lyon; Grand Ecossais; Ecossais Français; Chevalier Ecossais; Ecossais Trinitaire; Parfait Ecossais; Ecossais Trinitaire, ou Globe des Grand Maîtres Commandeurs.
solution of these problems depends upon evidence which is inaccessible, it admits of considerable doubt whether they will ever be elucidated with such absolute precision as to merit universal credence.

But the most important question which remains open at the present day, is the true origin of the English Royal Arch. The enquiry has excited much attention, and a great anxiety appears to de Temple; Ecossais Trinitaire, ou puissant Grand Maître de l’Ordre de la Sainte Trinité; Ecossais Sublime Anglais; Ecossais d’Alcidony; Ecossais de Montpellier; Ecossais de Paris; Ecossais de Dunkerque; Ecossais Egyptien; Ecossais de Prusse; Ecossais de Messine; Ecossais de Naples ou de Sicile; Ecossais d’Angers; Ecossais de Clermont; Ecossais Architecte parfait; Ecossais de l’Anneau; Ecossais de Heredom; Grand Architecte Ecossais; Grand Architecte Anglais Ecossais; Ecossais fideles ou de la Vieille Bru; Grand Patriarche Ecossais; Grand Ecossais de Saint André d’Ecosse; Ecossais de Saint André d’Ecosse; Ecossais de Saint André du Chardon; Grand Ecossais Patriarche; Grand Ecossais des Patriarches; Illustre Architecte Ecossais; Sublime Ecossais de la G. L. du Prince Edward; Sublime Ecossais, ou la Jerusalem céleste; Ecossais de St. Georges; Ecossais Purificateur; Ecossais de Toulouse; Ecossais Vert; Ecossais Sublime Purificateur; Ecossais des Quarante; Ecossais des petites apartemens; Ecossais des fils aînés; Ecossais de Franville; Ecossais de la Quarantaine; Ecossais des trois j.j.j. (inconnus); Grand Ecossais, ou Grand Elu; Rite Ecossais philosophique; Grand Ecossais des Croisades; Ecossais des Freres aînés, ou du Triple Triangle; Ecossais d’Hiram; Grand Maître Ecossais; Ecossais de la Loge du Prince Edward, G. M.; Ecossais Levite et Martyr; Grand Ecossais de Valachie, de Copenhagen et de Stockholm, ou Grade de l’Interieur; Ecossais de la Voûte sacrée de Jacques VI.; Ecossais des Loges militaires; Ecossais de St. André; Ecossais de St. André, ou quatre fois respectable Maître; Ecossais de la perfection; Dame Sublime Ecossaise; Ecossais de l’Hospice du Mont Thabor.
prevail amongst the Companions of the Order to ascertain truly the fact whether it be an ancient or a modern rite. The Ahiman Rezon says it has been held "from time immemorial;" but this is rather an indefinite expression, and somewhat difficult to comprehend. Some have asserted more determinately that the Templars brought it from the Holy Land; others that it was attached as a pendant to Templary in the sixteenth century; and some believe that it was unknown before the year 1780. There exists sufficient evidence to disprove all these conjectures, and to fix the error of its introduction to a period which is coeval with the memorable schism amongst the English Masons about the middle of the last century. To ascertain the causes which gradually led to its establishment, we must take a brief view of the leading circumstances attending that division of the Fraternity into two great and independent bodies.

It is commonly believed that the prevalence of schism in any institution is the fruitful parent of many evils, which cannot fail to detract from its purity and excellence. And so it is; but the evil is not without its portion of good. Experience teaches that if the members of an institution become apathetic, nothing is so likely to rouse them to a sense of duty as the existence of conflicting opinions, which produce a separation of interests, and divide them into two adverse sections; each of which, like the self-multiplying polypus, will frequently become as strong and
ENGLISH ROYAL ARCH.

prosperous as the parent institution. This is peculiarly the case in religion. Separation, and the establishment of new sects, have generally been a prolific source of proselytism; and many a Christian may trace his conversion from a state resembling the darkest heathenism to the spirit of party, and the curiosity of searching for something new, stimulating, and attractive. In Freemasonry, from the same causes, former feelings are revived and brought into operation, which enliven the lukewarm zeal, and convert the most quiescent member into an active partisan. Like a gentle breeze directed on the embers of an expiring fire, schism fans the dying apathy of the inert, and gives a new impetus to his thoughts, words, and actions.

Some such results as these attended the schism which agitated the fraternity of Free and Accepted Masons during the greater part of the eighteenth century. The jealousies which it excited, and the divisions and heart-burnings which it produced, have now subsided. Half a century of peaceful union has extinguished all that unappeasable hostility which marked its progress; and the historian may now venture on the details without incurring the hazard of exciting an angry feeling either in one party or the other, by faithfully unfolding the circumstances that gave rise to the secession, and attended its course till it was ultimately absorbed in the great body of English Freemasonry, at the re-union in 1813.

To make the subject intelligible, it will be
necessary to revert to the earliest times of Masonry in England. Passing over the Druids, and the Grand Mastership of St. Alban, which are unconnected with the question at issue, we find in an old Masonic manuscript the following important passage:—"Though the ancient records of the brotherhood in England were many of them destroyed or lost in the wars of the Saxons and Danes, yet King Athelstan, the grandson of King Alfred the Great, a mighty architect, the first anointed King of England, and who translated the Holy Bible into the Saxon tongue, A.D. 930, when he had brought the land into rest and peace, built many great works, and encouraged many Masons from France, who were appointed overseers thereof, and brought with them the charges and regulations of the Lodges, preserved since the Roman times; who also prevailed with the king to improve the constitution of the English lodges according to the foreign model. That the said king's brother, Prince Edwin, being taught Masonry, and taking upon him the charges of a Master Mason, for the love he had to the said craft, and the honourable principles whereon it is grounded, purchased a free charter of King Athelstan for the Masons; having a correction among themselves, as it was anciently expressed, or a freedom and power to regulate themselves, to amend what might happen amiss, and to hold a yearly communication and general assembly. That accordingly Prince Edwin summoned all the Masons in the realm to meet him in a congregation
at York, who came and composed a general Lodge, of which he was Grand Master; and having brought with them all the writings and records extant, some in Greek, some in Latin, some in French, and other languages, from the contents thereof that assembly did frame the Constitutions and Charges of an English Lodge, and made a law to preserve and observe the same in all time coming.”

From this document it is evident that Freemasonry in this island was first formally planted at York, which hence bears the same relation to English as Kilwinning does to Scottish Masonry, although its introduction into North Britain was two centuries later. A Grand Lodge was established at York, under the charter of Edwin, which maintained its functions, and asserted its supremacy down to the middle of the eighteenth

6 It is probable that Masonry may have been introduced into Scotland about the same time as Christianity, although there are great objections to that theory; for in general the early buildings were not of stone, but of wood and wicker-work, and such as were of stone were extremely rude, and displayed no great knowledge of the Craft. I am therefore disposed to think that scientific masonry, Freemasonry, or anything worthy of being dignified with the name of architecture, was not introduced into that country till the twelfth century. But even although masonry may have been introduced at the same time as the Culdees, I cannot suppose that the Culdees were Freemasons; and great injury has been done to the Order by attributing to it much not only incapable of proof, but of which there are strong grounds for suspecting the reverse. It appears to me that we have no proof of Freemasonry having existed in Scotland before the year 1126.
century. The name of an ancient York Mason was considered honourable in all ages; and the precedency has been conceded to it, by both the sister countries, as being of greater antiquity than the Kilwinning Masons of Scotland, or the Carrickfergus ones of Hibernia. There is no evidence of a general Grand Lodge being held in any other place during the whole of the above period, nor has its authority ever been made a subject of doubt or dispute. It is true its records have not been preserved, owing probably to the rash and mistaken zeal of some of its grand officers in 1720, who destroyed many of them, to prevent what they affected to consider an act of desecration. But there is sufficient proof that its proceedings were uniform and regular, and the names of its Grand Masters are before us in the proper order of succession. And more than this, a MS. copy of the Constitutions of Athelstan, now in the British Museum, has been published by Mr. Halliwell, and its regulations are in perfect accordance with the Constitutions of Masonry at the present day.

During the reign of Queen Elizabeth, the government of the country attempted to interfere with its meetings, but without success. The

7 Ware, in his Essay in the "Archaologia," says that Nicholas Stone destroyed many valuable papers belonging to the Society of Freemasons; and he adds, "Perhaps his master, Inigo Jones, thought that the new mode, though dependant on taste, was independent on science; and, like the calif Omar, that what was agreeable to the new faith was useless, and that what was not ought to be destroyed."
queen was jealous of all secrets in which she was unable to participate, and she deputed an armed force, on St. John's day, in December, 1561, to break up the annual Grand Lodge. The Grand Master, Sir Thomas Sackville, received the queen's officers with great civility, telling them that nothing would give him greater pleasure than to admit them into the Grand Lodge, and communicate to them the secrets of the Order. He persuaded them to be initiated, and this convinced them that the system was founded on the sublime ordinances of morality and religion. On their return, they assured the queen that the business of Freemasonry was the cultivation of morality and science, harmony and peace; and that politics and religion were alike forbidden to be discussed in their assemblies. The queen was perfectly satisfied, and never attempted to disturb them again.

The Fraternity was well governed by this Grand Lodge, which held its communications annually, and sometimes oftener; and the brethren at large were eligible to assemble in deliberation for the general benefit of the Craft. At these meetings the Grand Masters and Officers were installed, and other routine business transacted. This old Grand Lodge was the conservator of the primitive Gothic constitutions and charges; and under its benign patronage the works of art were executed which reflect such high credit on the Masons of the middle ages.

The establishment of a Grand Lodge in London
for the southern division of the island, in 1717, did not interfere with its proceedings; and the two Grand Lodges entertained a mutual good understanding towards each other for many years; until the more recent establishment grew powerful by the accession of noble and learned persons of the highest rank; who, being under the necessity of having a permanent town residence for the convenience of attending their parliamentary duties, found no difficulty in being regularly present at the quarterly Grand Lodges, and thus conveyed the influence of their talents and position in society to the southern division of the Order. Their example augmented the ranks of Masonry in the provinces, until the increase of its Lodges, both in numbers and respectability, in every part of England, was so rapid and uniform, that the Grand Lodge at York became inert, and at length silently resigned its authority into the hands of its more fortunate rival.

This appears to be a correct view of the case, because the Lodges in the City of York itself, as well as the entire north of England, have for many years practised the mysteries of the Craft under warrants granted by the London Grand Lodge; and are governed by Provincial Grand Masters of the same constitutional appointment.

The authority of the York Grand Lodge was not however superseded without a feeling of jealousy at the usurpations of its rival, which indiscreetly committed a few instances of aggression on its privileges that appear to be indefensible, as
the title of "Grand Lodge of all England" had been conceded to it, while the London fraternity assumed the appellation of "The Grand Lodge of England." Taking advantage of an unfortunate dispute amongst the members of a Lodge at York, the southern Grand Lodge encouraged the seceding Brethren in their disobedience, by granting them a warrant to open a new Lodge under its constitutions, in the city; little dreaming how soon a similar secession would occur in their own body. This encroachment was not suffered to pass without expostulation and protest on the part of the ancient Grand Lodge, which contended that it would have been more in accordance with the genuine principles and regulations of Masonry, if the refractory Brethren had been admonished, and recommended to apply for re-admission into the Lodge they had so inconsiderately abandoned.

This aggression having been attended with success, was followed up in 1734, during the Grand Mastership of the Earl of Crawford, by the constitution of Lodges, the issue of deputations, and the appointment of Provincial Grand Masters for Northumberland, Lancashire, and Durham; all within the jurisdiction of the Grand Lodge at York.9 So direct an invasion of its

9 Matthew Ridley, Esq., was appointed to the P. G. Mastership of Northumberland; Edward Entwistle, Esq., to that of Lancashire; and Joseph Laycock, Esq., to that of Durham. And the London Grand Lodge pronounced that all the Lodges in those provinces were under its authority.
ancient rights was highly offensive; but the York Masons finding themselves too feeble to stem the torrent, after an ineffectual protest, held on their course in a dignified silence for a few years; and, although the rights of their Grand Lodge were superseded, and its influence weakened by the increasing prosperity of its rival, continued to act on their own independent authority, which was never called into question. Even after the dominion of the London Grand Lodge became indisputably established, and it considered itself entitled to the homage of the whole island south of the river Tweed, the one old Lodge at York was always excepted.9

9 Thus it was resolved, during the Grand Mastership of the Earl of Carnarvon, afterwards Duke of Chandos, that “All Lodges are under the patronage of our Grand Master of England, except the old Lodge in York city, and the Lodges of Scotland, Ireland, France, and Italy, which, affecting independency, are under their own Grand Masters.”—Anderson’s Const. 1788, p. 196.
CHAPTER II.

THE EPITHETS "ANCIENT" AND "MODERN" EXPLAINED.

About the year 1737 or 1738, commenced that notable schism which again divided the English fraternity into two separate and independent sections, by the establishment of another Grand Lodge in London, and the appointment of a new Grand Master, with his staff of officers. It will be observed in limine, that, at this time, private Lodges did not possess the power of conferring either the second or third degree, which was a privilege reserved by the Grand Lodge for its own peculiar exercise; and these degrees were given as the reward of meritorious Brethren, who had rendered essential services to the Craft, either by their learning, talent, or activity; and this only with the unanimous consent of all the Brethren assembled in communication. An infringement of this privilege led to very serious and important consequences.

A few ambitious Brethren, who were ineligible for these degrees, prevailed on some inconsiderate Master Masons to open an illegal Lodge, and to pass, and raise them to the sublime degree.
These irregularities having escaped immediate detection, the same Brethren proceeded to initiate new members into the Order; and attempted to invest them with Masonic privileges. A project so bold and unprecedented could not elude ultimate discovery. The newly initiated Masons, proud of their acquisition, applied, in the character of visitors, for admission into the regular Lodges, when their pretensions were speedily unmasked, and the authors of the imposition were called on to vindicate their conduct before the Grand Lodge. Complaints were preferred against them at the Quarterly Communication in June, 1739, and the offending Brethren were allowed six months to prepare their defence. After a full investigation and proof of their delinquency, it was resolved that "the transgressors should be pardoned upon their submission and promises of future good behaviour." It was also resolved, that "the laws shall be strictly put in execution against all Brethren who shall, in future, countenance, connive, or assist at any irregular makings."

The delinquents, though pardoned, appear to have been highly dissatisfied with this decision, which they affected to consider in the light of an indirect censure; and having tasted the sweets of their former illicit proceedings, they assumed the position of persecuted Brethren, and converted the resolutions of the Grand Lodge into a pretext.
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for persisting in their contumacy; and in open violation of the constitutions, they continued to meet as Masons in unauthorized places, to initiate, pass, and raise candidates, and to perform all the functions of a warranted Lodge, under the plea that in ancient times a sufficient number of Masons residing within a certain district, with the consent of the civil magistrate, were empowered to meet for the purpose of making Masons, and practising the rites of Masonry, without warrant of constitution; and that the privilege was inherent in themselves as individual Masons.

But the first meeting at the revival in 1717, under Anthony Sayer, Grand Master, had agreed, as a preliminary measure towards the formation of a Grand Lodge, and to cement its power, that this privilege should no longer exist. And it was unanimously resolved, that the privilege of assembling as Masons, which had been hitherto unrestricted, should be vested in certain Lodges or assemblies of Masons convened in certain places; and that every Lodge to be hereafter convened, except the four old Lodges at this time existing, should be legally authorized to act, by a warrant from the Grand Master for the time being, granted to certain individuals, by petition, with the consent and approbation of the Grand Lodge in communication; and that without such warrant no Lodge should hereafter be deemed regular or constitutional.”

3 “This regulation was found necessary,” says a Continental writer, “because that here and there private Lodges were
The seceding Brethren contended that the above assembly did not possess the power to pass such a resolution, because it was not only self-created, but defective in numbers; whereas, "in order to form what Masons mean by a Grand Lodge, there should have been the Masters and Wardens of five regular Lodges, that is to say, five Masters and ten Wardens, making the number of installed officers fifteen. This is so well known to every man conversant with the ancient laws, usages, customs, and ceremonies of Master Masons, that it is needless to say more, than that the foundation was defective in number, and consequently defective in form and capacity." And that, although they called the assembly a revival of the Grand Lodge, it was a gratuitous assumption which could not be verified by facts; because "had it been a revival of the ancient Craft only, without innovations or alterations of any kind, the Free and Accepted Masons in Ireland, Scotland, the East and West Indies, and America, where no change has yet happened, nay, Freemasons in general, would agree in secret language formed by false and unworthy Brethren, who used a ritual of their own, and pretended to make men Freemasons, for the sake of their money. Some countries, particularly Denmark and Prussia, have passed laws that no Lodge shall be held or formed in any part of their dominions without having first obtained a warrant from one of the Grand Lodges. In Germany, there are a few of the ancient Lodges which are independent, and which have not joined any Grand Lodge, but which, on account of their age, are acknowledged as regular Lodges by all the others."

and ceremonies with the members of the modern Lodges. But daily experience points out the contrary; and this is an incontrovertible proof of the falsehood of the supposed revival." 4

These arguments and reflections, however, were unheeded by the Grand Lodge, or considered as serving only to aggravate the offence: and stringent resolutions were passed to check their proceedings, which produced only a temporary effect; for several Lodges having been erased from the lists for refusing to attend the Grand Master in Quarterly Communication, pursuant to notices repeatedly served on them for that purpose, the members united themselves with the seceders, and succeeding in forming a body of sufficient strength to cast off their allegiance openly to the metropolitan Grand Lodge. As there had been, before this period, some differences between the Grand Lodges of London and York, the schismatics assumed the name and authority of the latter, although it is doubtful whether that body gave any sanction to their illegal proceedings. Laurie 5 asserts that the sanction was only "pretended;" and Noorthouck positively says, that they had no encouragement whatever from the Grand Lodge at York. His words are—"Under a fictitious sanction of the ancient York constitution, which was dropped at the revival of the Grand Lodge in 1717, they presumed to claim the right of constituting Lodges. Some Brethren at York con-

4 Ahiman Rezon, p. ix.  
5 Page 116.
continued, indeed, to act under their original constitution; but the irregular Masons in London never received any patronage from them."  

The constitutional Grand Lodge now took the matter into its most serious consideration, and attempted to bring the refractory Brethren to a proper sense of duty, that they might return to their allegiance, and be received with affection and forgiveness. Failing in this endeavour, it resolved at length to adopt the expedient, apparently rendered necessary by the emergency, but extremely ill-judged, of introducing a slight alteration into the system, which might have the effect of detecting the schismatics, and thus excluding them from the orthodox Lodges. The resolution was unfortunate, and produced the very evil which it was intended to avert.

The Grand Lodge now expressly ordered the regular Lodges not to admit the seceding Brethren as visitors, or to countenance or acknowledge them in any way whatever, but to treat them as

---

6 Const. p. 240.

7 This alteration is thus explained by a cotemporary writer: — "I would beg leave to ask whether two persons standing in the Guildhall of London, the one facing the statues of Gog and Magog, and the other with his back turned on them, could, with any degree of propriety, quarrel about their situation, as Gog must be on the right of one, and Magog on the right of the other? Such, and far more insignificant, is the disputatious temper of the seceding Brethren, that, on no better grounds than the above, they chose to usurp a power, and to act in open and direct violation of the regulations they had solemnly engaged to maintain, and by every artifice possible to be devised, endeavored to increase their numbers."
persons unworthy of notice, until they humbled themselves as the Grand Master shall in his prudence direct, and until he signifies his approval by a missive directed to the regular Lodges. The Grand Lodge further recommended the utmost care and circumspection in the examination of visitors; and not to admit them on any pretence whatever, until they had entered into an engagement that they had been regularly initiated, passed, and raised, in a lawful, warranted Lodge.

These regulations were a source of exultation and triumph to the seceding Brethren. They loudly exclaimed against what they termed an alteration of the landmarks, as an unprecedented and unconstitutional proceeding; accused the Grand Lodge of having deviated from ancient usage, and conferred upon all its members and adherents the invidious epithet of modern Masons, while they appropriated to themselves the exclusive and honourable title of "ancient Masons, acting under the old York constitutions, cemented

* The offence was increased by the manner in which they recorded their opinions on this invidious subject. They charged the Grand Lodge with a design of abolishing the old custom of explaining geometry in the Lodges, and substituting conviviality in its stead. "Some of the young Brethren," they said, "made it appear that a good knife and fork in the hands of a dexterous Brother over proper materials, would give greater satisfaction, and add more to the conviviality of the Lodge, than the best scale and compasses in Europe." They further asserted that the Brethren had made an attempt to get rid of their aprons, because "they made the gentlemen look like mechanics."
and consecrated by immemorial observance.” Taking advantage of this popular cry, they proceeded to the formation of an independent Grand Lodge, drew up a code of laws for its government, issued warrants for the constitution of new Lodges, “under the true ancient system of Freemasonry;” and from the fees arising out of these proceedings they succeeded in establishing a fund of benevolence, besides defraying the current expenses of the institution.
CHAPTER III.

ORIGIN OF THE ROYAL ARCH.

It will be necessary to pause a moment here for the purpose of taking into consideration a few anomalies in this new establishment, which appear difficult of solution. The *ancients*,¹ in their justification, had strongly and repeatedly condemned the formation of any new Grand Lodge, as an unconstitutional proceeding, and at variance with the genuine principles of Masonry; and pronounced that such a body, being self-constituted, could not possess any legal authority over the Craft. But if they were sincere in their protestations, why did they constitute a Grand Lodge of their own? And again, if they really derived their authority from the Grand Lodge at York, why did they not unite under its banner, refer to it for their warrants and other public sanctions, instead of openly renouncing its protection by the establishment of a new Grand Lodge, and

¹ I shall use the words *ancients* and *moderns* in their general acceptation; the former to designate the seceders, and the latter the constitutional Masons; although both were alike either ancient or modern, being equally derived from the same source.
issuing constitutions for the formation of private Lodges, even in the city of York itself? These queries are difficult to answer, and therefore the ancients wisely avoided them. Not a word on the subject is to be found in the Ahiman Rezon, though, as we have already seen, it is sufficiently vituperative on other points.²

The accusation of changing the ancient landmarks of the Order, which was pertinaciously urged against the Grand Lodge of the moderns, answered every purpose which was intended to be effected by it. The new Order became extremely popular, and as it professed to convey privileges, and to communicate secrets unknown to the rival institution, persons of rank were induced to enrol themselves under its banner.

But, notwithstanding the virtuous indignation which was expressed by the ancients at the alleged delinquency of the English Grand Lodge, I am inclined to think that they themselves, at the above period, remodeled, at the least, if they did not alter, several of the old landmarks. It was asserted by Finch, and some other Masonic charlatans, that the Master Mason’s word was never lost! And although, when this public announce-

² Laurie says of this book:—"The unfairness with which he (Dermott) has stated the proceedings of the moderns, the bitterness with which he treats them, and the quackery and vain glory with which he displays his own pretensions to superior knowledge, deserve to be reprobated by every class of Masons who are anxious for the purity of their Order, and the preservation of that charity and mildness which ought to characterize all their proceedings."—Laurie, p. 117.
ment was made, it was considered merely as an ingenious fiction to attract attention to their worthless publications; yet there is circumstantial evidence, which may induce us to suspend our opinions on the truth or falsehood of the assertion. These considerations afford a clue towards discovering the origin of the English Royal Arch order, which, I think, it would be difficult to trace beyond the period of this schism, although I admit the imperfection of written evidence in proof of facts attached to a secret society, which professes to transmit its peculiar mysteries by oral communication only.

Sir William Drummond, the erudite author of the Origines, has recorded the opinion that "it is painful to have doubts where others believe;" and I myself have long felt the force of this sentiment with respect to the Royal Arch. At my first exaltation in 1813, I was taught to believe it an ancient degree; but I confess, that even at that early period I entertained considerable doubts on the point. The degree is too incongruous to be of any great antiquity. It exhibits too many evidences of modern construction to be received with implicit credence as a ceremony practised by the ancient Dionysiacs, or even the more modern colleges of Freemasons, or confraternities of the middle ages, to whom we are indebted for the sublime specimens of science and genius exhibited in the ecclesiastical buildings, which still dignify and adorn every European nation. It is not mentioned in any ancient record of
acknowledged authenticity; nor does Dr. Anderson give the slightest hint, in his elaborate history of the Order, that it was known at the period when he wrote.

The earliest mention of it in England which I can find is in the year 1740, just one year after the trifling alteration sanctioned by the modern Grand Lodge already mentioned. An old Master Mason's tracing-board or floor-cloth, published on the Continent almost immediately after symbolical Masonry had been received in France as a branch from the Grand Lodge in England in 1725, which furnished the French Masons with a written copy of the lectures then in use, contains the true Master's word in a very prominent situation. This forms an important link in the chain of presumptive evidence, that the word, at that time, had not been severed from the third degree and transferred to another. If this be true, as there is every reason to believe, the alteration must have been effected by some extraordinary innovation and change of landmarks. And I am persuaded, for reasons which will speedily be given, that the seceding Brethren are chargeable with originating these innovations; for the division of the third degree and the fabrication of the English Royal Arch appear, on their own showing, to have been their work.

Now their Master Mason's degree, which included, as we shall see, the germs of our present
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Royal Arch, although it contained elements of the greatest sublimity, was imperfect in its construction, and unsatisfactory in its result; which will tend to show, from the crude and unfinished state in which it then appeared, that the degree was in its infancy. The anachronisms with which it abounded, and the loose manner in which its parts were fitted into each other, betrayed its recent origin. In fact, it was evidently an attempt to combine several of the continental degrees of sublime Masonry into one, without regard to the order of time, propriety of arrangement, or any other consistent principle; and therefore we find, in the degree as it was originally constructed, jumbled together in a state of inextricable confusion, certain detailed events commemorated in Ramsay's Royal Arch, the Knights of the Ninth Arch, and many others, particularly the Rite called the Ancien de Bouillon, which was the real name of the degree, and it was on this authority that they denominated themselves Ancient Masons. It is impossible to be explicit on this part of the subject, because the particulars cannot legally be committed to writing; nor is it material, for it is the origin and not the details of the Royal Arch that I am now principally concerned to show. The fabricators might—it is barely possible—have had the idea from the sister island, but they could not have imported the degree from thence, because, if practised by the Irish Masons at that period (which is extremely doubtful), it was altogether a different composition.
CHAPTER IV.

SPURIOUS DEGREES.

I proceed to show the presumption that the Royal Arch degree was concocted by the ancients to widen the breach, and make the line of distinction between them broader and more indelible. Colonel Stone says, "It is asserted, but with how much truth I have not the means of deciding, that the first warrant for the practice of the Royal Arch degree was granted by Charles Edward Stuart, son of the Pretender, to hold a Chapter of an order called the Scotch Jacobite, at Arras, in France, where he had received many favours at the hands of the Masons. This Chapter was subsequently removed to Paris, where it was called Le Chapitre d'Arras, and is, in fact, the original of our present Royal Arch Chapters." Stone's information on the foreign degrees, however, was very imperfect; for there is no evidence to prove that the English Royal Arch was ever worked in France. The Chapter established under the auspices of the Chevalier was denominated the Eagle and Pelican,\(^1\) another name for

\(^1\) It is wonderful to reflect on the number of spurious Masonic degrees which had the Eagle for their symbol!—As,
the Royal Order of Bruce, or that part of it which is called the R.S.Y.C.S., a composition of a widely different nature from our Royal Arch.

In compiling the Ahiman Rezon, Dermott was particularly guarded lest he should make any undue disclosures which might betray the English origin of his degree, for it would have destroyed his claim to the title of an ancient Mason; but, notwithstanding all his care, I shall be able to prove the fact almost from the Ahiman Rezon itself, with the assistance of a little analogous testimony collected from other sources. It was evidently his intention that the Royal Arch should be received amongst the Brethren as a foreign degree, which had been practised from the most ancient times. Now it could not be a continental rite, because it does not correspond with the Royal Arch propagated by Ramsay on the continent of Europe; neither is it found in any of the French or German systems of Masonry practised during the early part or middle of the last century. It is not contained in the Royal Order of Bruce, which is the only ancient system of Masonry in existence, except the three blue

for instance, Chevalier de l'Aigle, ou des Maitres élus; Chevalier de l'Aigle, ou le Maitre parfait en Architecture; Chevalier de l'Aigle et du Pélican; Chevalier de l'Aigle blanc et noir; Illustre Chevalier Commandeur de l'Aigle blanc et noir; Chevalier de l'Aigle noir; Le Prince de l'Aigle noir; Le Prince du Grand Aigle noir; Chevalier de l'Aigle d'Or; Chevalier de l'Aigle Prussien; Chevalier de l'Aigle renversé; Chevalier de l'Aigle rouge; Ordre des deux Aigles; Chevalier des deux Aigles couronnés; Ancien et accepté, &c., &c., &c.
degrees; neither do we discover it in the systems of Charles Edward Stuart, of the Chapter of Clermont, in the degrees of Baron Hunde, in Hermetic, Cabalistic, or Eclectic Masonry; nor in the elaborate rites of Zinnendorff, Swedenborg, Fessler, Bedaridde, Peuvret, or their compeers. It was not included in the order of Mizraim, Adoptive Masonry, or the Rite Ancien et Accepté; nor, I am persuaded, in any other system which was ever practised on the continent of Europe. If it were, I have failed in my endeavours to discover it. It is therefore very properly denominated the English Royal Arch, for it was doubtless a fabrication of this country, and from hence was transmitted to every part of the world where it now prevails. Let us then endeavour to ascertain its precise origin.

The ancients proclaimed to the public in their Book of Constitutions—"It is a truth beyond contradiction, the Free and Accepted Masons in Ireland and Scotland, and the ancient Masons of England, have one and the same customs, usages, and ceremonies; but this is not the case with the modern Masons in England, who differ materially, not only from the above, but from most Masons in all parts of the world."2 And in another place they state particularly what some of these points of difference were, viz., "they differ exceedingly in makings, ceremonies, knowledge, Masonic language, and installations; so much so that they

2 Abiman Rezon, p. 70.
always have been, and still continue to be, two
distinct societies, totally independent of each
other." To authorize such assertions as these
there must have been some organic difference,
which could be nothing short of the institution of
a new degree, practised in the ancient Lodges.
And to make it the more attractive, they dignified
it with the title of the Royal Arch, or Rite de
Bouillon, as Ramsay had done before them,
although their degree differed materially from that
which he had promulgated under the same name.
It is, however, extremely probable that Ramsay
may have had some hand in this business; for he
visited London at the very period in question, for
the purpose of introducing his new degrees into
English Masonry; and his schemes being rejected
by the constitutional Grand Lodge, nothing
appears more likely than that he would throw
himself into the hands of the schismatics, who
would receive his communications with pleasure,
because they presented the means of furthering
their views in the propagation of what they
termed ancient Masonry. And under these cir-
cumstances a new degree, or rather new cere-
monies, were concocted, which promised to cement

3 Ahiman Rezon, p. 30.
4 In the R. A. of Ramsay there was a jewel inscribed with
the letters I. V. I. O. L., meaning Inveni verbum in ore Leonis,
of which the following explanation was given in the historical
lecture attached to the degree:——"Biblical history informs us
that the Jews were slaves to the Egyptians until they were
redeemed by Moses, for the purpose of occupying the promised
land. We also learn from the annals deposited in the archives
the schism, and prove an effectual bar to all reconciliations, by constituting a tangible line of demarcation between them and the moderns, which would be impregnable. Dermott confesses that the Royal Arch was first practised in England by "the Excellent Masons of the Grand Lodge of England according to the old constitutions, who, in Scotland (?), and only to be examined by us, that in a certain battle the ark of alliance was lost in a forest, and was subsequently found by the roaring of a lion, which, on the approach of the Israelites, ceased its roarings, and couches at their feet. This lion had previously devoured a great number of the Egyptians who attempted to carry away the ark, keeping securely in his mouth the key to the treasures which it contained. But when the high priest came near him, he dropped the key from his mouth, and retired couching and tame, without offering the least violence to the chosen people." There is a similar allusion to a lion in the degree of the venerable Grand Master of all Symbolic Lodges, or Master ad vitam, where he is represented as having been wounded by an arrow, and having escaped from the stake to which he had been bound, lay at the mouth of a cave with the broken rope about his neck, using certain mathematical instruments. At the foot of the stake lay a crown. This bore a reference to the escape of Charles Edward Stuart, the claimant to the crown of England; and in the lectures a question is asked, "What does Jackson signify?" which is thus answered:—"I am that I am, which is the name of him who found the cavern where the lion was hid that kept in his mouth the key of the ark of alliance, which was lost, as is mentioned in the degree of the R.A." It is now universally allowed that Jackson means Jaques-son, the son of James, the exiled king. There can be no doubt but Ramsay invented the French Royal Arch, and made it the highest of all his degrees, and the *ae plus ulta* of Masonry. The fact is, the above was a symbol to signify the lion of the tribe of Judah, or Christ, pierced with the spear, and bearing the key to unlock and explain the tendency of the Jewish dispensation, and its reference to Christianity.
duly assembled, and constitutionally convened in general Grand Chapter, carefully collected and revised the regulations *which have long been in use* for the government thereof;" thus asserting their claim to antiquity, although it had never yet been practised in England. Ramsay had already made the same claim for the antiquity of his degrees, which, it is well known, were invented by himself. It is, therefore, extremely probable that Ramsay was concerned in the fabrication of the English degree; because it still embodies some of the details of his Royal Arch, the whole of which, I am inclined to think, in the earliest arrangement of the English degree formed one of the preliminary ceremonies.

---


6 I make this statement, because the earliest copy of this degree in my possession, dated 1783, commences with a long explanation of the ceremonies of Ramsay's Royal Arch as preparatory to the English degree. This ceremonial had been discontinued before my own exaltation in 1813; and probably not long before; because a copy of the lectures, which was placed in my hands by a friend at that period, opens with the details of Enoch's arches; but this portion had been obliterated by running a pen through it. The notorious Masonic quack, Finch, in the explanation of one of his engravings, says "the four equilateral triangles within the perpendicular part is emblematic of the Suspended Arch, Advanced Arch, Dedicated Arch, and Circumscribed Arch; and the twelve letters are the initials of the proper words belonging to these four points of the Royal Arch degree. In the right-hand corner is another Cross relative to the Royal Arch, with nine perpendicular Arches, made by Enoch, and discovered by Solomon. The Z stands for the chief officer of the Chapter, and the equilateral triangle round the
Besides, Dermott could not have derived his degree from any other source, for the age of continental innovation had only just commenced, and Ramsay's degrees were the only new introductions grafted upon symbolical Masonry in France. The Freemasonry which was practised in that country, between A.D. 1700 and 1725, was only by some English residents, without a charter or any formal Lodge. The first warrant for opening a Lodge in France, was granted in 1725, by the Grand Lodge of England to Lord Derwentwater, Maskelyne, Higuetty, and some other French followers of the Pretender, who met at an eating-house in the Rue des Boucheries. It was not till 1728 that Ramsay added his new degrees; and this gave the idea of the hauts grades, which soon came into vogue; but they were received with suspicion, and made little progress for some years. In December, 1736, Lord Harnouester was elected letter Z alludes to the triangular chains of the Jews during part of their Babylonish captivity." The real ceremonies of this surreptitious third Degree were, however, essentially different from Ramsay's Royal Arch, as will be shown in a subsequent chapter.

We have the testimony of Professor Robison, the anti-Mason, that "Ramsay was as eminent for his piety as he was for his enthusiasm, but his opinions were singular. His eminent learning, his elegant talents, his amiable character, and particularly his estimation at court, gave great influence to everything he said on the subject of Masonry, which was merely a matter of fashion and amusement. Whoever has attended much to human affairs knows the eagerness with which men propagate all singular opinions, and the delight which attends their favourable reception."
Grand Master for France, and Ramsay was installed into the office of Grand Orator. In 1740 he came over to England, and remained in this country more than a year; after which he returned to France, where the rage for innovation had now fairly commenced.
CHAPTER V.

THE MASTER'S PART.

It was during this period, I am persuaded, that the English Royal Arch was fabricated; for very soon afterwards the ancients publicly announced that "Ancient Masonry consists of four degrees," while modern Masonry had only three; the fourth signifying the Royal Arch, of which, until a much later period, the constitutional Grand Lodge professed to know nothing, but which was authoritatively pronounced by the ancients to be "an essential and component part of ancient Masonry, and that which is the perfection and end of the beautiful system." The words of the preamble to the original laws of their Royal Arch, are these,—"Ancient Masonry consists of four degrees; the three first of which are those of the Apprentice, the Fellow-craft, and the sublime degree of Master; and a Brother, being well versed in these degrees, and otherwise qualified as hereafter will be expressed, is eligible to be admitted to the fourth degree, the Holy Royal Arch. This degree is certainly more august, sublime, and important than

1 Ahiman Rezon, pp. 113, 114.
those which precede it, and is the summit and perfection of ancient Masonry. It impresses on our minds a more firm belief of the existence of a Supreme Deity, without beginning of days, or end of years, and justly reminds us of the respect and veneration due to that Holy Name. Until within these few years, this degree was not conferred on any but those who had been a considerable time enrolled in the Fraternity; and could, besides, give the most unequivocal proofs of their skill and proficiency in the Craft." In fact, until within a few years before these laws were drawn up, it was not conferred at all; for it was unknown.

In proof that the members of the constitutional Grand Lodge were, at this period, ignorant of its existence, and disclaimed its authority as a Masonic innovation, the Grand Secretary of the moderns stated, in answer to the petition of an ancient Mason for pecuniary relief, about the year 1758—"Being an ancient Mason, you are not entitled to any of our charity. The ancient Masons have a Lodge at the 'Five Bells,' in the Strand, and their secretary's name is Dermott. Our Society is neither Arch, Royal Arch, nor ancient, so that you have no right to partake of our charity." It is clear, therefore, that the moderns had no Royal Arch in 1758; and equally clear that it had been long practised by the ancients, who were entirely ignorant of it at the

* Ahiman Rezon, p. 118.
* A copy of this curious document will be found in the "Ahiman Rezon." Introduction, p. xi.
first breaking out of the schism; for they were then members of Lodges under the constitutions of England; and if they were acquainted with the degree, they were bound on their allegiance to communicate it to their superiors, if, as they afterwards asserted, it formed a constituent part of ancient Masonry, which they did not do. And if they were not acquainted with it, as it is reasonable to presume, how did they know it after the schism, if it was not a new invention or a new communication? And it could not be the latter for the reasons already stated. The conclusion is, therefore, inevitable, that the ancients fabricated the degree.

In confirmation of this fact, the same book of constitutions declares, that "it is impossible to exalt a modern Mason to the Royal Arch, without previously conferring upon him the Master's degree according to their own ceremonies." This assertion was doubtlessly made on the ground that he was already in possession of the Master's word, which they knew was communicated in the third degree, according to the terms of the "Master's part," as then practised by the modern Grand Lodge: for the first lectures which were drawn up by Brothers Payne, Anderson, Desaguliers, Martin Folks, Madden, and other eminent Masons, expressly declare, in the degree of Master that "that which was lost," meaning the Master Mason's word, "is now found;" i.e. in the latter

4 Ahiman Rezon, 20.
cereonies of the third degree, when it was delivered to the newly-raised Master in due form; and, therefore, the Royal Arch degree would have thrown no new light on the subject to a constitutional Master Mason.

This is a convincing proof that the difference between the ancient and modern systems consisted solely in the mutilation and extension of the third degree; and it is actually referred to in the proceedings of the modern Grand Lodge in 1755, where they express their disapprobation at the conduct of the ancients in "introducing novelties and conceits of opinionative persons, to created belief that there have been other societies of Masons more ancient than this society;" evidently alluding to the establishment of the Royal Arch; which they publicly repudiated three years afterwards, as I have already shown, by declaring that they knew nothing of "either Arch or Royal Arch."

5 A highly valued correspondent says, "Since I last wrote to you, I have had occasion to study much Masonry, both as to the history and origin of the several degrees, and its distinction into speculative and operative; and after the closest attention I can pay to the subject, I have come to the conclusion that no degrees are ancient except the three first. The R. A. degree may or may not; but I cannot trace them much, if at all, beyond the middle of the last century: in fact, I have great doubts if they be not a modern compilation (I speak particularly of the R. A. degree itself); the idea having been taken from Ezekiel's vision, in the same way as the almost blasphemous foreign degree of the —— is taken from the first chapter of Revelations."

6 Noorthouck's Constitutions, p. 264.
These declarations appear to have created a sensation amongst the Fraternity, which was unfavourable to the seceders; and, therefore, Dermott proceeded, in his own justification, to charge the regular Grand Lodge with having concocted a new third degree at its first establishment, because the Masons who formed it were ignorant of the Master’s part. He says that “About the year 1717, some joyous companions who had passed the degree of a Craft, though very rusty, resolved to form a Lodge for themselves, in order, by conversation, to recollect what had formerly been dictated to them; or if that should be found impracticable, to substitute something new, which might for the future pass for Masonry among themselves. At this meeting the question was asked, whether any person in the assembly knew the Master’s part; and being answered in the negative, it was resolved that the deficiency should be made up with a new composition, and what fragments of the old Order could be found among them, should be immediately re-formed, and made more pliable to the humours of the people.”

It will be needless to add that this is an exaggeration; because it is very improbable that the Brethren who were acting in the four old Lodges in existence at that period, with Sayer, Payne, Lamball, Capt. Elliott, and other eminent Brethren at their head, should be ignorant of the ceremonies of the third degree.

Ahiman Rezon, p. 28.
From the above facts and arguments we may rationally conclude that the Royal Arch was practised at that period by the ancient Masons only.  

At the fabrication of this degree, it is evident that the word "Keystone" was used; for Dermott, who was doubtless the individual to whom its origin may, in a great measure, be attributed, in an epilogue of his composition, which was spoken at the Theatre Royal at the Haymarket, has the following passage, in evident allusion to it:—

"The men, too, can build, as their fancy best suits,  
With curls on each side like a pair of volutes;  
High toupees in front, something like a Keystone," &c.

I think he was right in the use of this word, which certainly was used originally. In Dunckerley's Ritual it is thus exemplified. "What do we three represent in the chapter? The Three Keystone which all must draw before they can obtain the M. G. and S. W." Our Supreme Grand Chapter has substituted the words "cape stone," to imply that the subterranean passage of those early ages was not vaulted, but covered with a flat stone roof supported by pillars, after the manner of the Egyptian temples; under an impression, I suppose, that arches and keystones were unknown at the building of Solomon's Temple. The subject is of sufficient importance to merit a brief examination, because modern discovery has confirmed the belief that the use of the keystone is older than the first temple. Mr. King, indeed, asserts that "arches were not used for a thousand years after the building of King Solomon's Temple;" and as a proof of it, he cites the temples of Zerubbabel and Herod, which contained no arches; nor are they mentioned by Homer. None, he says, were introduced into the magnificent buildings either of Babylon or Persepolis; neither were they made use of at Athens; in the temple of Diana at Ephesus; nor in Egypt, except in the edifices which were constructed after the time of the Ptolemies; and he concludes by assigning the honour of the invention to Archimedes.—(Mun. Antiq., vol. ii., p. 225.) But subsequent investigations have shown the
It appears further that the degree was then conferred, in the Master's Lodge; for separate chapters were a subsequent introduction, as also was the change of colour. The records state, that "every regular and warranted Lodge possesses the power of forming and holding meetings in each of these several degrees, the last of which, from its pre-eminence, it is denominated a chapter." But these regulations were drawn up many years after the first establishment of the R.A.

inaccuracy of this opinion. It is now clear that the arch and keystone were known to the Tyrians before the time of Solomon. "An opinion," says Mr. Wilkinson, in his Topography of Thebes, "is the generality of the learned world, gains force by want of contradiction, till at length it passes into fact. The arch was employed in the houses of the Egyptians, owing to the small quantity of wood growing in the country, and in roofing the chambers of the rude brick pyramids. I had long been persuaded that the greater part of the brick vaults in the western tombs of Thebes were at least coeval with the eighteenth dynasty, but had never been fortunate enough to find proofs in support of my conjecture, till chance threw in my way a tomb, vaulted in the usual manner, with an arched doorway of the same materials, stuccoed, and bearing in every part of the fresco paintings, the name of Amenoph I. Innumerable vaults and arches exist at Thebes, of early date, but unfortunately none with the names of kings remaining on them. The above discovery carries the existence of the arch up to B.C. 1540, or 450 years before the building of King Solomon's Temple." And the same Egyptian antiquary thinks that they were known at a still earlier period. Dr. Clarke carries arches up to the time of Abraham, an opinion which is corroborated by Sir W. Gell.—Argolis, p. 56.

CHAPTER VI.

THE DEGREE OF GEOMETRICAL MASTER.

The seceding Masons who met at the Ben Jonson's Lodge, in Spital Fields, styled their exalted Brethren "Excellent Masons," which is another proof that the degree had been adapted from Continental Masonry, and that the fabricators were desirous of inculcating the belief that it was a foreign rite. This is further confirmed by what the "Ahiman Rezon" says of the Lodge at the "Ben Jonson's Head," that "Some of the Brethren had been abroad, and received extraordinary benefits on account of ancient Masonry."¹ The excellent Masons were alone eligible to be present during an exaltation. It is evident that Dermott knew nothing of the degree so called, which is a more modern compilation, because if he had, his R.A. or Ne plus ultra would have constituted a fifth degree, and this was repudiated by his preliminary announcement that "Freemasonry contains four degrees, and no more." The name of Excellent was, therefore,

¹ Ahiman Rezon, p. 12.
a mere distinction applied to those who had received the new degree. And this argument will serve to prove that the Past Master’s was also unknown as a degree, it being then considered as a simple ceremony, and was confined to those who had actually occupied the chair of their Lodge.

When the General Grand Chapter was formed, the degree was dignified with the name of Most Excellent; the chief officers of the Grand Lodge were considered ex officio as “Grand Chiefs” of the Royal Arch; and in the end warrants were pronounced necessary to authorize Lodges to confer the degree; and the fee was stated at one guinea. These, however, appear to have been gradual steps; and many years elapsed before the system was arranged, and the Order of the Royal Arch organized so as to constitute an independent rite. Altogether it was a bold proceeding; but Bro. Dermott was an intrepid character; and he succeeded in establishing quietly in England that which excited on the continent of Europe opposition and tumult, and sometimes exposure and disgrace.

It is true, the degree was unattended with any

2 Sir W. Drummond (“Origines,” vol. i., p. 13), speaking of the fabulous history of the Chaldeans, says,—“Mankind are seldom satisfied with remaining in doubt, when conjecture can explain what curiosity desires to know. The bold invent, and the credulous believe. Imagination embellishes tradition, illuminates the dark pages of history, and builds on the early and doubtful annals of former times some glittering edifice, which dazzles the eyes of the ignorant, and which even pleases the spectator who doubts of its solidity.”
speculative doctrines of a questionable or dangerous nature; and, therefore, it was not likely to excite an extraordinary degree of attention in the recipients. It embodied none of those theosophic notions which pervaded some of the Teutonic systems of continental Masonry; it promulgated no doctrines which were prejudicial to the interests of morality; and for these reasons it escaped animadversion. It aimed to embody the sublimities of religion, and to hallow the attributes of the Most High. And while it pointed to the prophecy of Jacob, that "the sceptre should not depart from Judah until Shiloh come," the prejudices of the Christian and the Jew would be alike conciliated, and no one would feel justified in questioning the propriety of an extension of the third degree, while its object was reputed to promote the glory of God, peace on earth, and Good-will amongst mankind.

Even after the Grand Chapter was formed, it was only necessary to produce a certificate that the applicant was "a Geometrical Master Mason" to entitle him to be passed to the Royal Arch; and the candidate was privately passed the chair as a preliminary ceremony; a custom that was

2 The name given to the Chapter No. 1 of the modern system, viz., "The Rock and Fountain Shiloh," is a proof that our Brethren of that age considered the Royal Arch to be a Christian degree; for the above title interprets Shiloh as Christ, and refers to the fountain of his blood springing from the rock of our salvation.

4 This is the word that was then used.

5 The qualifications of a candidate at that period, as I find by
used till the Union, in 1813.6 This extension of the primitive principles of the Order was subsequently adopted by the constitutional Masons under the Grand Lodge of England, who remo-

an old MS. in my possession, were these:—"Brethren who had distinguished themselves in Craft Masonry, not only by their learning and talent, but by their love of Masonry, their activity, generosity, and liberality of sentiment. They must have shown themselves possessed of a great desire to increase their Masonic knowledge, and to promote the general interests of the society; not governed by either enthusiasm or bigotry, but by a general love to the human race. They cannot be admitted until they have passed through the degrees of Craft Masonry, nor until they have attained the age of twenty-five years, unless their father be a Companion of the sublime degree, and then they may be admitted, if well recommended, balloted for, and approved, at three several periods, at the age of twenty-three."

6 The fact is proved by the form of the official documents. Before the degree was conferred, the following certificate was issued by the Master and Wardens:—"Whereas our trusty and well-beloved Brother ———, a Geometrical Master Mason, and member of our Lodge, has solicited us to recommend him as a Master Mason, every way qualified for passing the Holy Royal Arch; we do hereby certify that, so far as we are judges of the necessary qualifications, the said Brother has obtained the unanimous consent of our Lodge for this recommendation." But after the candidate had received the degree, this certificate was issued to authorize his registration in the books of the Grand Chapter:—"We, the three Chiefs and Scribe, whose names are hereunto subscribed, do certify, that in a Chapter of Holy Royal Arch, convened and held under the sanction and authority of the worshipful Lodge No. —, our beloved Brother ———, having delivered to us the recommendation of the Lodge ———, hereunto subjoined, and proved himself, by due examination, to be well qualified in the several degrees of Apprentice, Fellowcraft, and Master Mason, and having passed the chair, was by us admitted to the supreme degree of Excellent R. A. Mason."
delled the degree, and brought it to its present form after many judicious alterations and improvements; but the period when it was first introduced amongst them is uncertain. The edition of Preston's Illustrations, dated 1781, contains no reference whatever to the Royal Arch; but in the very next edition, after the author had been admitted into the Fraternity of the ancients, the word "Companion" occurs in reference to the Grand Chapter of Harodim, established by the constitutional Grand Lodge in 1787, which, says he, "for some years was faintly encouraged; but after its merit had been further investigated, it received the patronage of several exalted Masonic characters." The poetical department of the first-named edition contains no Arch songs, while the latter contains several. Bro. Dunckerley composed his Royal Arch songs between these two dates. The introduction of the Royal Arch degree into the modern system could not, therefore, be earlier than the dedication of Freemasons' Hall in 1776. Ten years after this date, the regulations of the degree were first published. I have before me a list of the Grand Officers in 1788, which shows the state of the Royal Arch at that period; and from the number of Past Grand Masters Z, which was then an annual office, being only eight, the presumption is that the Grand Chapter had been formed only eight or nine years previously—viz., in 1779.\footnote{The names of these eight were Comps. James Galloway, Esq.; Thomas Dunckerley, Esq.; John Brooks, Esq.; James} But it was not till
the year 1785 that newly exalted Companions were required to pay a registration fee.

At the period of its introduction by the ancients, however, and before the moderns ever contemplated its use amongst themselves, the Grand Lodge was alarmed at the innovation; and when the Marquis of Caernarvon was elected to the office of Grand Master, he applied himself steadily to the extinction of the schism. His acting deputy, Dr. Manningham, conducted the proceedings, and pointed out the necessity of discouraging such an open violation of the laws of the society, by some decisive measures. At a Grand Lodge holden on the 20th of March, 1755, a formal complaint was preferred against certain Brethren for forming and assembling under the denomination of ancient Masons, and pronouncing themselves independent of this society, and not subject to the laws or to the authority of the Grand Master. Dr. Manningham, the D.G.M., observed that "such meetings were not only contrary to the laws of Masonry, but an insult to the Grand Master and to the whole of the Free and Accepted Masons; as they tended to introduce the novelties and conceits of opinionative persons, and to create a belief that there have been other societies of Masons more ancient than this society." After much deliberation, it was unanimously resolved, "That the meeting of Brethren under any deno-
mination of Masons, without a legal power and authority from the Grand Lodge of England for the time being, is inconsistent with the honour and interest of Masonry, and an open violation of the established laws of the Order.”

This resolution was followed up by the erasure of twenty-one Lodges from the list, for irregularity; and particular mention is made of one of these Lodges, which was most active in its propagation of the schism, held at the Ben Jonson’s Head, in Spitalfields, and its fourteen members were all expelled the society by name. Such prompt and decisive proceedings were met by a public remonstrance on the part of the ancients, couched in the following language:—“A Lodge at the Ben Jonson’s Head, in Pelham-street, Spitalfields, was composed mostly of ancient Masons, though under the modern constitution. Some of them had been abroad, and received extraordinary benefits on account of ancient Masonry; therefore they agreed to practise ancient Masonry on every third lodge night.” This avowal contains an indirect allusion to the Continental innovations from which the Royal Arch had been concocted; for all the new systems claimed to be derived from some ancient system of Scotch Masonry, which, in fact, never existed. “Upon one of these nights, some modern Masons attempted to visit them, but were refused admission. The persons so refused laid a formal com-

---

*Minutes of the Grand Lodge, March 20, 1755*
plaint before the modern Grand Lodge, then held at the Devil Tavern, near Temple Bar. The said Grand Lodge, though incapable of judging the propriety or impropriety of such refusal (because, I suppose, they knew nothing of the Royal Arch), not being ancient Masons, ordered that the Ben Jonson's Lodge should admit all sorts of Masons without distinction, and upon non-compliance with that order, they were censured.

"The persons thus censured, drew up, printed, and published, a manifesto, and Mason's creed, which did honour to their heads and hearts. The following lines are copied from the preface to their pamphlet:—'Whereas, the genuine spirit of Masonry seems to be greatly on the decline, that the Craft is in imminent danger from false Brethren; and whereas, its very fundamentals have of late been attacked, and a revolution from its ancient principles, &c., it has been thought necessary by certain persons who have the welfare of the Craft at heart, to publish the following little pamphlet, by means of which it is hoped the ignorant may be instructed, the lukewarm inspired, and the irregular reformed.' Every real, that is, every ancient Mason; who read those publications, was convinced of the injustice done to the Ben Jonson's Lodge in censuring them for having done their duty; a duty which they owed to God, and to themselves; and a business with which their judges, the then modern Grand Lodge, were totally unacquainted. Nevertheless, censure was passed, and a minute thereof pre-
served in the archives, from whence it was published as one of the legislative orders on their records." 9

CHAPTER VII.

EXPULSION OF THE ATHOL MASONS.

Matters went on in this state for some years, both parties increasing in numbers and respectability; until the ancients procured the high patronage of the Duke of Athol, the Grand Master elect of Scotland, who undertook the office of Grand Master, in 1776; and the opposition, which was now carried on upon more equal terms, had the effect of stimulating the zeal of the Fraternity on both sides; and the number of Lodges was gradually augmented by the issue of new warrants from each of the rival Grand Lodges. In 1777, Lord Petre, the Grand Master of the modern section, again brought the subject before the Grand Lodge; and on the 17th of April, the following resolutions were unanimously agreed to:—"That no Lodge can assemble without a warrant from the Grand Master, and that the persons who have assembled, and still continue to assemble as Masons, by virtue of a power from a pretended Grand Lodge, established in London a few years since, and which is now said to exist under the patronage of the Duke of Athol, are not to be countenanced or acknowledged by any
regular Mason under the constitution of England, on pain of forfeiting the privileges of the society; the said convention being a gross insult to the Grand Master and to every Lodge under his auspices; and the more effectually to discourage these illegal conventions, that no regular Mason shall be present at them, or give any sanction to their proceedings. That it is the opinion of this Grand Lodge, that the persons calling themselves ancient Masons, and now assembling in England, or elsewhere, under the sanction of the Duke of Athol, are not to be considered as Masons, nor are their meetings to be countenanced or acknowledged by any Lodge or Mason acting under our authority. That this censure shall not extend to any Mason who shall produce a certificate, or give other satisfactory proof of his having been made a Mason in a regular Lodge under the constitution of Scotland, Ireland, or any foreign Grand Lodge, in alliance with the Grand Lodge of England."

These resolutions produced the famous letter of Laurence Dermott, the D.G.M. of the ancients, in which he propounds the following queries:—

Q. Whether Freemasonry, as practised in ancient Lodges, is universal? A. Yes. Q. Whether what is called modern Masonry is universal? A. No. Q. Whether there is any material difference between the ancient and modern? A. A great deal; because an ancient Mason can not only make himself known to his Brother, but, in case of necessity, can discover his very thoughts to
him in the presence of a modern, without being able to distinguish that either of them are Free-masons. Q. Whether a modern Mason may, with safety, communicate all his secrets to an ancient Mason? A. Yes. Q. Whether an ancient Mason may, with the like safety, communicate all his secrets to a modern Mason, without farther ceremony? A. No; for, as a science comprehends an art, though an art cannot comprehend a science, even so ancient Masonry contains everything valuable amongst the moderns, as well as many other things that cannot be revealed without additional ceremonies (the Royal Arch for instance). Q. Whether a person made in a modern manner, and not after the ancient custom of the Craft, has a right to be called Free and Accepted, according to the intent and meaning of the words? A. His being unqualified to appear in a Master's Lodge, according to the universal system of Masonry, renders the appellation improper. Q. Whether it is possible to

1 An annotator makes the following observation on the above:—"The author of 'Ahiman Rezon' has stated that he could convey his mind to an ancient Mason in the presence of a modern Mason, without the latter knowing whether either of them were Masons. He further asserted that he was able, with a few Masonic implements—i.e., two squares and a common gavel, or hammer—to convey any word or sentence of his own, or the immediate dictations of a stranger, to a skilful and intelligent Freemason of the ancient order, without speaking, writing, or noise; and that to any distance when the parties can see each other, and at the same time be able to distinguish squares from circles." This Masonic system of cypher-writing is now well understood.
ENGLISH ROYAL ARCH.

initiate or introduce a modern Mason into the Royal Arch Lodge (the very essence of Masonry), without making him go through the ancient ceremonies? A. No. Q. Whether the present members of modern Lodges are blameable for deviating so much from the old Landmarks? A. No; because the innovation was made in the reign of George I., and the new form was delivered as orthodox to the present members. Q. Therefore, as it is natural for each party to maintain the orthodoxy of their Masonic preceptors, how shall we distinguish the original and most useful system? A. The number of ancient Masons abroad, compared with the moderns, prove the universality of the old Order, and the utility thereof appears by the love and respect shown to the Brethren, in consequence of their superior abilities in conversing with, and distinguishing the Masons of all countries and denominations, a circumstance peculiar to ancient Masons."

It will be unnecessary to enquire whether all this is consistent with the requirements of Masonic duty. It is clear that disobedience is a breach of Masonic law. The very essence of the institution

---

2 "Ahiman Rezon," p. 18. The reference to the number of foreign Masons in the last answer contains an evident allusion to the several systems of Scotch Masonry, which were at that time prevalent in France and Germany; all of which were confidently proclaimed to be ancient, when, in fact, the inventors were still living. The number of Brethren who were contented to practise unalloyed symbolical Masonry—the only system which possessed any real claims to antiquity—on the Continent were comparatively few.
is founded on obedience to authority; and this once forfeited, led to division, anarchy, and dispute. But good frequently springs out of evil. The bee has a sting, but it produces honey. These movements excited the attention of the Fraternity, and also of the public. Ancient feelings, which had long been dormant in some of the initiated, began to revive, and they renewed their connection with the Lodges they had abandoned. Lukewarm Brethren became partizans on either side, and Freemasonry reaped the benefit of these misunderstandings by an increase both in numbers and influence. A more active study of its principles led to a greater perfection in the science, and many initiations took place amongst persons who had not previously given the institution a serious thought. Thus the ranks of both ancient and modern were increased, and the funds of benevolence for the widow and orphan augmented from new and unexpected sources: a result which cemented the popularity of the Order. Its beauties and excellencies were placed in a clearer and more prominent point of view, and the public became convinced that, though the two hostile parties might differ on some unimportant points of discipline, both were pursuing the same laudable course,—the investigation of science, and the benefit of mankind.

About this time, a treaty of alliance and confederation was effected by the ancients with the Grand Lodges of Scotland and Ireland, under an impression that the ancient rites of Masonry were
exclusively practised by them, and that the English Grand Lodge had departed from the primitive Landmarks, and deteriorated the system by modern innovations. In this treaty, it was mutually agreed, that each Grand Lodge should transmit to the others, an account of their proceedings; and that all such information or correspondence should be conveyed in the most respectful terms, such as might suit the honour and dignity of the respective Grand Lodges.

3 A correspondent to one of the London papers, in June, 1783, states, rather strongly, that the ancients "having prevailed on some of the Brethren from Scotland and Ireland to attend their meetings, and inducing them to believe that the ancient rites of Masonry were only practised by them, and that the regular Lodges had deviated from the ancient landmarks, they obtained through this channel a friendly intercourse with the Grand Lodges of both kingdoms, and a treaty of alliance was inadvertently formed between these Grand Lodges and this irregular society. Neither of these respectable bodies, had the real origin of those seceders from the regular fraternity been known, would have permitted their authority to sanction an infringement of the Constitutions of Masonry, to which all Masons are bound, or an encroachment on the established legislature of the fraternity in this kingdom." As this assertion was not contradicted, there appears to have been some truth in it.
CHAPTER VIII.

UNION OF THE TWO SECTIONS.

The two societies continued to practise Masonry according to their respective views, until the year 1801, when it appears that several members of the modern Craft were in the habit of attending the meetings of the ancient Lodges, and rendering their assistance in the ceremonies of making, passing, and raising; by which conduct they became amenable to the laws of Masonry. Complaints to this effect were formally preferred, and the Grand Lodge found itself obliged to notice the proceedings, and after some deliberation, the erring Brethren were attainted, and allowed three months to prepare their defence. It does not appear that the Grand Lodge had any intention of making an example of the offenders; on the contrary, in accordance with the amiable spirit of Masonry, it displayed an anxiety to heal the divisions by which the Order had been so long distracted; and used its utmost efforts to effect an union of the two bodies; thus closing for ever the dissensions that proved a bar to the divine exercise of Brotherly love. For this purpose, a committee was appointed, with Lord Moira, the
D.G.M., at its head, who declared, on accepting his appointment as a member of the committee, that "he should consider the day on which a coalition should be formed, as one of the most fortunate in his life; and that he was empowered by the Prince of Wales, G.M., to say that His Royal Highness's arms would ever be open to all the Masons in the kingdom indiscriminately." As a mutual concession, the D.G.M. of the ancients publicly promised, on his own part, and in the names of his two friends, against whom charges had been exhibited, that if the Grand Lodge would extend their indulgence to them, they would use their utmost exertions to effect an union between the two societies; and he pledged himself to the Grand Lodge that it should be accomplished.

It does not appear, however, that he adopted any measures which might tend to heal the breach; for, on the 9th of February, 1803, it was represented to the Grand Lodge, that the irregular Masons still continued refractory; and that, so far from soliciting readmission into the Craft, they had not taken any steps to effect an union; their conduct was, therefore, deemed highly censurable, and the laws of the Grand Lodge were ordered to be enforced against them. It was unanimously resolved, that the persons who were opposed to the union of the two Grand Lodges be expelled the society; and also for countenancing and supporting a set of persons calling themselves ancient Masons and holding Lodges in
this kingdom without the authority of his Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, the Grand Master, duly elected by this Grand Lodge. That whenever it shall appear that any Masons under the English constitution shall in future attend or countenance any Lodge or meeting of persons calling themselves ancient Masons, under the sanction of any person claiming the title of Grand Master of England, who shall not have been duly elected in this Grand Lodge, the laws of the society shall not only be strictly enforced against them, but their names shall be erased from the list, and transmitted to all the regular Lodges under the constitution of England.

These differences became at length so irksome, that the most influential Brethren in both divisions of the Craft, were earnestly desirous of an union.¹

¹ This was strongly urged in a letter to the Duke of Athol, published by Bro. Daniell in 1801. "From a close and attentive observation," says he, "aided by frequent conversations with several of the most worthy and respectable members of that society, I am warranted to assert that an union has long been desired by them with an ardour equal to my own. Under all these circumstances, can it be supposed, my Lord, that you, as a regular Mason, when you are informed of the origin of the institution which I am fully persuaded you patronize from the purest motives; can it, I say, be supposed that you or any nobleman would lend his name to support or countenance any society, however praiseworthy their motives might have appeared, who meet in direct violation of the laws and government of the Fraternity? No, my Lord, your public character is too well known, your zeal for the welfare of the country is too manifest, and your attachment to the royal family too deeply rooted, to admit of deviation. Therefore, I trust your feelings will coincide with my own, and that you will really concisive
The first actual step which was taken to produce that effect originated with the Earl of Moira, in the negotiation of a treaty of alliance between the English Grand Lodge, of which he was the D.G.M., and the Grand Lodge of Scotland, under the Grand Mastership of the Earls of Aboyne and Dalhousie. At the grand festival of St. Andrew, holden at Edinburgh, November 13, 1803, the Earl of Dalhousie on the throne, Lord Moira introduced the question of the English schism, and explained the conduct of the Grand Lodge of England towards the ancient Masons. He stated that "the hearts and arms of the Grand Lodge had ever been open for the reception of their seceding Brethren, who had obstinately refused to acknowledge their faults, and return to the bosom of their mother Lodge; and that, though the Grand Lodge of England differed in a few trifling observances from that of Scotland, they had ever entertained for Scottish Masons that affection and regard which it is the object of Freemasonry to cherish, and the duty of Freemasons to feel." His lordship's speech was received by the Brethren with loud and reiterated applause; a most unequivocal mark of their approbation of its sentiments. 

— "Masonic Union, pp. 25, 27.

2 Laurie thus expresses himself on the subject:—"In the general history of Freemasonry, we have already given an account of the schism which took place in the Grand Lodge of
An official despatch on the above subject from the same nobleman, was read at the Quarterly Communication, in April, 1805; and it was resolved, "That as the Grand Lodge of Scotland has expressed, through the Earl of Moira, its earnest wish to be on terms of confidential communication with the Grand Lodge of England, under the authority of the Prince of Wales, this Grand Lodge, therefore, ever desirous to concur in a fraternal intercourse with the regular Masons, doth meet that disposition with the utmost cordiality of sentiment, and requests the honour of the acting Grand Master to make such declarations, in their name, to the Grand Lodge of Scotland."

England by the secession of a number of men who, calling themselves ancient Masons, invidiously bestowed upon the Grand Lodge the appellation of moderns. These ancient Masons, who certainly merit blame as the active promoters of the schism, chose for their Grand Master, in the year 1772, his Grace the Duke of Athol, who was then Grand Master elect for Scotland. From this circumstance, more than from any particular predilection on the part of the Grand Lodge of Scotland for the ancient Masons, the most friendly intercourse has always subsisted between the two Grand Lodges; and the Scottish Masons, from their union with the ancients, imbibed the same prejudices against the Grand Lodge of England, arising merely from some trifling innovations in ceremonial observances which had been inconsiderately authorized. From these causes, the Grand Lodges of Scotland and England, though the Brethren of both were admitted into each other's Lodges, never cherished that mutual and friendly intercourse which, by the principles of Freemasonry, they were bound to institute and preserve. Such was the relative condition of the Grand Lodge of Scotland, and that of England under the Prince of Wales, on the day of the present election."—Hist. of Freemasonry, p. 294.
The circumstances which led to this good understanding were detailed by Lord Moira, from his place on the throne of the Grand Lodge, at the Quarterly Communication, in February, 1806. His lordship stated that, during his residence in Edinburgh, he had visited the Grand Lodge of Scotland, and taken an opportunity of explaining to it the extent and importance of this Grand Lodge, and also the origin and situation of those Masons in England who met under the authority of the Duke of Athol; that the Brethren of the Grand Lodge of Scotland he found to have been greatly misinformed upon the point; having always been led to think that this society was of recent date, and of no magnitude; but now, being thoroughly convinced of their error, they were desirous that the strictest union and most intimate communication should subsist between this Grand Lodge and the Grand Lodge of Scotland; and, as the first step towards so important an object, and in testimony of the wishes of the Scottish Masons, his Royal Highness the Prince of Wales had been unanimously elected Grand Master of Scotland. That the said Grand Lodge had expressed its concern that any difference should subsist among the Masons of England, and that the Lodges meeting under the sanction of the Duke of Athol should have withdrawn themselves from the protection of the ancient Grand Lodge of England; but hoped that measures might be adopted to produce a reconciliation; and that the Lodges now holding irregular meetings, would
return to their duty, and again be received into the bosom of the Fraternity. That, in reply, his lordship had stated his firm belief, that this Grand Lodge would readily concur in any measures that might be proposed for establishing union and harmony among the general body of Masons; yet, that after the rejection of the propositions made by this Grand Lodge, three years ago, it could not now, consistent with its honour, or the dignity of its illustrious Grand Master, make any further advances; but that, as it still retained its disposition to promote the general interests of the Craft, it would always be open to accept of the mediation of the Grand Lodge of Scotland, if it should think proper to interfere.

On this representation, it was resolved that a letter should be written to the Grand Lodge of Scotland, expressive of the desire of this Grand Lodge, that the strictest union may subsist between the Grand Lodge of England and the Grand Lodge of Scotland; and that the actual Masters and Wardens of the Lodges under the authority of the Grand Lodge of Scotland, who may be in London, on producing proper testimonials, shall have a seat in this Grand Lodge, and be permitted to vote on all occasions. A communication was subsequently received from the Grand Lodge of Ireland, desiring to co-operate with this Grand Lodge in every particular which might support the authority necessary to be maintained by the representative body of the whole Craft over an individual Lodge; and pledging itself
not to countenance, or receive as a Brother, any person standing under the interdict of the Grand Lodge of England for Masonic transgression. It was therefore resolved, in Quarterly Communication, "That the acting Grand Master be requested to express to the Grand Lodge of Ireland, the sense which this Grand Lodge entertains of so cordial a communication." 3

These public declarations of the Grand Lodges of Scotland and Ireland, appear to have made a strong impression on the ancient Masons; 4 who, entertaining an apprehension that their authority would be altogether superseded by such a coalition, now became anxious to complete the desired reunion of the two bodies; and their overtures were received in a Masonic spirit by the authorities of the constitutional section of the Craft. In the

3 Preston's Illustr., pp. 337, 340.

4 This impression was strengthened by a communication from the Grand Lodge of Sweden, in which the hereditary Prince and G.M. thus expresses himself: — "To contract an intimate, sincere, and permanent tie between the national Grand Lodge of Sweden and that of England has long been ardently our object. . . . . The uniformity of situation, as well as the fundamental principles of the Craft, which we equally profess, authorize us to consolidate and draw closer a confidence, friendship, and reciprocal union between two bodies, whose common object is the good of humanity, who mutually consider friendship as the nerve, and the love of our neighbour as the pivot of all our labours. . . . . This union being once established between two nations who reciprocally esteem each other, and who are both known to possess the requisite qualities of all Free and Accepted Masons, it will consolidate for ever the foundation of the Masonic Temple, whose majestic edifice will endure to future ages."
year 1809, it was resolved, "That it is not necessary to continue in force any longer those measures which were resorted to in or about the year 1739, respecting irregular Masons; and we, therefore, enjoin the Lodges to revert to the ancient landmarks of the society." An occasional Lodge was then appointed, called the Lodge of Promulgation, as a preparatory step to carrying out the union of ancient and modern Masons.

This concession was responded to on the part of the ancients by the resignation of the Duke of Athol, as G.M., and the appointment of his Royal Highness the Duke of Kent to that office; who publicly declared at his installation, in 1813, that he had consented to accept the office solely with a view of promoting and effecting an union between the ancient and modern sections of the Craft. His Royal Highness the Duke of Sussex being, at that period, the G.M. of the constitutional Masons, the two royal Brothers, with the advice and assistance of three learned Masons from amongst the members of each division, framed a series of articles for the future government of the United Grand Lodge. On the one side were, Waller Rodwell Wright, Arthur Tegart, and James Deans, Esqrs.; and on the other,

And it was mutually agreed that the property of the two Fraternities, whether freehold, leasehold, or personal, shall remain sacredly appropriate to the purposes for which it was created; and that it shall constitute one great fund, by which the blessed object of Masonic benevolence may be more extensively obtained.
Thomas Harper, James Perry, and James Agar, Esqrs. The articles were signed, ratified, and confirmed, and the seal of the respective Grand Lodges affixed on the 1st of December, 1813. It was here agreed, "for the purpose of establishing and securing this perfect uniformity in all the warranted Lodges, and to place all the members of both Fraternities on the level of equality on the day of re-union," that nine expert Master Masons from each of the Fraternities, should hold a Lodge of Reconciliation, for the purpose of settling the ceremonies, lectures, and discipline, on such a basis that "there shall be the most perfect unity of obligation, &c., so that but one pure unsullied system, according to the genuine landmarks, laws, and conditions of the Craft, shall be maintained, upheld, and practised, throughout the Masonic world." When all these preliminaries were settled, the event was commemorated by a general Grand Festival; and

6 At this Grand Lodge a letter was read from Bro. Laurie, Grand Secretary of Scotland, transmitting Resolutions of that Grand Lodge, in answer to a letter already sent by the M.W. the Grand Masters of the two Grand Lodges, announcing to them the happy event of the union, and requesting them to appoint a deputation, agreeably to Art. IV. of the Act of Union. A similar letter was also read from Bro. Graham, the G. Sec. of the Grand Lodge of Ireland.

7 Articles of Union, iii. v.

8 At which was recited a beautiful ode, written for the occasion by Bro. Waller Rodwell Wright, in the second epode of which the following passage occurs:—

"Alas! that e'er a cloud should rise,
To dim the glories of thy name;"
it is confidently hoped that "the removal of all the slight differences which have so long kept the Brotherhood asunder, will be the means of establishing in the metropolis of the British empire, one splendid edifice of ancient Freemasonry, to which the whole Masonic world may confidently look for the maintenance and preservation of the pure principles of the Craft, as handed down to them from time immemorial, under the protection of the illustrious branches of the royal house of Brunswick; and that it may produce the extension and practice of the virtues of loyalty, morality, brotherly love, and benevolence, which it has ever been the great object of Freemasonry to inculcate, and of its laws to enforce." 9

Or little jealousies divide
The souls by kindred vows allied.
But see! while thus our rites we blend,
The mingled sacrifice ascend,
And borne to heaven in one united flame,
Chase every lingering shadow from the skies."

9 Minutes of Grand Lodge, 27th Dec., 1813.
CHAPTER IX.

PRACTICAL VARIETIES IN THE RITUALS.

At the union of the two Grand Chapters of Royal Arch Masons in England, in 1817, the title of "United Grand Chapter" was used until 1822, when the title of "Supreme Grand Chapter" was resumed. The English Royal Arch, at present, according to the constitutions, appears to be practised as a fourth degree; for the Past Master, though now elevated into a distinct grade, attended with certain exclusive privileges, is not essential for exaltation. 1 The articles of union, however, set out with a declaration that "ancient Masonry consists of three degrees only, including the Royal Arch;" and the Supreme Grand Chapter still hold the doctrine that, in all things, wherein by analogy, the constitutions of Craft Masonry can be followed, they shall determine the laws of the Royal Arch. Thus the connection between Craft and Royal Arch Masonry is still maintained, although they differ in design, in

1 Our R. A. Constitutions provide that no Mason shall be exalted to this sublime degree, unless he have been a Master Mason for twelve calendar months at the least, of which satisfactory proof shall be given.
clothing, in constitutions, and in colour; and the proceedings are regulated by different governing bodies. In 1813, the union of Royal Arch Masonry with the Craft Grand Lodge, being considered extremely desirable, his Royal Highness the Duke of Sussex was invested with unlimited powers to effect the object. On this resolution the editor of the *Freemasons' Quarterly Review* thus remarks:—"Well had it been for English Freemasonry if this object had been carried out to its fullest extent; which, at some future time, may even yet be effected." In another place the editor remarks:—"The Royal Arch in England is not essentially a degree, but the perfection of the third. The entire system requires careful re-examination."

There still exist in the English system some few anomalies after all the pains which have been bestowed upon it to make it perfect. I refer, in the first place, to the names of the scribes. The foundation of the second temple was laid in the year B.C. 535; after which the building was hindered till B.C. 520; when it went on by order of Darius, and was dedicated B.C. 515. But Ezra did not come up from Babylon till the reign of Artaxerxes, B.C. 457; being fifty-eight years after the dedication of the second temple, and seventy-eight after the foundations were laid; and Nehemiah was not made governor till twelve

---

3 Ibid. 1843, p. 464.
years later than that. They could not then have been participators with Z, at the rebuilding of that sacred edifice. It appears probable that this anachronism may have arizen from Ezra having recorded in his first six chapters what happened from sixty to eighty years before his time; and from the name of Nehemiah, evidently, as Dean Prideaux shows, a different person of the same name, appearing in Ezra ii. 2, as one of those who accompanied Z out of Babylon. Another particular, about the propriety of which I entertain some doubts, is in the arrangement of the three Principals, Z, H, J. I think the order would be more correctly Z, J, H; not only because J is recorded, in the scripture account, as taking an active part with Z, but also because the office of Priest was acknowledged to be superior to that of Prophet. And there is another consideration which, in this case, is of some importance, that our Lord entered first upon the prophetical office; second, on the sacerdotal, viz., at Golgotha; and third, on the regal, viz., from Olivet. These and some other anomalies, which need not be specified, I should imagine, might easily be amended.

Our Irish Brethren entertain an opinion that the English mode mixes up two distinct matters; and that the time used in England for the

---

4 Thus we read in the Symbolical Lecture, that the bearings on the banners denote the regal, the prophetical, and the sacerdotal offices, all of which were and still ought to be conferred, and in a peculiar manner accompanied with the possession of particular secrets.
events of the Arch, belongs properly to another degree; i.e. the Knight of the Sword and the East; while some intelligent Brethren consider the Royal Arch degree to be really and truly a part of the Order of the East. Their system consists of three degrees: the Excellent, Super-Excellent, and Royal Arch; as a preliminary step to which the Past Master's degree is indispensable. The two first are given in Lodges, by a Master and Wardens; and the last in a Chapter governed by three Principals. The Excellent and Super-Excellent appear to refer exclusively to the legislation of Moses, as we shall see hereafter. After the candidate has received these, the Chapter is opened, the events of the Arch are transacted, and the Sublime Secrets disclosed to them.

In Scotland, great changes and innovations appear to have occurred in Freemasonry at a very early period; for in the charter granted by the Masons to William St. Clair, of Roslin, about A.D. 1600, mention is made of "many false corruptions and imperfections in the Craft," having been introduced for want of "ane patron and protector;" and in the confirmation of this charter, in 1630, the Brethren repeat that "there are very many corruptions and imperfections risen and engendered, both amongst ourselves and in our said vocations." And again, in the same document, they give as a reason for the renewal of the charter, that it had become necessary "for reparation of the ruines and manifold corruptions and enormities in our said Craft, done by unskilful
persons thereintill." What these corruptions were, is not specified; but it is quite clear, from the apprehensions of the Fraternity, that fears were entertained lest the old principles of the Order should be entirely extinguished. It is doubtful whether the Grand Scotch degree of St. Andrew was known in Scotland at the time when our Royal Arch was established, as it is a foreign degree, and, at present, forms the twenty-eighth of the Rite Ancien et Accepté. Its ceremonies approximate nearer than any other to the English Royal Arch, although they differ widely from it. In 1755, mention is made of the Glasgow Royal Arch, and four years later, the Stirling Royal Arch; and subsequently, we find the Ayr Royal Arch, the Maybole Royal Arch, &c.; but how they were constituted, or what rites were practised in them, is, at present, very uncertain. In the best rituals used in Scotland, the degree of Excellent Master, comprehending three steps—improperly called veils, for the temple had but one veil—is supposed to be given at Babylon, as a test, to prevent mere Master Masons from participating in the privilege of building the second temple; which was confined to those who were liberated by Cyrus, and consequently returned from Babylon. It was, therefore, a temporary degree; but during the building an incident occurred on which the Royal Arch was founded;

---

5 In our own system the pedestal is veiled during the ceremony of exaltation, and also the cubical block of marble in the vault.
and hence the Scotch Masons keep up the Excellent as a sort of introduction to it.

In America, we find an essential variation from any other system of the Royal Arch. The names of the officers vary materially, as also do the ceremonies. As in Ireland, it constitutes the seventh degree, although the intermediate steps are different. In Ireland they are, 1. E.A.P. 2. F.C. 3. M.M. 4. P.M. 5. Excellent. 6. Super-Excellent. 7. Royal Arch; while in America the fourth is Mark Master.⁶ 5. P.M.⁷ 6. Most Excellent Master. 7. Royal Arch. Until the year 1797, no Grand Chapter of Royal Arch Masons was organized in America. Before this period, and from the year 1764, when it was first introduced, probably by Stephen Morin, who had been in England, and there received the degree, a competent number of Companions, possessed of sufficient abilities, under the sanction of a Master's warrant, proceeded to exercise the rights and

⁶ In the National Convention, or Meeting of Delegates from the Grand Lodge of the United States, at Baltimore, in 1843, it was decreed that in processions Mark Masters should rank next to Senior Wardens. The several degrees of Mark Master, Present or Past Master, and Most Excellent Master, are given in the Chapter; and a Master Mason who applies for these degrees must of necessity enter the Chapter; and sometimes the four degrees are given at one time. When this is the case, he is balloted for only once, viz., in the Mark Master's Degree.

⁷ Dalcho says that in America they communicate the secret of the chair to such applicants as have not already received it previous to their admission into the Sublime Lodges; but they are informed that it does not give them rank as Past Masters in the Grand Lodge.
privileges of Royal Arch Chapters whenever they thought it expedient and proper; although in most cases the approbation of a neighbouring Chapter was usually obtained. "This unrestrained mode of proceeding," says Webb, "was subject to many inconveniences; unsuitable characters might be admitted; irregularities in the mode of working introduced; the purposes of the society perverted; and thus the Order was degraded by falling into the hands of those who might be regardless of the reputation of the institution." And this may be one reason why the ceremonies differ so essentially from those which are used in this country.

The officers of a Chapter in America are, a High-Priest, King, Scribe, Captain of the Host, Principal Sojourner, Royal Arch Captain, Grand Masters of the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd veils, Secretary, and Treasurer. The warrants issued to private

8 As Morin was a Grand Inspector-General of the Continental degrees, he would have conferred the Royal Arch in hisconstitute if he had not found it practised under the sanction of blue Masonry in England; which is a presumptive proof that a regular Grand Chapter of the Royal Arch had not been formed by the Ancients in 1764.

9 Monitor, p. 178.

10 And also irregularities in the manufacture of spurious degrees. Thus, for instance, we find on the Continent twenty degrees of Apprentice, twenty-three of Fellow Craft or Compagnon, and sixty-five of Master Mason.

11 The R. A. Chapters of this country consist of three Principals, who, when in Chapter assembled, are to be considered conjointly as the Master, and each severally as a Master, two Scribes, three Sojourners, Treasurer, Registrar, Sword-Bearer, Standard-Bearer, Director of Ceremonies, and Organist.
Chapters contain an authority to open and hold Lodges of Most Excellent, Past, and Mark Master Masons; the High Priest, King, and Scribe, for the time being, to act as the Master and Wardens of the said Lodges.  

Thus have I detailed the chief varieties in the different systems of Royal Arch Masonry. My reason for being thus particular is, to show that the differences are organic, and consequently the degree cannot be of any great antiquity; for if it were, there would exist more uniformity in practice, as is the case with the symbolical degrees, which may undoubtedly claim a very ancient origin. I am afraid, however, that those Brethren and Companions who have been in the habit of valuing the Royal Arch on account of its antiquity, will be sadly disappointed to find it thus shorn of one of its brightest attributes.  

In constituting a new Chapter, the Grand High Priest uses the following expressive form:—"By virtue of the high powers in us vested, I do form you, my worthy companions, into a regular Chapter of Royal Arch Masons. From henceforth you are authorized and empowered to open and hold a Lodge of Mark Masters, Past Masters, and Most Excellent Masters, and a Chapter of Royal Arch Masons; and to do and perform all such things as thereunto may appertain; conforming in all your doings to the constitution of the General Grand Royal Arch Chapter: and may the God of your fathers be with you, and guide and direct you in all your doings."

I find myself in the same predicament as Sir William Drummond describes in his preface to the "Origines," when he says—"In questions unconnected with sacred and important interests, men are rarely very anxious to discriminate exactly between truth and fiction; and few of us would, probably, be much pleased with the result, could it now be certainly proved
rather cause for congratulation than regret; for
what can be fairer or more desirable than truth?
The degree loses none of its excellencies by being
shown to be of modern origin. If its claims to
antiquity were not well founded, its advocates
were maintaining a fallacy; and often found
themselves in a dilemma, when proofs were de-
mended which it was impossible to produce.
The above arguments will remove many doubts,
by at least placing the matter in a clearer point
of view, even if they be not allowed the merit of
absolute demonstration. And as the case has
been candidly stated, without any offensive reflec-
tions on the parties concerned in the transaction,
who, it is believed, were conscientiously persuaded
that the design would confer dignity on the Order,
no exceptions can be taken, on the score of par-
tiality, to the end I have had in view, which is
the discovery of truth.

I have been anxious to clear up this dark pro-
blem in the history of Masonry; and if I have
been successful, the time I have employed in the
investigation has not been ill bestowed. At any

that Troy never existed, and that Thebes, with its hundred
gates, was no more than a populous village. It is, perhaps,
still with a secret wish to be convinced against our judgment
that we reject as fables the stories told us of the Grecian Her-
cules, or of the Persian Rustem, and that we assign to the
heroes and the giants of early times the strength and stature of
ordinary men.” So it is with our Royal Arch. We wish to be
convincéd, even against our judgment, that it is an ancient
degree, because our prejudices have long cherished so pleasing
an idea.
rate, the hints I have thrown out may be of some use to others in discovering the origin of this sublime degree; and even in that case the labour and research have not been altogether misapplied. If I have led the inquiries into a proper track, I shall have accomplished that which will shield me from censure.

Interdum speciosa locis, morataque recte
Fabula, nullius veneris, sive pondere et arte,
Valdus oblectat populum, meliusque moratur,
Quam versus inopes rerum nugasque canores.\(^{14}\)

It must be evident to every candid reader, that in these suggestions I have been actuated by no other motives than those which have influenced a long and active life in the cause of Freemasonry; viz., a high veneration for its sublime qualities; a love of its principles, not to be subdued by any earthly influence; and an arduous desire to remove every objectionable impediment. I have devoted the humble talents which I possess to the dissemination of its beauties, under many disadvantages; and I trust that I have contributed, in some slight degree, to increase its influence, and promote its popularity in the world. In my anxiety to place it on the pinnacle of true greatness, based on Charity, crowned with Wisdom, Strength, and Beauty, and receiving the universal testimony of human applause, I have been induced to investigate its claims to public approbation; because I think it is fairly entitled to that flattering

\(^{14}\) Hor. de Art. Poet. v. 320.
eulogium which was pronounced on the writers of the English Augustan period of literature. "Such an institution as this, in a Roman age, would have been more glorious than a public triumph; statues would have been raised, and medals would have been struck, in honour of its supporters. Antiquity had so high a sense of gratitude for the communication of knowledge, that they worshipped their law-givers, and deified the fathers of science. How then must they have acknowledged services like these, where every man grew wiser and better by the fine instruction." 15

15 From an Essay sacred to the memory of Sir Richard Steele.
THE ORIGIN OF THE
ENGLISH ROYAL ARCH DEGREE.

PART II.
THE PROGRESSIVE RITUALS, DOCTRINES, AND
SYMBOLS OF THE ROYAL ARCH.
CHAPTER I.

THE FIRST ROYAL ARCH RITUAL.

The Royal Arch was styled by its fabricators the Fourth Degree, although at its primitive adoption it was considered by them, as it is at present in this country, a completion of the third, and essentially Christian; for the system, as originated by the Brethren who seceded from the constitutional Grand Lodge in 1739, was avowedly Johannite, as is evidenced by their peculiar ceremonies and lectures, of which I subjoin a brief analysis. And I shall further show that the first germ of the degree, as it was designed by them, and practised at the "Ben Jonson's Head," was an unauthorized remodification of the Third Degree, to suit their own purpose of placing an insurmountable barrier between themselves and their constitutional Brethren, and hence differing, according to their own account, "exceedingly

---

1 "Masons are very often designated," says Bro. Sir Osborne Gibbs, P.G.S.W. for Dorset, at the P.G. Meeting in 1848, "as a body of Infidels, Deists, Unitarians, and the like. But this is both false and unfounded. I would most emphatically assert that it is a Christian institution—Christian in every sense of the word; and I am most anxious to convince you that it is so."
in makings, ceremonies, knowledge, masonic language, and installations; so much so, that they always had been, and still continued to be, two distinct societies, totally independent of each other.”

And they began by denominating the Third Degree “The Geometrick Master,” and ended by styling it “The Royal Arch.”

As their method of conferring this degree has been obsolete for more than a century, and contained only a distant resemblance to the legitimate ceremonies now in use, there can be no impropriety in giving, as a curiosity, a brief sketch of the unsatisfactory jumble which was imposed on the Brethren as “Ancient Masonry,” although it was undoubtedly a modern innovation. And therefore they were perfectly justified in asserting the ignorance of the constitutional Masons.

Ahiman Rezon, xxx. Ed. 1818.

The following address was made to the Candidate after he had been passed to the Degree of a Fellowcraft. “From the portions of Holy Scripture which I have now read unto you, you must perceive that the science of Geometry is essentially necessary to constitute an expert Mason, because so magnificent and glorious an edifice could not have been erected without a complete knowledge of architecture, which is a science founded on the basis of Geometry. Without Geometry, how could the stones and timber have been so squared and prepared, in the quarry and in the forest, as to have fitted into their proper places when taken to, and put together in Jerusalem. If you would therefore advance in the arts and sciences, let me recommend to you very strongly, to give more attention to the science of Geometry than you have hitherto done. It affords many subjects of meditation on the wisdom, power, and goodness of the Grand Architect of the universe, who out of nothing created all things by his Almighty Word.”
respecting its genuine principles. It was, indeed, impossible that they could be otherwise; nor, if they had known it, would they have thought it expedient to introduce it into their Lodges. However, as it contains the first faint glimmerings of the Royal Arch Degree, the outline may be acceptable to the fraternity of the present day, many of whom will have no difficulty in filling it up.

The degree was called the "Rite Ancien de Bouillon," and was conferred in two separate divisions, the first part closing with the O.B. (which had no penalty), and the communication of the Pass Word; and the latter, with a description of the Masonic Telegraph, and the address of St. John the Evangelist. The R. W. Master was robed in scarlet, and crowned as a king, being the representative of King Solomon; the Senior Warden in robes of purple, and also crowned, to represent Hiram, King of Tyre; and the Junior Warden attired in flowing garments of a sable colour, as H. A. B. They are thus represented in the frontispiece of the Ahiman Rezon, and are accompanied by Moses, Aholiab, and Bezaleel, Zerubbabel, Haggai, and Jeshua, clad in a similar manner; although the latter personages were not at first introduced into the degree.

The guide or conductor acted throughout the entire ceremonies as one of three candidates, a less number not being eligible. Should there be

4 "At the destruction of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar, three Most Excellent Masters were carried captives to Babylon,
only one candidate, some other Brother was added, along with the guide, to complete the number. The Lodge was opened in the Second or Fellowcraft's Degree, and when that ceremony was completed, the Senior Warden retired, leaving his chair vacant.

The candidates were then introduced and approved, and after some preliminary ceremonies, which I pass over, their conductor addressed the Junior Warden thus: "Worshipful Sir, we make

where they remained seventy years, and were liberated by Cyrus, King of Persia. They returned to Jerusalem to assist in rebuilding the Temple, after travelling over rugged roads on foot. They arrived at the outer veil of the Tabernacle, which was erected near the ruins of the Temple. This Tabernacle was an oblong square, enclosed by four cross-veils or curtains, and divided into separate apartments by other four cross-veils, including the west-end veil or entrance. The veils were parted in the centre, and guarded by four guards with drawn swords. At the east-end of the Tabernacle, Haggai, Jeshua, and Zerubbabel usually sat in grand council, to examine all who wished to be employed in the noble and glorious work of rebuilding the Temple. Since that time every Chapter of Royal Arch Masons, if properly formed, represents the Tabernacle erected by our ancient brethren near the ruins of King Solomon's Temple. These three Most Excellent Masters, on their arrival, were introduced to the Grand Council, and being furnished with tools, they were directed to commence their labours at the north-east corner of the ruins of the old Temple, and to clear away and remove the rubbish, in order to lay the foundation of the new one. The Grand Council also gave them strict orders to preserve any specimens of ancient architecture which they might discover, and submit them to their inspection. Among the discoveries made by the three sojourners was a secret vault, in which they found treasures of great benefit to the Craft, &c., &c., &c." Such is the reason assigned by our companions in the United States for the necessity of a trial of candidates.
ENGLISH ROYAL ARCH.

bold to wait upon you at this busy hour of the day for the purpose of humbly reminding you of the promise you were pleased to make to us some time ago. Our works are now completed, and we accordingly seek admission amongst the Geometrick Masters of the Craft."

To this request the Junior Warden replied: "The very zealous and faithful services which you have so diligently rendered these several years past, have not been forgotten by me, and you would not now have had cause to remind me of my promise, but that the Dedication of the Temple has so occupied our sovereign lord the King, as to exclude all inferior matters from his attention. Several other Craftsmen have, in like manner, applied to me this day, and I must give you the same answer as I have done to them. And I now recommend you to seek our Sovereign Grand Master in person, and I have no doubt but he will satisfy your inquiries."

They then advanced to the R. W. Master's chair, and said: "Sire, the Temple being now finished and dedicated to the true and everliving God, whose name be exalted, we are anxious to obtain that distinguished reward which has been graciously promised to us, of being admitted into the honourable degree of Geometrick Master Masons." To which the R. W. Master replied: "Brethren, the cause of the delay which you have experienced proceeds from the absence of our royal friend and ally, Hiram, King of Tyre, with whom we have entered into a solemn covenant not
to confer in his absence this most sublime degree; and he has frequently expressed the greatest desire of being present when our faithful Craftsmen should receive the reward which is so justly their due. Immediately after the dedication, an express reached him with such urgent intelligence as obliged him suddenly to return to his own country; but before he left, he reminded us of our covenant, and assured us that he would, with all possible despatch, hasten back to Jerusalem. If, however, you are willing to take upon yourselves the obligation of a Master Mason, and await the return of our royal ally, we may thus far comply with your request." To which the conductor answered, in the name of the rest: "Sire, we very joyfully accept your most gracious offer, and confess ourselves extremely grateful." The P.W. and O.B. are then communicated together with certain tokens in due form, and the lodge was called from labour to refreshment.

A Masonic tradition states that, at the transgression of our first parents, a certain sign or token was used, which has been perpetuated in the Order of Royal Arch Masonry. This sign was used by Moses when he came down from the Mount. It was again brought into requisition at the building of the second Temple; and when Alexander the Great, with his victorious legions, approached the city of Jerusalem in order to destroy it, he was met by the High Priest in his pontifical habiliments, accompanied by the priests and Levites in solemn procession, who saluted him with this significant sign. It is an historical fact that Alexander was so much struck with the sight of this procession, that he did homage to God's vicegerent; and it is said, on more questionable authority, that his reverence proceeded from the mutual recognition of Masonic brotherhood.
Thus closed the first or introductory portion of
the ceremony of raising a Brother to the Sublime
Degree of a Geometrick Master. The most pro-
minent object which it presented to the senses of
the candidate was undoubtedly the splendid charac-
ter of the regalia worn by the presiding officers of
the Lodge, which could not fail to attract his par-
ticular observation, as it constituted a pleasing
and unexpected spectacle. But we of the present
day, on a view of this feature, cannot help remark-
ing a singular defect in the proceedings, by the
entire absence of their symbolical application to
morals, which ought to constitute one of the most
essential elements in all rites and ceremonies of
the Order. The colours indeed were gorgeous,
but as they bore no allusion to ethics, they could
scarcely be esteemed an apt appendage to a specu-
lative institution, which professes to include the
whole duty of man as a moral being, and is hence
truly defined as a beautiful system of morality,
veiled in allegory, and illustrated by symbols.

In our present improved version of the rite, how
much more solemn and impressive are the
references to colour in the addresses of the installa-
tion of the Principals of the Chapter, who
represent three very different personages from the
governors of Craft Masonry. These addresses
include pregnant specimens of mental culture, and
lessons of the purest Christian morality. As for
instance:—

The blue colour of the robe forms a remarkable
distinction, for it is one of the most beautiful
colours in nature, and was accordingly adopted and worn by our ancient Brethren of Craft Masonry as its peculiar characteristic, and is as much distinguished for the durability of its material or principle as by the beauty of its superstructure. It is an emblem of universal benevolence and friendship, and instructs us that in the mind of a Mason those virtues should be as expansive as the azure canopy of heaven itself.

The colours of this degree are purple, crimson, and pale blue, which, being blended together, are considered to be an emblem of union, calculated to remind the companions that the harmony and unanimity of the Chapter should be their constant aim. And as the glorious sun at its meridian height dispels the mists and clouds which obscure the horizon, so may their exertions tend to dispel the gloom of jealousy and discord whenever they may begin to appear.

Crimson is an emblem of imperial dignity, and reminds us of the paternal concern which the Principals ought ever to feel for the welfare of the Chapter, and of the fervency and zeal with which they should endeavour to promote its prosperity.
CHAPTER II.

THE SECOND DIVISION OF THE PRIMITIVE RITUAL.

This part recounts the loss and recovery of the Sacred Word, but the legend is very differently arranged from that which was practised in the English Grand Lodge, although referring to the self-same event. Here the Senior Warden, who was formerly absent, takes his position in the west. The candidates now proceeded towards the east, and addressed the R. W. Master thus:—

"Sire, our Most Worshipful Grand Master, Hiram, King of Tyre, having now arrived, we earnestly implore that you will confer upon us the high and sublime mysteries of a Geometric Master Mason." The R. W. Master, casting his eyes towards the south, exclaimed: "The Chair in the south is vacant. Where is our worthy Grand Master, H. A. B.?" One of the Brethren replied: "Sire, when we retired from labour to refreshment, at High Meridian, he remained behind. It is his custom to offer up his devotions at this hour to Him Whose name be exalted for ever. He may yet be at his devotions." The R. W. Master refusing to proceed
in his absence, the conducting Brother offered to search for him about the precincts of the Temple, &c.

After certain ceremonies, which I do not think it expedient to describe, the Brethren made their report. Then followed a representation of the Arch, and the recovery of the lost Word. The R. W. Master then told the candidates that "We permitted our lamented Brother, after casting the two Pillars of the Porch, to engrave the mysterious

Word upon a plate of gold within the cabalistic figure of our signet, and to wear it as a mark of

1 "The vault or cavern here referred to, according to the Ancients, was a place within the Sanctum Sanctorum. Solomon had a deep cave dug underground, with many intricacies, over which he fixed a stone, wherein he put the Ark and Cherubim. They say he did this because, by the Holy Spirit foreseeing that the Temple would be destroyed, he therefore made a secret place where the Ark might be kept, so that its sanctity might not be profaned by heathen hands; and they are of opinion that subsequently Josiah secreted therein the Ark of the Covenant."—Manasseh Ben Israel, Concil., vol. ii. p. 75.
our royal favour and good will, and I have no doubt but it is still in his possession." Then followed the ceremony of finding the medal, which exhibited a double triangle enclosed within a circle, and the Tetragrammaton in the centre.\(^2\) The medal was then placed upon the Holy Bible instead of the Square and Compasses, and when the Brethren resumed their seats, they were thus addressed by the R. W. Master:—

"Brethren, we are peculiarly fortunate in the recovery of this jewel, containing the mysterious Word, which would otherwise have been irrecoverably lost. If it had fallen into improper hands, they might have prized it for its metallic value, but they would not have understood its symbolical worth. These four letters compose the Tetragrammaton,\(^3\) or sacred name of the

\(^2\) A Masonic tradition of the period about which we are speaking taught the brethren that "it was the Sacred Word which expelled our erring parents from Paradise; which appeared in terror at the universal deluge; and on several occasions manifested itself to the patriarchs Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and also to Moses at the burning bush; after which it assumed a permanent form, and dwelt in the cloudy pillar as the image of the glory of God. This appearance was no other than the Tetragrammaton, which is so highly celebrated in many of the higher degrees of Masonry. This word conversed with Adam in Paradise, and is there called the Voice of God, which is nothing else than Jesus Christ the Messiah, that taketh away the sins of the world."

\(^3\) An infidel writer in the United States gives the following account of this transaction, which, as might have been expected, was equally inaccurate both in doctrine and in fact. "The three Grand Masters, at the building of the Temple, entered into a solemn agreement not to confer the Master's degree
only true and living God. He, in His mercy, condescended to reveal this name unto Enoch, to Jacob, and to Moses, and it has descended to us through Boaz, Obed, and Jesse, even by the lips of our father David, of ever blessed memory. Fearing, therefore, that this most precious name should be lost to the world, and to our people in particular, we did, in solemn convocation, communicate it to our royal friend, Hiram, King of Tyre, and also to our departed Grand Master, H. A. B.

"To the ends of the earth we were anxious that His holy name should be carried, and to unborn

until the Temple should be completed; that all three must necessarily be present when it should be conferred; and if either of them should be taken away by death, prior to the finishing of the Temple, the Master's Word would be lost. After this arrangement, lest the knowledge of the arts and sciences should be lost, they agreed to build a secret vault, leading from Solomon's most retired apartment, a due west course, and ending under the sanctum sanctorum of the Temple, which they divided into nine separate arches. The ninth arch was to be a place, not only for holding the Grand Council, but also for a deposit of a true copy of all those things which were contained in the Oracle above. After the ninth arch was completed, the three Grand Masters deposited therein all those things which were considered important to the Craft. Before the Temple was finished an accident occurred, which caused the death of one of the Grand Masters, and consequently the Master's Word was lost. The two remaining Grand Masters, being willing to do all in their power to preserve the SACRED WORD, as they could not now communicate it, agreed to place it in the secret vault, that if the other treasures were ever brought to light, the Word might also be discovered." Fellows's Inquiry into the Origin, History, and Purport of Freemasonry," p. 308.
generations of men for ever. What indeed could be more appropriate as a gift to those who assisted in erecting a House to His glory than the true name of the Great Creator, as a name revealed by Himself.\

"We write it in such a manner that no one can pronounce it except he receives it from human lips. That the high majesty of this most sacred word might not be profaned, behold how our lamented Grand Master preserved it at the cost, &c. &c. May this be an example to you, that at the great day you may be found to have, in like manner, preserved the Word of God in your souls inviolable and incorrupt. And that you may for ever bear in mind the sad scene you have just witnessed, let me exhort you to humble yourselves to the final condition of mortality, that you may be raised on the SIX points of fellowship, and entrusted with the mysterious secrets of a Geometrick Master Mason."

The six points of fellowship were then explained, the candidates invested, and the ceremony concluded with the following address, which was called a lecture:—

"Brethren, seeing that you are now clothed, it is

4 The names revealed by the Most High to Moses were eleven in number, as follows:—1. Jehovah. 2. El, strong and mighty. 3. Rachum, merciful. 4. Channun, gracious. 5. Ezech Appaym, long-suffering. 6. Rab, great and mighty. 7. Chesed, bountiful. 8. Emeth, truth. 9. Notser Chesed, bountifulness. 10. Noaavon, the Redeemer. 11. Pokedavon, retributive justice.—See Exod. xxxiv. 6, 7.
necessary that you should have tools to work with. I will therefore present you with the working tools of a Master Mason, which are, every one of them, implements of Masonry, and especially the trowel. After the stones intended for a building have been hewn and properly squared, the trowel is used by operative Masons for uniting them together by means of cement. As Apprentices, you were employed in hewing; as Fellowcrafts, in adjusting and squaring; and now, as Master Masons, you will unite brother to brother by the cement of brotherly love, so that peace and concord may characterize all your labours in this world, and earn for you a place in the eternal habitations of the next, where the everlasting Father of Love will reign for ever and ever.

"You are also, my Brethren, entitled, as Master Masons, to the use of an alphabet; which our venerable Grand Master, H. A. B., employed in communicating with King Solomon, of Jerusalem, and King Hiram, of Tyre. It is geome-

5 A writer of the last century informs us that a square, its portions, and the different positions into which those portions may be placed, with the aid of the dot, will form an alphabet of twenty-four letters, without the use of a quarter or single side, such as the Roman I. This is the secret alphabet of Masonry. It is very probable that the circle, triangle, and square, their divisions, and the varied positions of those divisions, first gave the idea of letters and an alphabet. The Egyptian letters are plainly of this character. One of the Greek letters is a triangle. The circle is common in almost all alphabets; the square in many, and the united divisions of both in all.
trick in its character, and is therefore eminently useful to Master Masons in general. By means of two squares and a mallet, a Brother may make

This was effected by the agency of the Masonic cypher, which consists of simple squares and angles; although I cannot think that two squares would furnish sufficient machinery for the purpose, unless one of them had a joint at the angle, to reduce the two limbs to one when necessary. A square, two 24-inch gauges, and the gavel or mallet appear to be the most efficient implements. But although Dermott boasted that the secret was known only to a few intelligent members of his own schism, yet it is quite evident that he himself learnt it on the Continent, where it was used by the Craft long before the time when he flourished; and it had been promulgated a hundred years earlier by the Marquis of Worcester, in the following words:—“A method by which, at a window, as far as the eye can discover black from white, a man may hold intercourse with his correspondent, without noise made or notice taken; being according to occasion given or means afforded ex re nata, and no need of provision beforehand; though much better if foreseen and course taken by mutual consent of parties, and may be carried on by night as well as by day, though as dark as pitch is black.”

I subjoin a few of the most usual cyphers—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original English</th>
<th>Improved English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( fg )</td>
<td>( ab )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( ai )</td>
<td>( c d )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( ow )</td>
<td>( ef )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k )</td>
<td>( st )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( x )</td>
<td>( yz )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( v )</td>
<td>( uv )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( m )</td>
<td>( o )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r )</td>
<td>( q )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( a )</td>
<td>( b )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( b )</td>
<td>( m )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k )</td>
<td>( s )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( j )</td>
<td>( y )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( m )</td>
<td>( n )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another variety, English.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original Continental</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( ai )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( b )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( u )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( s )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( s )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( g )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( m )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( a )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( o )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the whole alphabet, and silently convey his ideas to another at any convenient distance. That this geometrick alphabet may be easily learned and remembered, I will now entrust you with the key thereof, which is as follows:

```
   X
 X
```

"This degree, as you have seen, was instituted, by King Solomon, immediately after the dedica-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Improved Continental</th>
<th>United States</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a b</td>
<td>a n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c d</td>
<td>b o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e f</td>
<td>c p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g h</td>
<td>d g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i l</td>
<td>o r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m n</td>
<td>f s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s z</td>
<td>k x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u y</td>
<td>l y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v</td>
<td>m u</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This note has been extracted from an unpublished manuscript by the author of the present work, on the "Discrepancies of Freemasonry," as they were discussed and settled at a private convention held at Grimsby, in the year 1825, in the presence of Brothers Dr. Oliver, Peter Gilkes, and several provincial celebrities, together with an accomplished foreign Mason, where this and numerous other Masonic difficulties were critically investigated.

7 The author of the Freemason's Lexicon calls it an "ancient cypher"; but this is a mistake, equally with the antiquity of its origin. His words are:—"There is a very ancient cypher extant amongst Masons, taken from the square and triangle, which is called the Ammonian writing of the ancient Egyptian priests. In the year 1808, Bro. J. G. Bruman, Director of the Academy of Commerce, and Professor of the Mathematics at Mannheim, published a programme of a pangraphia or uni-
tion of the Temple at Jerusalem, as a reward to the several expert and faithful Craftsmen who had laboured diligently and perseveringly in its erection. It was a reward not only to the Israelites, but also to those Tyrians who had renounced idolatry. His object in entrusting them with the great and mysterious name of the Almighty was that which Malachi afterwards prophesied would come to pass in time, that from the rising of the sun even to the going down of the same the Name of Jehovah would be great among the Gentiles, but the time was not yet come. The Assyrians invaded Tyre and destroyed it; the sacred name was corrupted, and in a mutilated form was soon after given to the idols of the Gentiles. When the Jews found this to be the case, they left off pronouncing it, and in process of time the true Name was lost to the Jewish people and nation. How it was recovered, and who restored it unto us, I must leave St. John the Evangelist to inform you by his Epistle to the Brethren at Ephesus, 8

versal system of writing, and at the same time an arithmetical cryptographic, which was to be extremely useful in Freemasonry; but so far as we know this work has never appeared. The inquiring brother may profitably consult my Essay on the Masonic Cypher, in Vol. I. of the 'Golden Remains.'"

8 Almost all the Apocryphal Gospels, Epistles, &c., may be traced generally to the early sect of the Docete, a branch of the Gnostics, the introducers of the mystic philosophy into Christianity, and in particular to a certain Leucius, said to have been a disciple of St. John, and who opposed these forgeries to the genuine writings of the Apostles, with the view of supporting the peculiar tenets of the sect, viz., that light and darkness, spirit and matter, are coeternally and coequally
which King Godefroy discovered among the Christian Brethren at Jerusalem, and which has come down to us faithfully preserved even unto this day."

opposed in hostility, &c. See more of this in Lord Lindsay's "Christian Mythology," x.
CHAPTER III.

THE TESTIMONY OF ST. JOHN THE EVANGELIST.

The lecture concluded with the following address, supposed to have been pronounced by St. John to the Brethren at Ephesus, about the year of our Lord 98:—"Dearly beloved,—Now concerning the mysteries which have been revealed to us, it was on this wise. In those days, while the Temple was yet standing, it came to pass that the scribes and chief priests of the Jews heard of the wonderful things which were done by Jesus, and fearing him, they tried to explain them away as works done by Beelzebub. And Jesus, knowing their thoughts, said unto them:—'Every kingdom divided against itself shall be made desolate; if, therefore, Satan cast out Satan, he is divided against himself; how then shall his kingdom stand?'

"On hearing these words they were troubled, and answering, said unto Him:—'If the works done by Thee proceed from God, give unto us a sign from heaven whereby we may have testimony thereof.' And they proposed unto Him the true pronunciation of the quadrilateral word מָנָא,
which composes the great Name that was revealed to Moses, and which the Jews had lost during their captivity under Nebuchadnezzar; for the priests had substituted the name Adonai, lest the Gentiles should give this great Name to their impotent gods. And the chief priests said unto Jesus:—‘This great Name being lost to our people and nation, no other person can restore it unto us except the Messias himself. If, therefore, thou canst pronounce to us, by the power of Jehovah, his most holy Name, we shall know certainly that thou art he whom we look for, and not another.’ But Jesus turned away from them, saying:—‘A wicked and adulterous generation seeketh after a sign, and a sign shall not be given unto it, save and except the sign of the prophet Jonas.’

“And he went out and departed from the Temple. But his disciples followed him, and besought him, saying:—‘Teach thou unto us the forgotten Name of the Almighty, and the mysteries thereof.’ Then taking Peter, James, and John, he brought them up into a high mountain apart, and kneeling upon his knees, he began to pray, when lo! there appeared unto them Moses the Lawgiver, unto whom Jehovah first vouchsafed to reveal his holy Name, and whose sepulchre no man knoweth to this day; and likewise Elias, who was taken up to heaven in a whirlwind of fire, and was the prototype of St. John the Baptist. And the face of Jesus did shine as the sun, having also many great horns of light. And turning himself about, he per-
ceived that his disciples had fallen upon their faces in very great fear; so, coming to them, he raised them up from the earth and revealed unto them that great and glorious Name, Moses and Elias bearing testimony to his power over the living and the dead, and over things past, present, and to come. Here Jesus interpreted to them this most holy Name [IA—Ω—YA], signifying Everlasting Father of Love, charging them likewise that they should tell no man what they had seen and heard upon the mount until after his resurrection.

"Now behold, fear came even yet more upon the disciples, and they trembled with exceeding great terror, for they had heard some of the mysteries of Jehovah; but Jesus comforted them, saying:—'Fear not, for from henceforth, in my Name, ye shall heal all manner of diseases and

1 To the same effect we find the following passage in the Catholic Epistle of St. Barnabas: — "Understand, therefore, children, these things more fully, that Abraham, who was the first that brought in circumcision, looking forward in the spirit to Jesus, circumcised, having received the mystery of Three Letters. For the Scripture says that Abraham circumcised three hundred and eighteen men of his house. But what, therefore, was the mystery that was made known unto him? Mark, first, the eighteen, and next the three hundred. For the numeral letters of ten and eight are I H. And these denote Jesus. And because the Cross was that by which we were to find grace, therefore he adds three hundred, the note of which is T, the figure of his cross. Wherefore by two letters he signified Jesus, and by the third his cross [I X]. He who has put the engrafted gift of his doctrine within us, knows that I never taught to any one a more certain truth. But I trust that ye are worthy of it."
raise the dead, yea, and cast out devils. As he spake these words a shining cloud overshadowed them, and a voice came out of the brightness, saying:—'This is my beloved Son, hear ye him.' And descending from the mount, they pondered upon these things, but until his resurrection they revealed them not to any one. Fervently then, dearly beloved brethren, love one another, abiding in the truth always."

Such was the first outline of the Royal Arch, as a completion of the Third Degree, evidently introduced into the Order of Freemasonry as an exemplification of Protestant Christianity, although the plan was subsequently extended by the addition of the cavern and its mysterious contents, when the second part of the above ceremonies was placed under the government of a Chapter, and dignified with the appellation of a Fourth Degree. And the lecture, even when introduced into our Grand Lodge by Brother Dunckerley, in 1776, still retained a reference both to Craft Masonry and Christianity, although the pseudo Epistle of St. John was discarded.
CHAPTER IV.

THE EXCELLENT AND SUPER EXCELLENT DEGREES.

The original identification of Craft with Royal Arch Masonry clearly appears from the preceding facts and arguments, but many learned brethren entertain grave doubts whether, under the present arrangement, any tangible connection between them can be fairly established. The Grand Lodges on the Continent of Europe, in the United States, in Ireland, and perhaps Scotland, pronounce the Royal Arch to be the seventh step or grade (and our own Floor Cloth ascends into the Chapter by seven steps),¹ separate and distinct from the symbolical degrees, the three grades of Past Master, Excellent and Super Excellent, being originally interposed between the Master Mason and the Royal Arch.

This arrangement is not now uniformly observed, for in some cases the intermediate steps

¹ The access to the Chapter by seven steps or degrees was a subsequent arrangement, and was probably the work of Michael Hayes, a Jew, about 1780 (Clavel says 1777), who introduced the degree into the United States along with other Masonic novelties.
vary. In the New World they are Mark, Past, and Most Excellent Masters. In the best rituals used by our Scottish Brethren the degree of Excellent Master (comprehending three steps) was supposed to be given at Babylon as a test, in order to prevent mere Master Masons from partaking in the privilege of building a second temple, except those to whom Cyrus gave permission to return to Jerusalem for that purpose. It was therefore a temporary degree, but during the building an incident occurred on which the Royal Arch was founded, and hence the Scotch Masons use the degree of Excellent as an introduction to the Royal Arch. Indeed, they consider both to be temporary degrees, instituted for a particular purpose, and not cosmopolite, like true Masonry.

"I am induced to believe," says Brother Cole, in his "Masonic Library," "that the founders of this degree divided its secrets or ceremonies into seven grades. It was incumbent upon them to move slowly and to manage the subjects with which they had to deal with much caution, for fear of a disclosure. Besides, seven steps seem necessary to complete the rounds of the holy Royal Arch, the grand desideratum of Masonry."

It is quite clear, however, from the preceding sketch, that the founders of the Order had no conception of any such number of degrees; for their own regulations distinctly specify, after the last part had been severed from the Third Degree and elevated to the dignity of a separate and inde-
pendent Order, that the candidate, being recommended by his Lodge, and found "well qualified in the several degrees of Apprentice, Fellowcraft, and Master Mason, and having passed the Chair, was eligible to be admitted to the Supreme Degree of an Excellent Royal Arch Mason." In the Ahiman Rezon the Royal Arch is pronounced to be the Fourth Degree (p. 113), and might occur about the year 1744, because Brother D'Assigney, in that year, says:—"Some of the Fraternity have expressed their uneasiness at the Royal Arch being kept a secret from them, since they had already passed through the usual degrees of probation; but I cannot help being of opinion that they have no right to any such benefit until they make a proper application, and are received with due formality as having passed the Chair and given undeniable proofs of their skill."

The Excellent and Super Excellent Degrees were conferred in Lodges governed by a Master and Wardens, representing Moses, Aaron, and Hur, and referred to the deliverance from Egyptian bondage, the wanderings in the wilderness, and the passage over the river Jordan into the Promised Land. The rituals varied considerably in different Lodges, although they usually bore a typical reference to the legation of Moses, as will appear from the following extracts.

In the first of these degrees, which is only preparatory, the candidate was furnished with a rod, and with that instrument the reports were made, in allusion to the action of Moses when he
stretched out his arms and smote the Red Sea three times, so that the Children of Israel went through as on dry ground, and Pharaoh and his host were drowned in their attempt to follow them. He then claimed admission to the Excellent Degree, by virtue of having passed through the three preliminary degrees of Craft Masonry, and being "impressed with a sincere wish and desire to participate in the privileges of this degree, humbly prays that his petition may be accepted." The petition was granted and he was admitted accordingly, and after the ceremonies were closed, he became, as it was technically termed, "a follower of Moses."²

² I have received many letters, in the course of my life, from different parts of the world, concerning the technical apppellations by which the progress through the several orders and degrees in Masonry (so called) are distinguished. It may be useful, therefore, to insert the information here, as I may probably not be furnished with another opportunity. The E.A.P. is initiated in a Lodge, the Fellowcraft passed, and the Master Mason raised; the Mark Master congratulated, the Past Master presided, the Most Excellent Master acknowledged and received, and the Royal Arch Mason exalted in a Chapter. The American order of High Priesthood is called a Convention, and the candidate is said to be anointed. And further, an assembly of Knights Templars is called an Encampment; of Knights of the Christian Mark, a Council; of Illustrious Knights, a Conclave; of Knights of the East and West, a Grand Council; of Rose-Croix, a Sovereign Chapter; of Chevaliers K. H., an Areopagus; of Grand Inquisitor and Commander, a Sovereign Tribunal; of Princes of the Royal Secret, a Consistory; and of Grand Inspectors General, a Convocation. This explanation may be generally satisfactory, although slight variations occur under different systems in various parts of the world.
The Lecture, or Catechism, has but a single Section, besides the ceremony of admission, from which I subjoin a few brief particulars.

"Will you inform me in what manner the three candlesticks were placed upon the table? They were placed in a direct line, one behind the other, from east to west, two of them only being lighted.—Why did they appear in that form? They allude to that happy period when the Children of Israel passed through the Red Sea in their journey to the Promised Land. The two lighted candles symbolize the pillar of fire that lighted them through the sea; and also represent the two great lights, Moses and Aaron, that conducted them safely across. The extinguished candle represents the pillar of a cloud which covered the Egyptian army with darkness, and proved their utter overthrow.

"What do we understand by the Rod of Moses? The metaphor is taken from the custom of shepherds, who carry a rod to drive their sheep into green pastures, and the crook at the end of it is to catch them; and it reminds us of the true shepherd, Jesus Christ, according to the expression of our Grand Master David:—'Thy rod and Thy staff comforted me.'—What is the meaning of Aaron's rod blossoming and bearing fruit? It is intended to show how quickly those who are called by grace should blossom and bear heavenly fruit, and become faithful watchmen and seers of the night.

"Why is Christ called the foundation-stone of
His Church? He being the precious Stone taken out of God's eternal rock, unto which the Church and all its members are united by the cement of faith and love.—How do we discover that union? It is undiscernible by carnal eyes. Like the stones of the typical temple, which were so admirably laid and united that the joints could not be perceived, and it appeared to be constructed of one entire stone. Neither can we discern these things until we are enlightened by the Grace of God."

The degree of Super Excellent is governed by the same officers as the former, Moses being distinguished by a broad green sash, while those of Aaron and Hur were white. Two rods in saltire were placed behind the chairs of the members present. The three lights were in a right line, with a single light at a distance, by which sat Joshua attired in a crimson sash, with the Bible and Sword in front, as Captain of the Lord's Host. The Report alludes to that period of time when Moses struck the rock with his rod in the desert of Zin, out of which there came an abundance of water to supply the wants of the children of Israel, and caused their murmurings to cease. After some preliminary ceremonies the Master thus addresses the candidate:—

"Excellent Brother, the signs and tokens of the Super Excellent degree were known to that inspired man, Moses, who was selected from amongst thousands of his brethren, by the Most High, to bring His chosen people out of bondage, and to
publish His laws, not only to them, but to the whole world. After the deliverance, Moses caused a Tent or Tabernacle to be erected in the wilderness, under the immediate direction of God himself; and being sensible that he could not remain with them for ever, He transmitted to others the signs, tokens, laws, and commands of the Lord their God; and in like manner I will now intrust you with the secrets, signs, and tokens of this Super Excellent Order."

This degree is more comprehensive than the former, and the lecture consists of three sections, from which I extract the following specimens for the purpose of pointing out its tendency:—"Excellent Brother, when you first came into a Lodge of Super Excellent Masons, what principally struck your attention? The form in which the four lights were placed.—Be kind enough to inform me what those situations were? The principal lights were placed in an horizontal line; and at a distance I saw a smaller light, with the Bible and Sword.—Whom do the three great lights represent? They are the representatives of Moses, Aaron, and Hur.—Give me a reason for this? Because Moses was chosen to bring the Lord's peculiar people out of their Egyptian bondage; Aaron was appointed to be His spokesman, and Hur His chief priest.—There is another reason which I will thank you to specify? When the Israelites were journeying into the land of promise, the Amalekites refused them a passage through their dominions; they therefore collected their
armies and encamped in the valley of Rephidim. Moses, Aaron, and Hur, previous to the battle, went to the top of a hill near the place where it was to be fought; for it had been divinely communicated to Moses, that the rod with which he smote the Red Sea should be a safeguard to him and all Israel, so long as they observed His laws, and kept His commandments. And when the battle had begun, with great fury on both sides, Moses lifted up his hands, which held the miraculous rod, and then the Israelites prevailed. But when, through weariness, he let his hands drop, the Amalekites prevailed. On which Aaron and Hur placed themselves on each side of Moses, and supported his arms in a continued state of elevation. The Israelites in consequence of this prevailed, and put to flight the whole army of their enemies. Thus the Lord manifested His gracious power and protection to Moses, as He had promised even before they left the house of bondage.

"What did the Light at a distance signify? It represented Joshua, the chosen servant of the Lord, who that day was at the bottom of the hill with the armies of Israel, and there discomfited the Amalekites with a high hand, according to the promise of the Most High, who fought that day for Israel, and called the place Jehovah Nissi."

It may be unnecessary to give any further extracts from this Lecture, which includes a minute description of the Tabernacle and its appendages, the Oracle, the Ark and Mercy Seat, and the
Cloudy Pillar; together with the passage of the river Jordan, the demolition of Jericho, and a number of reasons why Moses was a type of Christ; and closes with this admonition:—"We learn that the Israelites were not permitted to enter the Promised Land till after the death of Moses; and in like manner our Saviour opened the kingdom of heaven to all believers, and promised another Comforter, who could not come till He had ascended into Heaven. Shortly afterwards that Comforter was vouchsafed, in the form of cloven tongues of fire resting on the heads of His disciples, and enabling them to speak in all tongues, and to understand all languages. Therefore, let us, Super Excellent Masons, give all glory and praise to God our Saviour, the true Comforter, both now and for evermore."
CHAPTER V.

CRAFT MASONRY AND THE ROYAL ARCH.

In the Articles of Union it is distinctly provided that the Royal Arch shall be considered as a completion of the Third Degree; and we have already seen that, at its original promulgation, it formed an essential part of that degree. In order to reduce this principle to practice, and to make it permanently understood, it is ordained in the General Regulations, as a perpetual and unalterable Landmark, that "the Grand Master of the Fraternity shall be the First Grand Principal, if a Royal Arch Mason. The Deputy Grand Master, if a Royal Arch Mason, is to be the Second Grand Principal; the Grand Secretary is to be the Grand Scribe E.; and the Grand Treasurer and Registrar of the Craft to occupy the same offices in the Grand Chapter."¹

¹ And it is also impressed on the candidate, at his exaltation by the First Principal, in these words:—"Allow me to congratulate you on your admission into the sublime and exalted degree of a Royal Arch Mason, which is at once the foundation and copestone of the whole Masonic structure. You may perhaps conceive that you have received this day a Fourth Degree of Freemasonry, but such is not the case: it is only the completion of that of a Master Mason."
Those Grand Lodges which have disconnected the Royal Arch from the Third Degree of Craft Masonry profess to be actuated by these considerations:—1. because it now contains no reference to the transactions of the Third Degree; 2. it embraces a different series of facts; 3. includes a different period of time; and 4. celebrates the building of another edifice, although situated on the self-same spot of ground which forms the consecrated floor of our Craft Lodges. In a word, they contend that the Royal Arch contains nothing in common with Symbolical Masonry, except the Sacred Name, which was originally attached to the Third Degree, and in one of its most ancient lectures, used, or at least sanctioned, by Sir C. Wren, when Grand Master, and consequently many years before the Royal Arch was fabricated. The Landmark is thus expressed:—"Whence come you? From the East.—Whither going? To the West.—For what purpose? To seek for that which was lost, but is now found.—What is that which was lost, and is now found? The Master Mason's Word."

I am no way concerned in reconciling the anomalies of the Royal Arch, because I consider it to be incidental to ancient Masonry only as the present depository of this alienated Word. A Lodge, however, may exist without the addition of a Chapter; and even where a Chapter does exist, its Charter may be forfeited without compromising the Lodge. The discrepancies of the Royal Arch, however, could scarcely be rectified without an
entire reconstruction; or, in other words, without the formation of a new degree. Indeed, the last revision of the Royal Arch is essentially different from the ritual which was manufactured by the seceding Brethren, and introduced by Dunckerley, with certain modifications, into the London Grand Lodge. I have, amongst my Masonic papers, a corrected copy of his entire lecture; which, it must be confessed, abounds in errors and anachronisms for want of the intervening links. It contains four sections, and about a hundred questions and answers. The first two sections contain the ceremony of Exaltation; the third refers to the Grand, Sacred, and Royal Lodges; and the fourth to the building of the Second Temple. The subjoined extracts will show the connection which existed between Craft Masonry and the Royal Arch at the period when that celebrated Freemason flourished.

"How did you obtain that Word? By having been made a true and lawful Entered Apprentice; passed and raised to the sublime degree of a Master Mason, according to King Solomon's directions. I was then appointed Master of a Lodge; and having served that office with freedom, fervency, and zeal, as a reward for my fidelity, I was entrusted with the Word, which none but a Past Master, or a Master regularly placed in the Chair, ought to know.—What does that Word signify? An Excellent Mason or Master of Science."

* * * * * *
"How long was Solomon's Temple in building? Seven years and six months.—How was it possible so stupendous a building could have been erected in so short a time, when we read that the Temple of Diana at Ephesus—a far inferior edifice—took two hundred years in its completion? Because T. G. A. O. T. U., in His infinite wisdom, endued King Solomon and his abettors with sufficient talent for the purpose.—How many Master Masons were present at the building? Three thousand six hundred.—What proof have you of that? There were three thousand six hundred pure marble pillars in the Temple, and a pillar set up in honour of each of the two Royal Grand Masters, with the name of each inscribed thereon; but there was no pillar found with the name of the third Grand Master, until the descent of the Royal Arch.—How were the workmen paid? In the usual places and in the accustomed manner.—Where was the foundation-stone laid? In the north-east corner. It was a block of pure white marble, without speck or stain, and alluded to the chief corner stone on which the Christian Church was built; which, although rejected by the Elders, afterwards became the head-stone in the corner.—What part of the temple was first finished? The Royal Arch.—Why was it called Royal? Because there were two royal persons concerned, who chose to become operative masons for the purpose of erecting it, as a depository for the Grand and Sublime Word."

At the close of this chapter it may be added,
that there exist among the Fraternity, even in England, conflicting opinions on many subjects connected with Craft Masonry and its radiating branches. Nor is it strange that it should be so. Men's habits of thinking are so different, and they see the same objects from such various points of view, that we do not wonder to find adverse opinions on the most trifling propositions. The colour of the cameleon is determined according to the medium through which it is seen. To one it appears black, to another white, to a third green, and to a fourth red or blue. And there are so many unexplained anomalies in Freemasonry, that a perfect agreement on every subject is morally impossible. Nor is it necessary. So long as the Fraternity are unanimous on the identity of its broad outline, and the ancient Landmarks are preserved in their integrity, discordant opinions on minor points will be rather beneficial than otherwise; inasmuch as truth is elicited by the process of ratiocination, in the same manner as metals receive their finest polish by a regulated series of successful operations in the hands of skilful workmen.
CHAPTER VI.

THE SEAL OF SOLOMON.

It was an observation of Sir H. Davy, that "men of genius in former times have often languished in obscurity, not because their merits were neglected, but because they were not understood. This, however, can scarcely happen in the present day, in which all sources of useful information are laid open, and in which unparalleled exertions have been made in the higher classes of society to diffuse useful improvement, and to promote all objects of inquiry which can benefit or enlighten the public. There are other uses, still greater uses, resulting from the communication of general and popular science. By means of it vulgar errors and common prejudices are constantly diminished. It offers new topics for conversation, and for an active exercise of the understanding; and in cities it assists the cause of morality and religion, by preventing the increase of gross luxury and indulgence in vicious dissipation. Man is designed for an active being, and his spirit, ever restless, if not employed upon worthy and dignified objects, will often rather
engage in mean and low pursuits than suffer the tedious and listless feelings connected with indolence; and knowledge is no less necessary in strengthening the mind, than in preserving the purity of the affections and the heart."

These are sentiments which I have long applied to the science of Freemasonry; and have accordingly endeavoured to illustrate the science and philosophy of the Order, that its super-eminent merits may be open to public examination. Whether the institution has derived any benefit from my exertions, must be left to the decision of the Fraternity; and I am not without hope that the sentence will be favourable.

The first Book of Constitutions of the Royal Arch was issued by the Supreme Grand Chapter in 1786, the laws having been agreed to 10th May, 1782. I have made use of this as an authentic document, in the following pages, because I consider its evidence to be conclusive. The introductory address, from which I have quoted largely, points out the construction which our rulers of that period put upon "The Word," that it was intended "to convey to the mind some idea of Him by whom all things were made; even the Word mentioned by St. John, who was in the beginning with God, and was God; for all things were made by Him, and without Him was not anything made that was made; even T. G. A. O. T. U."

The first Grand Principal by whom the above-mentioned code was signed was John Allen, who
was also the Grand Superintendent over the counties of Chester and Lancaster. His colleagues were Sir Herbert Mackworth, Bart., President of the Council; James Hesletine, and John Brookes, Esqrs., who held the great seal of the Order in commission, and were Inspectors General; Francis Const, Esq., Treasurer; and James Galloway, Thomas Dunckerley, Richard Garland, and John Allen, Esqrs., Provincial Superintendents; and with these were associated, all under the grand patronage of H.R.H. the Duke of Cumberland, Sir Peter Parker, Bart., Lieut.-General Rainsford, Thomas Preston, Esq., the Rev. John Frith, Bartholomew Ruspini, Esq., and other eminent Companions.

Throughout the entire system of Freemasonry, whether practised by Heathens, Jews, or Christians, as in successive ages we find it to have been, the Mason-word\(^1\) always appears surrounded

\(^1\) "How comes it that a doctrine so singular, and so utterly at variance with all the conceptions of uninstructed reason, as that of a Trinity in Unity, should have been from the beginning a fundamental religious tenet of every nation upon earth? The answer is—a Word, a sacred, ineffable, triune NAME, showing forth the attributes of the Almighty, and faintly shadowing the afterwards revealed doctrine of the Trinity, was given to man at his creation, as the bond or type of union between the Spirit of God placed in man, and the spirit which created the body from dust. This Word was long preserved by man, but in process of time, in consequence of the increasing wickedness of the world in falling away from God, was lost. Can we pierce this mystery? To the Royal Arch Mason I would say—he who seeketh rightly shall find."—Bro. Chanter, in the F. Q. R.
with a peculiar mystery. Its various modifications, as it passed through the hands of those people by whom it was consecutively preserved, have been the theme of endless speculation; and there is no nation, kindred, or people, with whom it has not constituted a curious subject of inquiry. Even its pronunciation has been variously interpreted; and some have gone so far as to refrain altogether from using it, until, as it is now believed, the true pronunciation is irrecoverably lost.

The same thing is said to have happened amongst the Jews respecting the name of Jehovah. They were afraid the Heathen should get possession of it, and, therefore, in their copies of the Scriptures, they wrote it in the Samaritan characters instead of the Hebrew or Chaldee, that the adversary might not make an improper use of it; for they believed it capable of working miracles, and held that the wonders in Egypt were performed by Moses, in virtue of this name being engraven on his rod; and that any person, who knew the true pronunciation, would be able to do as much as he did. In like manner, the Heathen had names of their gods which it was not lawful to utter, lest nature should be subverted, and the earth dissolved.²

² The followers of Mahomet have a tradition that there is a secret name of the Deity which possesses wonderful properties, and that the only method of becoming acquainted with it is by being initiated into the mysteries of the Ism Abla. Lane has illustrated its power by an anecdote from the Koran. It appears that two rebel angels, called Haroot and Maroot, were believed to be confined in the subterranean caverns which exist amidst
From the above belief amongst the Jews, enforced by the consideration that the Shekinah actually delivered oracular responses to the high priest, the idea of attaching oracles to the heathen temples probably originated; and in all cases the power was supposed to result from a cabalistic use of the name of the deity; and these superstitions descended to the Mahometans and the Christians. It was commanded in the Jewish law, that sentences from the Scriptures should be inscribed on the door-posts of their dwellings; and therefore the Jews had a custom of writing the Decalogue on a square piece of parchment, which they rolled up, and put into a case; and after inscribing the name of God within a circle on the outside, they affixed it to the door-posts of their houses, or private apartments, and considered it a talisman of safety.

It was probably from this custom that the prophet of Mecca recommended his followers, when they closed their doors at night, to repeat the name of God, which would render them the ruins of Babylon, and there suspended by the feet for an indefinite length of time. They had been sent amongst mankind as examples, and had sinned, for which this punishment was inflicted on them. The celebrated Mujahid visited them under the guidance of a Jew, who particularly cautioned him not to mention the name of God in their presence; but when he beheld them, like two mountains suspended upside down, he expressed his astonishment by uttering the forbidden name; on which the two angels became so violently agitated, that they almost broke the irons which confined them, and Mujahid and his guide fled in the utmost consternation.

* Deut. vi. 9.
impervious to the intrusion of evil genii. The Arabs have some curious anecdotes respecting the use that Solomon made of the sacred name. It was engraved on a seal ring, composed of brass and iron mixed; by virtue of the former he commanded the good, and by the latter the evil genii. His power over them was unlimited, and they add, that it was by their aid that he built the temple at Jerusalem. By pronouncing the

4 According to the Talmud, it was Solomon's custom, while he washed himself, to entrust his Signet, on which his kingdom depended, with a concubine of his named Amina; one day, therefore, when she had the ring in her custody, a devil, named Sakhar, came to her in the shape of Solomon, and received the ring from her; by virtue of which he became possessed of the kingdom, and sat on the throne in the shape which he had borrowed, making what alterations in the law he pleased; Solomon, in the meantime, being changed in his outward appearance, and known to none of his subjects, was obliged to wander about and beg alms for his subsistence; till at length, after the space of forty days, the devil flew away, and threw the signet into the sea: the signet was immediately swallowed by a fish, which being taken and given to Solomon, he found the ring in its belly, and having by this means recovered the kingdom, took Sakhar, and tying a great stone to his neck, threw him into the lake of Tiberias.

5 The Mussulmans feign that David having laid the foundations of the temple of Jerusalem, which was to be in lieu of the Tabernacle of Moses, when he died, left it to be finished by his son Solomon; who employed the genii in the work;—that Solomon, before the edifice was quite completed, perceiving his end draw nigh, begged of God that his death might be concealed from the genii till they had entirely finished it: that God therefore so ordered it, that Solomon died as he stood at his prayers, leaning on his staff, which supported the body in that posture a full year; and the genii, supposing him to be alive, continued their work during that term; at the expiration whereof, the
Name, his minister Asaf transported the Queen of Sheba to his presence; and performed other wonderful works.

The magicians of our own country made a similar use of the sacred name of God. When one of them desired to practise his art, he put on his magical robes, accompanied by an invocation in this form:—"By the figurative mystery of this holy vestment, I will clothe me with the armour of salvation in the strength of Adonai, to whom be glory and praise for ever." After other ceremonies, which are of no moment here, he invoked the spirits "by the strong and mighty name of Jehovah; by his holy name Tetragrammaton, and by all the wonderful names and attributes, Dadai, Sillon, Paracletos, &c., &c." We have the authority of King James for saying, that in his time spirits were invoked by the use of "circles and triangles, double and single." And as with the Jews and Mahometans, the Christians of the middle ages were imbued with a firm belief that the name of God was a powerful protection from unclean spirits.  6

Temple being perfectly completed, a worm, which had gotten into the staff, ate it through, and the corpse fell to the ground, and discovered the king's death. The Rabbins also tell us of a worm which assisted the workmen, its virtue being such as to cause the rocks and stones to fly in sunder. Our ancient brethren of the last century talked a great deal about this worm, which they called the Insect Shermah, and were so chary about its name and marvellous performances, that they carefully kept them a profound secret.

6 The above charm ran in this form:—"In nomine Patris, et Filii, et Spiritus Sancti, Amen. + a + g + l + a +. Tetra-
The mystery which overshadows the Word of Freemasonry has always been replete with interest, and constitutes the excitement that leads the inquirer from one degree to another, till he is rewarded by a participation in this ineffable secret. It is in vain that the oppugner of Masonry affects to believe that we possess no such claims on the attention, because he conscientiously feels that he is feigning an objection which cannot be substantiated. He envies our knowledge, although prejudice prevents him from sharing in the advantages it conveys. It is in vain that apostate Masons tell the world, that they themselves were urged forward from step to step, under the promise that this great secret would be ultimately revealed, but which was always evaded under one pretext or another. The Brethren of the Order glory in the possession of a secret which never has been, nor ever can be revealed. "It is as a strong tower; the righteous runneth into it and is safe."  


The Abraxas of the Basilideans partook of this nature. It was a gem or stone, with the word Abraxas engraved on it, accompanied by curious designs of natural or artificial objects. Montfaucon has given engravings of several hundreds of them. Every individual who joined the society of the Gnostics was presented with this gem, which was supposed to secure the protection of the Deity to whom it was dedicated, to avert calamity, and to convey health, prosperity, and safety.

7 Prov. xviii. 10.
At the establishment of the Royal Arch degree during the last century, a passage from the first chapter of St. John's Gospel was introduced, in which the Logos, or Word, is pronounced to be T. G. A. O. T. U., or Christ, or God, on the authority of Holy Scripture; for Jehovah said, by the mouth of his prophet, "I have sworn by myself, and the Word is gone out of my mouth in righteousness, and shall not return; that unto me every knee shall bow, and every tongue shall swear." Now these very words are twice applied in the New Testament to Jesus Christ. St. Paul says, "We shall all stand before the judgment seat of Christ; for it is written, As I live, saith the Lord, every knee shall bow to me, and every tongue shall confess." And again, more plainly; "At the Name of Jesus every knee shall bow."

The passage above referred to, was used by the holy Evangelist to refute certain heterodox doctrines, which had been propounded by the Gnostics, to the effect that "the Supreme Deity first generated an only begotten Son, who again begat the Word, which was inferior to the first born. That Christ was inferior to the Word. That there were two Spirits distinct from Christ, the one called Life, and the other Light; and that the Creator, or the G. A. O. T. U., was a still lower spirit, called Demiurgus, who formed the world out of eternal matter." These absurdities

8 Isa. xlv. 23. 9 Rom. xiv. 10, 11. 10 Phil. ii. 10.
were set at rest by the passage in question; which was the beginning of his Gospel—"In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. All things were made by him; and without him was not anything made that was made. In him was Life; and the Life was the Light of men. And the Light shineth in darkness, and the darkness comprehended it not."
CHAPTER VII.

A PRIMITIVE TRACING BOARD OF THE ROYAL ARCH.

I have had the good fortune to meet with a very curious Floor Cloth of the Royal Arch degree, as it was practised in the Grand Lodge of England, at the period of its introduction into what was then denominated modern Masonry by Brother Dunckerley, which clearly illustrates the principles already enunciated. It is painted on silk (size 22 by 18 inches), and is the property of the St. Michael's Chapter No. 24, in the city of Chester, and was forwarded to me by my friend and brother, Willoughby, of Birkenhead. The Warrant for this Chapter is dated February 9th, 1781, and differs very little from the present form, except that it is dedicated to "the Almighty JAH Ḥe." It is signed by the three Principals, two Scribes, and three Sojourners, and also by three Inspectors General. An old jewel which belonged to this Chapter, has a mitre upon it, on which is inscribed HOLINESS TO THE LORD.

This ancient document I have thought of sufficient importance to present to my readers in a lithograph. Here we have an arch and keystone, the latter not drawn but remaining in its place. The sun darting its rays...
obliquely into the arch, needs no explanation. Upon an arched fillet in the centre are the words EN ΑΡΧΗ ΗΝ Ο ΛΟΓΟΣ; "In the beginning was the Word;" and beneath, in the centre of the floor-cloth, a broad circle containing the interlaced triangles and a blaze of Light, to represent the mysterious Name or Word. 1 Below that, in an inferior situation, on three fillets, are the words, Solomon, King of Israel; Hiram, King of Tyre; and Hiram, the widow's son, at length, in the Hebrew character. Several Masonic emblems which were formerly attached to the third degree, are disposed in order; viz., the golden candlestick, the table of shew bread, the pot of manna and of incense, Aaron's rod, &c., all of which were appendages to the tabernacle, and typical of the Christian dispensation.

Now, the very existence of these emblems in a Royal Arch floor-cloth, to which degree they are incongruous, and not in any respect applicable, betrays the source from whence the degree was drawn. And hence it was that Brother Dunc-kerley, and others, who grafted the degree on to

1 This mysterious Name or Word, called in many parts of the sacred writings, "the Voice of God," is about our bed, and about our path, and spith out all our ways. King Solomon tells us that he dwelleth in the thick darkness, because the Holy of Holies in the Temple was perfectly dark, being enlightened only by the Divine Shekinah, with whom darkness and light are both alike. Freemasons, however, say that He dwells in Light ineffable, because he is styled the Father of Lights; the Light of the World; a Light to lighten the Gentiles; the Light of Righteousness, and the Light of life.
modern Masonry, very judiciously restored them to the third degree, whence they had been inconsiderately divorced, to the manifest injury of both; and a copious explanation of them was incorporated into the third lecture, that the application might be legitimatized, and their direct reference permanently fixed into the degree, so that no further doubt might exist about their true Masonic reference. I place some stress upon this point, because this primitive floor-cloth is an existing fact which it would be difficult to overturn. I am further inclined to think that the fabricators of the Royal Arch intended it to be a Christian degree, not only for the above reasons, but because they adopted the Christian emblems δμ and λη as its legitimate insignia. And I have in my possession a fragment of an old Royal Arch lecture, which contains the following passage:

The Christian tendency of the Order was embodied in the Lodge Lectures by the worthies who resuscitated Freemasonry in 1717, all of whom were Protestant Christians, though differing on the subject of Church government. At that period the Redeemer was officially denominated T. G. A. O. T. U.; and Christianity pronounced, in the ancient Gothic Charges, to be an unalterable Landmark of Masonry. The fraternity were enjoined as a fundamental principle, to "believe in the Glorious Architect of heaven and earth, and to practise the sacred duties of Christian morality." And to render it unmistakeably clear that this was truly the Masonic Name of the founder of our religion, the revivers of masonry inserted in the Examination which was compiled for the use of the Lodges, the following interpretation of a certain Letter, which cannot by any possibility be misunderstood. "What did that Letter denote? The Grand Architect and Contriver of the Universe, or He that was taken up to the topmost pinnacle of the holy Temple."
"A Royal Arch Chapter is called the Grand and Royal Lodge, in verification of the prophecy of Jacob, that the sceptre should not depart from Judah, nor a lawgiver from between his feet until Shiloh come." And again,—"The three Great Lights represent the Sublime Word in three different points of view; but more particularly that superior light which shone forth in the Gospel Revelation, when the mystery of the Trinity was publicly displayed at the baptism of Christ." And in another place we have this remarkable explanation:—"The reason why we enter the Chapter upon the Holy Bible and the interlacing equilateral triangles, refers to the Roll of the Law which was found at the building of the second temple. This roll represented the

3 And the same passage still occurs in our Historical Lecture, when the third Principal explains that "the kingly power was not effaced until after the destruction of the City and Temple by the Romans under Titus, in the year 70 of the present era; thus verifying the remarkable prophecy of Jacob delivered in Egypt above a thousand years before—that the Sceptre should not depart from Judah, nor a Lawgiver from between his feet until Shiloh come."

4 There is a MS. in the British Museum (Harl. Col. Vol. 1942), which professes to explain the ancient history and principles of Freemasonry, the original of which is dated in the 10th century, and was written in Saxon during the reign of Athelstan. It commences thus:—"The Almighty Father of Heaven, with the Wisdom of his glorious Son, through the goodness of the Holy Ghost, Three persons in one Godhead, be with our beginning, and give us grace to govern our lives that we may come to his bliss that never shall have an end. Amen. Good brethren and fellows; our purpose is to tell you how, and in what manner, this Craft of Masonry was first begun, &c."
Bible, and the equilateral triangles the New Testament, or in other words, the Trinity in Unity." And the Scroll commenced, according to an original formula of the Order, with the following passage:—

"In the beginning was the Word,
And the Word was with God,
And the Word was God."  

5 In speaking of the Roll which was found by Hilkiah in the Temple, Dr. Clark inquires whether this was the autograph of Moses! And answers—"It is very probable that it was, for in another place it is described as the Book of the law of the Lord by Moses. The Rabbins say that Ahaz, Manasseh, and Amon endeavoured to destroy all the copies of the law, and this only was saved by being buried under a paving-stone. It is scarcely reasonable, however, to suppose that this was the only copy of the Law that was found in Judea; for even if we grant that Ahaz, Manasseh, and Amon had endeavoured to destroy all the books of the law; yet they could not possibly have succeeded so completely as to destroy the whole!"

6 Among the ancient Chinese characters, we find one resembling the Greek delta Δ, which was subsequently written Δ, and signifies union, harmony, the chief good; and, in a word, the union of three in one. The book Se-kí says, "formerly the Emperor made a solemn sacrifice every three years to the spirit Trinity in Unity ¼ "chin, san y, and refers to the eternity of the divine being. For they say, there is no Name which can designate him. He bears no similitude to any created thing. He is an image without form; and a form without matter. His light is encompassed with darkness. If you look upwards you cannot see his beginning; if you follow him you cannot discover his end.

7 John i. 1. This is now a creed, and the first three verses of the first chapter of Genesis substituted. On the above passage, the learned Stanley Faber has this judicious remark:—"It is impossible not to perceive, in the exordium of the Gospel
Respecting this passage of Scripture, I have elsewhere stated that the early Christians considered it to be a formula in use from the most ancient times, and adopted by St. John, because it constituted an unanswerable argument in proof of the doctrine which he was anxious to establish, viz., the eternal divinity of Christ, and his identity with Jehovah, the creator of the world. It is recorded by Philostorgius, and after him by Nicephorus, that at the clearing of the foundations on mount Moriah, when Julian the apostate commenced his insane attempt to rebuild the temple, a stone was taken up that covered the mouth of a deep vault sunk into the rock. One of the workmen was let down by a rope fastened round his waist, and found some water at the bottom, out of which, in the centre of the vault, rose a pedestal on which lay a Roll or Book, wrapped up in a covering of fine linen. Being drawn up, and the Roll unfolded, it was found to contain the Holy Scriptures, beginning with the words which are inscribed on the uppermost fillet in the old floor-cloth above referred to.\(^8\)

according to St. John, a studied reference to the exordium which introduces the Mosaic Cosmogony. Each commences with the phrase, \textit{In the beginning}; and in both places the phrase must obviously be understood in the same sense. The additional information given by St. John is, that while Moses simply states the Creator of the Universe to be God, the inspired Apostle further informs us, that all things were created or caused to subsist through the agency of the \textit{Word of God}; so that without him, nothing that subsisted, had been caused to subsist.”

The true Name of God in every age of the world, amongst the patriarchs and Jews, was Jehovah. Moses said to the latter, "The Lord (Jehovah) God of your fathers hath sent me unto you. This is my Name for ever."9 "And God himself," says Dr. Willet,10 "Jehovah, Christ, the Mediator both of the Old and New Testament, was the giver of the law; and that it was he himself that talked with Moses, by these reasons it is made plain. 1. Because he is called Jehovah, which is the proper and essential Name of God. 2. Moses himself saith, Jehovah spake unto you out of the midst of the fire. And 3, because Origen saith, In the end of the world Jesus Christ became man; but before his manifestation in the flesh, he was the Mediator between God and man: and Calvin adds, "That there never was any intercourse between God and man, but by Jesus Christ."

David and Hosea make the same declaration. The former says, "Thy Name, O Lord (Jehovah), endureth for ever; and thy memorial, O Lord (Jehovah), throughout all generations;" 11 and the latter, "Even the Lord God of Hosts, Jehovah is his Name."12 The Being spoken of in these passages is the same divine personage as Jesus, the founder of Christianity, pronounced by St. John to be T.G.A.O.T.U., or the Creator of

9 Exod. iii. 15. 10 Hexapla, p. 302. 11 Psalm cxxxv. 13. 12 Hosea xii. 5.
the world;" 15 which is confirmed by St. Paul—"Thou Lord (Christ) in the beginning hast laid the foundation of the earth;" 14 which is but a reiteration of what the Psalmist had already affirmed of Jehovah—"Of old hast Thou (Jehovah) laid the foundation of the earth." 15 Again, the prophet Zechariah had said—"I will dwell in the midst of thee, said Jehovah;" 16 and "they shall look on me (Jehovah) whom they have pierced;" 17 both of which were applied expressly to the Saviour of mankind by St. John—"The Word was made flesh, and dwelt amongst us." 18 And "they shall look on him (Jesus Christ) whom they pierced." 19

13 He who made the heavens and the earth is T. G. A. O. T. U., "at whose command," as it is expressed in our Exaltation prayer, "the world burst forth from Chaos, and all created matter had its birth." But the worlds were made by Christ; (John i. 1, 2.—Heb. i. 10—xi. 3.—Col. i. 15, 16, 17). The Messiah of Scripture prophecy, and represented in Masonry by "the union of Three Taus 14 which alludes to the Great JEHovah, by whom the gloomy and unshapen masses were changed into regular form and peaceful order." And therefore Jesus Christ is T. G. A. O. T. U. Whence we are taught by our Fiducial Sign, that "if we prostrate ourselves with our faces to the earth, it is to implore the mercy of our Creator and Judge; relying with humble confidence on his most gracious promises, by which alone we hope to pass through the Ark of our Redemption into the mansions of our eternal bliss and glory, and the presence of Him who is the Great I. A. U., the Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the ending, the first and the last." (From the Mystical Lecture of the Royal Arch.)

14 Heb. i. 10. 15 Psalm cii. 25. 16 Zech. ii. 10.
17 Zech. xii. 10. 18 John i. 14.
19 John xix. 37. See more of this in my "Apology for the Freemasons," p. 20.
CHAPTER VIII.

THE TETRAGRAMMATON.

Such was the view which our Brethren of the last century took on this important subject; and in a short Essay on Freemasonry, prefixed to the first copy of the Laws and Regulations of the Royal Arch, which were agreed to in the year 1782 by the Constitutional Grand Lodge of England, and written, as I conceive, by Brother Dunckerley, some excellent observations on this Name occur, which merit preservation. "Speculative Masonry, or the Royal Arch, is subdivided into as many distinct branches as there are arts and sciences, and the parts as various as there are subjects for investigation; and we use certain signs, tokens, and words; but it must be observed that when we use that expression, and say THE WORD, it is not to be understood as a watchword only, after the manner of those annexed to the several degrees of the Craft, but also theologically as a term, thereby to convey to the mind some idea of that Great Being who is the sole author of our existence, and to carry along with it the most solemn veneration for his Sacred Name and
Word, as well as the most clear and perfect elucidation of his power and attributes that the human mind is capable of receiving. And that this is the light in which the Name and Word hath always been considered, from the remotest ages, not only amongst us Christians and the Jews; but also in the gentile or heathen world, may be clearly understood from numberless writers; but to mention only two. Cicero tells us that they did not dare to mention the names of their gods; and Lucan says but to name the Name would shake the earth. Amongst the Jews we all know with what a just and awful veneration they look upon it; which many of them carry so far as to believe that but to pronounce the Word would be sufficient to work wonders and remove mountains, and therefore they never pronounce it.¹

¹ There is an anecdote to the following effect told by Peter de Natalibus. St. Sylvester, when disputing with certain Jews, proved the faith of Christ by most evident reasons, and by the sentence of the Judges, marvellously confuted them. And by mutual consent, appealing to miracles, Zambri, a learned Jew, who was also a magician, boasted that he knew the ineffable Name of God, which no animal could hear and live. And a bull was brought in, so ferocious as scarcely to be held by an hundred men, and when Zambri whispered that Name in his ear, roaring and with starting eyes, the bull fell down dead. And the Jews thereupon exulting over Sylvester, the holy man replied, that it was the name of a demon not a deity, that destroyed life, while the tremendous Name of the true God, his incarnate Son, would restore it even to the dead. Whereupon, after invoking that Name, he bade the bull arise,—and he did so, but with a changed nature, being now as tame and gentle as before he was violent and savage.
"Josephus says that the Name was never known till the time that God told it to Moses in the wilderness, and that he himself did not dare to mention it, for that it was forbidden to be used, except once in the year, by the High Priest alone, when he appeared before the Mercy Seat on the day of expiation. He further adds that it was lost through the wickedness of man; and hence has arisen a difference of opinion; some supposing the Word itself lost; others, the import or meaning only; and many, the manner of its delivery, and from hence contend that Moses did not ask the Almighty for his name to carry to his brethren, but for the true delivery or pronunciation only. How far that might be the case, is to us uncertain; but it is certain that the true mode of delivery cannot now be proved from any written record; first, because it is capable of so many variations from the manner of annexing the Masoretic points, which points were not extant in the days of Moses; and secondly, because the language

The Name here referred to is Yehovah Elohim, which is translated in the Scriptures, Lord God, and is the Name by which the Supreme Being was known from the creation of the world, and is used by the Jews at the present day.

Hence the formula in our ceremonies, which is thus worded.
"We have heard with our ears, and our fathers have declared unto us that in their time, and in times of old, it was not lawful for any one to mention the sacred and mysterious Name of the Most High, except the High Priest, and him but once a year, when he entered alone in the Sanctum Sanctorum, and stood before the Ark of the Covenant to make propitiation for the sins of the people."
now in use amongst the Jews is so corrupt and altered from that in which he wrote, that none of them, except some few of their learned, understand any thing of it; for which reason the Jews call it רָאוּמָה שֵׁ ש Shem Hamphoreeth, the unutterable Name. Hence is our learned brother, Pythagoras, his τετραγραμματον or quaternion.

"Philo, the learned Jew, tells us not only that the Word was lost, but also the time when, and the reason why. But to make an end of these unprofitable disputes among the learned, be it remembered, that they all concur with Royal Arch Masons in others much more essential; first, that the Name or Word is expressive of SELF-EXISTENCE AND ETERNITY; and secondly, that it can be applicable only to that GREAT BEING who was, who is, and WILL BE. It is also generally allowed, that in its full sense and meaning, it must be incomprehensible by a human capacity. Nevertheless we hope, so far as it hath yet pleased the Omnipotent to reveal it, it is reserved for the honour of this Society to show forth to the world its Glory, Power, and Import, in a much more perfect, clear, and ample manner, than is now generally done."

"This phraseology is purely Jewish," says Dr. Clark, "and probably taken from the Tetragrammaton, יְהֹוָה, which is supposed to include in itself all time, past, present, and to come. The time of prayer, as the Rabbins affirm, points out the holy and blessed God; He who was, and is, and shall be. The morning prayer points out Him who was before the foundation of the world; the noonday prayer points out Him who is; and the evening prayer Him who is to come."
These observations are very judicious, and served well to introduce the new degree, and recommend it to the notice of the Fraternity. It is much to be regretted, however, that Brother Dunckerley, whose influence in the Order was amply sufficient for the purpose, did not improve the degree from the materials which he derived from the ancient Masons, because he could not fail to perceive their incongruity, by at least a reconstruction of the Word which he has so learnedly described in the above cited passage; for whoever it might be that first arranged its members in their present form, certainly committed a capital error, and grievously mistook the principles on which the degree appears to have been founded.

It is doubted by some of the Rabbins whether the word Jehovah be the true Name of God, for they consider it to be irrecoverably lost by disuse; and regard its pronunciation as one of the mysteries which will be revealed at the coming of the Messiah; and they attribute its loss to the illegality of applying the Masoretic points to such a Sacred Name, by which a knowledge of the proper vowels is forgotten. It is even said in the Gemara of Aboda Zara, that God permitted a celebrated Hebrew scholar to be burned by a

---

5 When God, say the Rabbins, judgeth his creatures, his name is called Elohim; when he warreth against the wicked, it is called Israoeth; but when he showeth mercy unto the world, he is called Jehovah.
Roman Emperor, because he had been heard to pronounce the Sacred name with points.

The author of the above tract, however, very properly alludes to the Tetragrammaton, or Word of four letters, as forming the basis of the lost Word; which in the Jewish writings is spelled Jehovah or Jah. But in the forms which it now assumes it is either quadrilateral, as נבם, or biliteral, as נ, which is one of the titles of the Messiah, and plainly refers to the advancing of a R. A. Mason; for 3 + 5 + 7 are equal to 10 + 5 = 15. This word, as numbered by the cabalists, is 10 + נ, 5 + נ, 6 + נ נ = 26. The mystical cube and plumb-line, and the figures which compose it being added together give the number 8. Now the word ΙΗΣΟΥΣ, corresponding with the above word נ, being numbered makes I, 10 + Η, 8 + Σ, 200 + Ο, 70 + Υ, 400 + Σ, 200 = 888, or three cubes. But the Royal Arch degree is founded on the number three, and therefore each member of the Word

6 In the Samaritan, the Tetragrammaton, or word of four letters, is written thus יִשְׁמִית, and the Jews even at the present day refuse either to write or utter it.

7 "This name is written and pronounced by all nations with four letters. The Egyptians call him Teut; the Arabs, Alla; the Persians, Sirh; the Magas, Orsi; the Mahometans, Abdi; the Greeks, Teos; the ancient Turks, Esar; and the Latins, Deus; to which John Lorrenzo Anani adds, the Germans call him Gott; the Surmatas, Bowh and Iatu; the Tartars, Iga; the English, Lord. From which it is inferred that except by some divine inspiration, or from the knowledge they had of the Tetragrammaton of four letters, so many different nations could not agree. (Manasseh ben Israel, Concil. vol. ii. p. 194.)
ought to have been triliteral. Again, the cabalists used this form of the Word, which is an illustration of the same principle,

Sometimes expressed thus, triangulary,

\[ \text{This designation of the Ineffable Name was a symbol of the creation; and the mysterious union of T. G A. O. T. U. with his creatures was in the letter ה He, which they considered to be the agent of Almighty power, and to enable the possessor of the Name to work miracles. It was also the symbol of the Trinity in Unity.}

Amongst the Syrians, the Chaldeans, the Phœncians, and others, the Ineffable Name of the Deity was Bel, Bal, Bul, Baal, or Belin. There are some doubts whether it was not biliteral; for we find ב אל El, ב-bal Bel, and ב אל Ab-El, signifying Pater Deus. The triliteral name was ב אל Baal.

Again, the Egyptians and Hindoos reverenced On, or Om, i.e. Aun or Aum, as the name of
their chief deity; who was also considered by the Canaanites as the Creator, or the prolific power, probably the solar orb; and the same name is compounded in the Philistine deity Dag-On, or in other words, the receptacle of On, which, perhaps, in their physical theology might refer to the ark of Noah. It is also found in the names of places in the same country, as Tzid-Aun (Sidon), Herm-On, Hebr-On, &c.; and the Chaldean Oannes was O-Aun-Nes. Amongst the Jews, during the Theocracy, the worship of Teraphim, whatever they might be, was connected with that of Aun. Thus the original of 1 Sam., xv. 23, is—"As the sin of divination is rebellion, so is Aun and Teraphim, stubbornness and iniquity." And the same thing occurred at a later period; thus Zechariah accuses them by saying, "Your Teraphim have announced Aun;" which in our translation is called "vanity," and was a solar oracle, which is nothing but vanity. The fact appears to be, that they consulted the god Aun through the medium of the Teraphim, as Jehovah was consulted by Urim and Thummim,  

8 Zech. x. 2.

9 It was by means of the Urim and Thummim, that the High Priest obtained responses from God. "This utensil was certainly either connected or identical with the Breastplate, and on account of it that ornament itself was sometimes called the Breastplate of Judgment. Few readers would expect to derive this mystical badge from the ancient usages of Egypt, yet Sir J. G. Wilkinson says, that when a case was brought for trial there, it was customary for the arch Judge to put a golden chain around his neck, to which was suspended a small figure
or perhaps before the cherubic emblem, which is called by the Jews, "the very pith and marrow" of their mode of worship. Faber has taken a somewhat similar view of this subject, and concludes that, "by a plausible though wretched abuse, the Cherubim or Seraphim, or Teraphim, became the symbolic fatidical gods of paganism; and as the principal hero-god of that system was thought to have migrated into the sun, and was thence astronomically worshipped as the solar deity, the Teraphim are, by the inspired writers, justly associated with the Egyptian On, who is the same as the Indo-Scythic Om of the Brahmins." 10 It is remarkable that this word was also used by the early Christians to express the divine Being whom they worshipped, Ο ΩΝ, καὶ ὁ ην, καὶ ὁ ἐρχόμενος, "God, which is, and was, and is to come." 11 But it must be borne in mind that the heathen, while acknowledging their chief god to be the maker of the universe, did not understand it in the sense which we affix to it. They held that God built the world out of existing materials; while the Jews, as well as Christians, believe that he created it out of nothing.

of Teut, ornamented with precious stones. This appears to have been the origin of the Hebrew Thummim, a word implying Truth. And what makes it more remarkable is, that the chief priest of the Jews, who, before the election of a King, was also the Judge of the nation, was alone entitled to wear this honorary badge; and the Thummim of the Hebrews, like the Egyptian figure, was studded with precious stones (Kitto).

10 Eight Diss. vol. i. p. 391.
11 Rev. i. 4.
The application of these materials to the purposes of Royal Arch Masonry would have been easy; and yet the usual combinations of them have failed to form a word in strict correspondence with the evident intention of the founders of the degree; for though it was termed the fourth degree, and included a reference to the Tetragrammaton, yet the Triad was considered to be its distinguishing element. The chief officers, the sojourners, the original Grand Lodges, the lights, the form of the jewels, and other particulars, are so many unanswerable proofs of it. 12 The frequent references to a trinity in unity, as well as the

12 I subjoin a list of the Royal Arch Triads as they exist at the present time:

Three Principals.
Three Grand Masters.
Three Sojourners.
Three Keystones.
Three Epochs.
Three Grand Lodges.
Three Lesser Lights.
Three Greater Lights.
Three Triangles.
Three Degrees.
The Triple Tau.
The Sacred Word.
A—B—L.
Father—Word—Spirit.
I A M.—Alpha—Omega.
Regal—Prophetic—Sacerdotal.
King—Prophet—Priest.
Historical—Symbolical—Mystical.
Holy—Sacred—Royal.
Patriarchal—Levitical—Christian.
Wisdom—Truth—Justice.
construction of the word itself, leave us no choice in the interpretation of the design which was intended to be conveyed in this sublime degree.

It was evidently a determination on the part of its founders to construct a link, by which Freemasonry might be unequivocally connected with Christianity; for the word, however it might be compounded, resolves itself into JEHOVAH, which, was the name of the divine Logos, or Christ being formed of נֹ, the essence, O ΩΝ, He who simply is, and יד, always existing, which is the character assigned to Christ in the Apocalypse—“He who was, and is, and shall be—the

Animal—Vegetable—Mineral.
Water—Air—Fire.
Bible—Square—Compasses.
Vault—Cord—Shrine.
Pickaxe—Crow—Shovel.
Abraham—Issac—Jacob.
Moses—Aholiab—Bazaleel.
S K I—H R T—H A B
Solomon—Zerubbabel—Herod.
Judah—Issachar—Zebulon.
Lion—Ass—Ship.
Blue—Purple—Crimson.
Reuben—Simeon—Gad.
Man—Sword—Troop.
Red—Yellow—White.
Ephraim—Manasseh—Benjamin.
Ox—Vine—Wolf.
Green— Flesh colour—Green.
Dan—Asher—Napthali.
Eagle—Vase—Hind.
Green—Purple—Blue.

H 2
Eternal." This hypothesis is of sufficient importance to merit a free examination.

Before the fall of man we have plain indications of the appearance of Jehovah, or the Word of God in paradise. After our first parents had sinned, "they heard the voice of Jehovah walking in the garden." Now, who was this "voice of Jehovah"? It could not be God the Father, because St. John positively affirms that "no man hath seen God at any time." And adds, that "he declares himself by means of his only begotten Son." It must therefore have been Christ, who is called elsewhere, "the Angel of the Covenant," "the Branch," "Jehovah our Righteousness," &c., that thus conferred with our erring progenitors. This is confirmed by the terms of the prophecy of Balaam, who calls his victorious Star, who is to smite and annihilate the worshippers of On and Om, Aun, and Baal Peor, by this very title of the "Voice of Jehovah." This appears to have been the opinion of the early Christians, for Theophilus Antiochenus says expressly, "the Word, or voice of God, came into paradise and talked with Adam."

This is the sense in which the passage is explained by the Targumists; for they agree to render it, "they heard the word of the Lord God walking," &c.; the Jerusalem Targum paraphrases the beginning of Gen. iii. 9, by "the

13 Rev. xi. 17. 14 Gen. ii. 16—18.
16 Gen. iii. 8. 16 John i. 18.
17 Numb. xxiv. 17. 18 Ad Autol. l. 2.
word of the Lord called unto Adam." The word, therefore, that called was the word or voice that walked." 19 Indeed, the old Chaldee paraphrase, the Jerusalem Targum, and the most learned rabbinical commentators, interpret Jehovah who communed with Adam to be the Memra or Messias. And Jonathan and Onkelos add, that "he judged the old world by his Word;" that he "made a covenant with Abraham by his Word;" and that "he would redeem mankind by his Word." 20

In like manner, Christians of all ages and times have held the opinion, that Jehovah who appeared to man in the time of the patriarchs was Christ. Thus, for example, that which the angel spake to Hagar 21 is said to be spoken by Jehovah, 22 and the same angel said, "I am the God (Jehovah or El Shaddai) of Bethel." 23 This angel, who is styled in other places the Angel of the Covenant, 24 the Angel of God's presence, 25 and the Name of God, 26 was no other than our Lord Jesus Christ, according to the unanimous opinion of all antiquity.

If further proofs of this invaluable truth be wanting, they are at hand. The Almighty says,

19 See Maimon. Mor. Nevich. p. i. c. 24; Tzet. Hammor. s. Beresh. apud Owen. Exerc. x. in Heb. vi. 1; Faber, Eight Diss. i. 28.
20 Jerusalem Targum on Gen. xlix. 18.
21 Gen. xvi. 7—11.
22 Gen. xvi. 18.
23 Gen. xxxi. 13.
24 Mal. iii. 1.
25 Isai. lxiii. 9.
26 Exod. xxiii. 21.
by the prophet Isaiah,27 "I am Jehovah, and there is none else; there is no God besides me." But St. John says, "the Word was God;" 28 and St. Paul affirms, "Christ came, who is God over all; God blessed for ever." 29 Therefore Christ is Jehovah or God. The glorious Name which was given to Moses at the burning bush, 30 was assumed by Christ himself, when he said, 31 "Before Abraham was, I AM," not I was, but I AM. 32 This name, יהוה, is therefore esteemed by the modern Jews inferior to the Tetragrammaton, because, they say, though it demonstrates the divine essence, yet it forms only a part of that sacred name; for numerically it is only twenty-one, while the Tetragrammaton is twenty-six.

The most ancient Jewish writers, instead of Jehovah use the name Memra, by which they intend to signify the Son of God. 33 Now,
as some of these learned men lived before and about the time of Christ, their opinions on this point may be received as positive evidence of the fact. In the passages of their sacred writings, where the name of Jehovah occurs, they substitute Memra Jehovah, or the Word of God, to whom they ascribe the creation of the world, as we do to Christ; and all the divine manifestations which we find there, they say were effected by Memra.

In addition to this evidence, which is exceedingly valuable, we may also remark that in our authorized translation of the Scriptures the Septuagint version has been followed in rendering the word Jehovah by Κυριός, or Lord; and whenever the word Lord appears in the English Bible, it stands for Jehovah in the original; to which name the Jews associate much superstition and mystery. Many of the ancient fathers assert, that in their copies of the Bible the Name was written in Samaritan characters, that it might not be polluted by the heathen.

If to the above reasoning we subjoin the testimony of early Christian writers on this point, it will complete the chain of evidence, that the name Rod, being the person of Name—Jesus; the Saviour, Christ; the Anointer long spoken of before he was manifested in the flesh, and for ever afterwards the daily theme in the Church militant; no other Name being given amongst men by which we can be saved; he who has a Name above every Name, and at whose Name every knee shall bow; through whose Name, by faith in his Name, the diseased are healed; and in whose Name all our prayers and supplications must be presented to God to make them acceptable. *This is the Person of Name.*
of Jehovah, and the Word spoken of by St. John, and inserted in the Tracing-board of the English Royal Arch are one and the same person. Justin Martyr \footnote{Apol. 1.} says—"Our Christ conversed with Moses out of the bush in the appearance of fire." And again \footnote{Apol. 2.}—"It was the Son of God who spoke to Moses," saying, \textit{I am that I am}. Thus shalt thou say unto the Children of Israel, \textit{I am hath sent me unto you}. \footnote{L. iii. c. 11.} Irenæus affirms, \footnote{Adv. Marc. i. ii. 4, 27.} that "it was the Word of God who, in a divine and glorious manner, conversed with the patriarchs." Tertullian is equally decisive on the subject, when he tells his adversary that it was Christ who conversed upon earth from the beginning; and that it was He who appeared on all occasions to the patriarchs and the prophets." \footnote{L. iii. c. 11.} Athanasius, Hilary, Basil, and Cyril of Jerusalem, speak to the same effect; and our Bishop Bull affirms that it was the unanimous opinion of all primitive antiquity.
CHAPTER IX.

THE INSIGNIA.

A further proof of the Christian reference of the Royal Arch degree is found, not only in certain passages of the lectures which represent "the way, the truth, and the life," as characteristic of the Redeemer, and a direct mention of "the second person in the glorious Trinity," but also in its characteristic symbol or mark; for the TRIPLE TAU\textsuperscript{1} was unknown before the dispensation of Christ was promulgated, and the main hinge, on which all its illustrations were suspended, was the advent of Shiloh when the sceptre had departed from Judah. Now a sceptre, being figuratively put for government, because it is an ensign of royalty, it referred literally to the just and righteous government of King Solomon, but

\[1\text{ This figure forms two right angles on each of the exterior lines, and another at the centre by their union, for the three angles of each triangle are equal to two right angles. This being triplified illustrates the jewel worn by the Companions of the Royal Arch, which by its intersection, forms a given number of angles. These may be taken in five several combinations, and being reduced, their amount in right angles will be found equal to the five Platonic bodies, which represent the four elements, and the sphere of the universe.} \]
mystically to the government of Christ, which is
more just and righteous, over the faithful people
of God, and is therefore emphatically called "a
sceptre of righteousness."  

The Jews, however, affect to believe that the
word shebet in the Hebrew text, which we inter-
pret a sceptre, signifies a rod, which is an instru-
ment of chastisement; and therefore they con-
tend that it means, that their dispersion amongst
strange nations shall not cease till their Messiah
shall come to deliver them from it. Christ began
his public ministry at a solemn jubilee; and there-
fore he said—"The Lord hath anointed me (as
the Christ) to preach the gospel to the poor, he
hath sent me (as Shiloh, or the Apostle) to heal
the broken hearted, to proclaim deliverance to
the captives, and restoration of sight to the blind,
to set at liberty the bruised, and to preach the
acceptable year of the Lord."  

Mr. Taylor, after proving satisfactorily that the Shiloh here men-
tioned could be no other than Christ, adds—"Our
Lord was the only branch of David's family
entitled to rule, and if the royalty had continued
in that family, he would have sat upon the throne
of Israel; and he dying without issue, the ruling
branch of that family became extinct; so that,

2 Heb. i. 8.  
4 From Jesse's root behold a branch arise,
Whose sacred flower with fragrance fills the skies;
Th' ethereal Spirit o'er its leaves shall move,
And on its top descends the mystic dove.

Pope's "Messiah."
after his death, there was no longer any possibility of the continuance of the kingly office in the direct and proper line of David. The person who should have held the sceptre was dead; the direct descent of the family expired with him, the sceptre was bona fide departed; since, first it was actually swayed by a stranger or strangers (Herod and the Romans); and, secondly, no one who could possibly claim it, though he might have been of a collateral branch of David's house, could have been the direct legal claimant by birthright; for that person was crucified! Such is the language Providence put into the mouth of Pilate—'Shall I crucify your king?' 'Yes,' say the Jews, 'we reject the lineal descendant of David, and prefer Caesar.' Rome triumphs; David expires in the person of his son; and with him expires all direct claim of right to the sceptre. The sceptre is departed from David, and if from David—from Judah—Jesus of Nazareth, the King of the Jews!' 

In the Royal Arch degree the name of God is depicted in the medal of the Order, as in the centre of our Floor-cloth, and also in the jewel of the Grand Superintendent, by a double interlacing triangle, thus ☩, inscribed within a dark circle, representing unlimited space beyond the reach of light, and the top representing the "light shining in darkness, and the darkness comprehending it not," as a continuation of the divine

---

2 Taylor's Calmet in loc.
sentence at the summit of the Floor-cloth. This had been used as a Christian symbol, to denote the two natures of Jehovah, the God-man, for centuries before the Royal Arch degree was ever thought of. In this form $\star$, or the above, it was called the pentangle, or seal of Solomon, and the shield of David, and was employed all over Asia as a preservative against witchcraft, in which superstition the Jews are said to have participated; for they used written charms inclosed in the above hexagonal or pentangular figure, and disposed cabalistically, which were worn about their necks. It constituted the Pythagorean pentalpha, and was the symbol of health. Thus Pitrius says,

6 John i. 5.

7 A learned and much esteemed brother Mason writes to me thus:—"There appears to have been a great veneration for the pentalpha $\star$ as a charm against any evil, and even to have been in use amongst the ancient Jews as a symbol betokening safety, and as representing YYIEIA, Health; no doubt its allusion to the Tree of Life, whose leaves are for the healing of the nations; or to the Star in the East, which arose in the midst of so much moral darkness in the Jewish Church; when all was dark save one glimmering Star in the East, referring to the Sun of Righteousness, which shall arise with healing in his wings;—that bright and Morning Star, whose rising bringeth peace and salvation to the faithful and obedient of the human race."
"Pentagonum, salutis symbolum fuisse; autem illi hujusmodi ostendisse, triangulum triplicem invicem insertum ex lineis quinque constantem; in quibus YIGIEIA scriptum erat. Sic enim salus sanitasve Græce apellatur."

Christians used it to represent the five wounds of Christ, thus; and hence it was formerly referred, in the old lectures of Masonry, to the birth, life; death, resurrection, and ascension of the Saviour of mankind. And the formula which was used, even so recently as the early part of my Masonic life, is worth preserving.

"What do we learn by his birth? He being the day-star of mercy, hath risen to conduct our feet in the paths of peace and holiness.

"What by his life? All the moral and social virtues, he being the way, the truth, and the life.

"What by his death? That our debt is paid, the law satisfied, and our redemption completed.

"What by his resurrection? A victory over death and the grave, wherein resteth our justification."
"What by his ascension? That he is gone before to prepare a place for his faithful people, that where he is, there may they be also."

The above symbol is very common in Asia, even at the present day. Mr. Drummond Hay, speaking of the ornaments in the harem of a Moor, mentions "a brass frame composed of two intersecting triangles, as a chandelier." These kind
of lamps or lanterns are very common; and in the palace of a monarch they are often of great magnificence. I subjoin an engraving of one of these lanterns, with the pentangle of Solomon attached.

The next great and distinguishing symbol of the Royal Arch degree is the tau cross triplified, Τ. It is inscribed equally on the flap of the apron and on the Jewel of the G. Standard bearer, in a triangle, and also at the foot of the Medal in a circle. And as the former was the seal of Solomon, and considered capable of warding off earthly dangers, so is this the seal of Christ, and competent to guard the recipient from such dangers as are spiritual. This latter seal is baptism, accompanied by the crucial sign. Thus Valesius and others expound it and term it “the seal of our Lord,” because in the very nature of it there is contained a covenant made between God and man, of which the sign or symbol of the cross is

8 In the “Landmarks of Masonry,” this pentangular symbol is fully illustrated; and I refer the curious reader to vol. ii. pp. 355 and 659, for further information; and some remarks may also be found in the “Theocratic Philosophy,” p. 169.

9 The Seal of Solomon was believed by the Arabians to possess incredible power over the evil genii. By virtue of the Name which was engraven in cipher on this Seal, Solomon subjected them to his dominion. And it is also believed that by its efficacy the dead may be raised. Lane tells us, that there are other names of the Deity which have a peculiar efficacy when uttered or written. “Of such names and invocations, together with words unintelligible to those who are ignorant of the science of divine magic, passages from the Koran, mysterious combinations of numbers, and peculiar diagrams and figures, are chiefly composed written charms employed for good purposes only.”
the seal. Hence Thecla said to St. Paul—"Give me the seal of Christ, and no temptation shall have power over me." And the Shepherd Hermes, speaking of some who had died after baptism, says,—"They were sealed with the seal of the Son of God, and are entered into the kingdom of God. For before a person receives the sign of the Son of God, he is consigned over to death; but when he receives that seal, he is freed from death and consigned over to life." And hence the cross was the symbol of life; and when triplified, it was an emblem of life eternal.

This remarkable figure, at its first construction, was an emblem used by the eastern Christians as a monogram of the sacred name of Christ. The original form appears to have been this $\Sigma$, a combination of the Greek $XP$ (Chr),$^{10}$ the two first letters in $\Sigma\Pi\Sigma\TO\Sigma$; and it was placed, as a talisman of protection on the summit of the ensign staff by Constantine; thus occupying the same honourable position as the Egyptian ibis, the

$^{10}$ "The bas-reliefs of the ancient $am\,bones$ of the cathedral of Rouen, now incrusted into the wall behind the choir, are curious as exhibiting, in distinct rows, the fish, the dove, the lamb, the stag, the peacock, &c., the whole sacred menagerie, as Mr. Hope calls it, of symbolism. These tombs throw an interesting light on the origin of three tufts or rays of glory, emblematical of the Trinity, which surround our Saviour's head in the productions of early Italian painting, and even in the early works of Raphael, Titian, and their contemporaries. I have little doubt of their being a corruption of the well-known monogram of our Saviour's name, formed by the Greek letters $X$ and $P$." (Lord Lindsay's Christian Art, vol. i. p. 08.)
Athenian owl, or the Roman eagle. It soon became a universal Christian symbol, although the form of its construction underwent many variations, as may be seen in that curious work of Aringhius, called "Roma Subterranea;" amongst which is found the triple tau of our Royal Arch degree, and the motto was IN HOC SIGNO VINCES! It was subsequently transferred to the official seals of several Roman pontiffs; from whence it passed into general use in all Christian countries; and formed part of an inscription on an old bell formerly in Great Grimsby Church, of which I subjoin a correct copy.

\[ \text{T} \text{e} \text{o} \text{r} \text{u} \text{m} \ \text{M} \text{a} \text{c} \text{p} \text{l} \text{a} \text{e} \text{m} \ \text{t} \text{u} \text{m} \ \text{M} \text{o} \text{n} \text{s} \ \text{E} \text{R} \]

The above monogram merged into the triple tau during the life-time of Constantine, and appears not only on his coins, but on those of his successors; and certain contractions afterwards sprang into use, which were as highly reverenced as the original symbol. First we find the two
first letters in the Greek name of Jesus, \( \text{IHOY} \), used as a monogram, or mysterious sign, to represent the name of Jehovah or Christ, which were sometimes so disposed as to form the triple tau, the I being placed upon the H in the form of a cross, thus \( \text{I} \); and subsequently, when the third letter of the above name \( \Sigma \) or C, was added, the symbol assumed this form \( \text{I} \Sigma \)., for which the Western Church substituted the Roman letters \( \text{IHS} \), which are still profusely used by the Roman Catholics; and many Protestant pulpits are inscribed with the sacred \( \text{I} \Sigma \).  

The above are the initial letters of the Greek inscription placed by Pilate on the cross of our blessed Saviour, of which I subjoin a fac-simile, taken by Dr. Adam Clarke from a copy of the Codex Bezae, which was first delineated in the fourth century, and resembles the autographs of the earliest ages of Christianity.

\[ \text{IHOYC O NAYPOEOC.} \]

\[ \text{O BACIAYC YOON} \]

\[ \text{IOYAIYON.} \]

\[ \text{11 In a letter which I received some years ago; from Brother Willoughby, of Birkenhead, he says—"I was struck with an observation which fell from an old Scottish Mason, who was exalted on our last Chapter day. After the ceremony he was looking round the room, in order to take a calmer view of the arrangements, and seeing the \( \text{I} \) upon the plinth of the altar,} \]
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It is well known that the Greek Σ was anciently constructed like the Roman C, and was so used for several centuries; and therefore the IHC of the Eastern Church was improperly changed by its rival of the West to the Roman IHS.

Occasionally we find an abbreviation of both the names of Christ used as a monogram; thus IC XC, because these letters were supposed to represent the position of Christ’s right hand when elevated in benediction; as M. Didron explains it, “L’index s’allonge comme un I; le grand doigt se courbe comme un C, ancien sigma des Grecs, le pouce et l’annulaire se croisent pour faire un X, et le petit doigt s’arrondit pour figurer un C. Tout cela IC-XC, monogramme Grec de Jesus Christ (‘Ιησους Χριστός).”

It was sometimes expressed I Χ C XC, and sometimes XPC. And it does not vitiate the argument to consider that this monogram I Χ S was the mysterious badge of the Jesuits, and worn upon the sleeve of their garments; as if, to use the language of Henry he asked me, ‘What are you doing with that figure here?’ ‘Why do you ask?’ said I. ‘Because it is what we call the Holy Jesus,’ was his reply. He is a builder in an extensive way, and said that he had often met with it in old churches, and that it was always called ‘The Holy Jesus,’ or Jesus the Saviour of Mankind, IHS.”

12 Icon. de Dieu, p. 212.

13 For the prophet Ezekiel was divinely directed to “set a mark on the foreheads of the men that cry against the abominations of the people.” This custom was used by almost all nations. The worshippers of particular idols usually bore the mark of their favourite deity on their foreheads. These sectarian marks are still used in the East Indies.
Burton, "with the name of Jesus, inchanter-like, they would conjure downe the spirit of truthe, and conjure vp the spirit of pontificiall error and sedition againe in this our churche." It rather confirms our view of the subject, by showing that this tau or cross was publicly used and sanctioned for ages by the highest authorities of the Christian church.

Another form which this ever-varying monogram assumed was the *vesica piscis*, an ancient Platonic symbol, but identified with Christ (and in a fresco painting of the Last Judgment, in the chapel of the Arena at Padua, by Giotti, the Saviour is represented as seated within the vesica piscis), by the substitution of the Greek word

14 Triall of Private Devotions, A.D. 1625.

15 The vesica piscis contains the well-known geometrical outline of a Fish, and received its name from the Greek word Ιχθύς, which is an acrostic of the name of the Redeemer of mankind; Ἰησοῦς Χριστός Θεοῦ Υἱὸς τόῦ Σωτῆρα, whence it became an emblem of Christ; although it had been used geometrically long before his personal advent into the world. It appertained to the Platonic system, and constituted the sign of recognition amongst the Εψοπτες of the mysteries, by the open hands united with the ends of the fingers, and wrists touching each other. Vesica piscis often occurs in the Egyptian temples, and particularly about the throne of Osiris, in reference to the divine Triads, and geometrically represents the birth of Light, Horus, or the Sun, from the wedding of Osiris and Isis.—From an unpublished MS. on the Discrepancies of Masonry, ut supra, where the subject is scientifically handled, and illustrated by a series of Masonic and geometrical diagrams.

16 "Amongst the Mosaics in the nave of St. Maria Maggiore at Rome, we find a design of the Israelites stoning Moses and Aaron in their flight to the tabernacle, on the morning after the
for a fish, ΙΧΘΥΣ, the letters of which formed the initials of the name and character of the Redeemer. Ἰησοῦς Χριστός Θεοῦ Υἱὸς Σωτῆρ, Jesus Christ, the Son of God, our Saviour. We frequently find, not only in Freemasonry but elsewhere, the addition of the Greek letters Α and Ω subjoined to all and each of the above-mentioned monograms, to denote the eternity of Christ as Jehovah. Thus Ducange—

Circulus hic summi comprehendit nomina regis,
Quem sine principio et sine fine vides.
Principium cum fine simul tibi donat A cum Ω;
X et P Christi nomina sancta tenent. 17

punishment of Korah, Dathan, and Abiram, a hand from heaven surrounds them with a vesica piscis, from which the stones, arrested, fall innocuously to the ground; while a third figure (like the fourth in the fiery furnace of the three children) appears beside them, within the vesica piscis, intended doubtless for our Saviour.” (Lord Lindsay, ut supra, p. 101.)

CHAPTER X.

THE SYMBOLS.

We will now examine how far this doctrine is applicable to Royal Arch Masonry. We are taught by our Fiducial Sign that if we prostrate ourselves with our faces to the earth, it is to implore the mercy of Jehovah our Creator and Judge (or in other words T.G.A.O.T.U., for as Christians we believe Him to be our Creator, and look for no other judge), relying with humble confidence on his most gracious promises, by which alone we hope to pass through the Ark of our Redemption into the mansion of eternal bliss and glory, the presence of Him who is the great I AM, the Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the ending, the first and the last. It appears from evidence which is incontrovertible, that this great and holy Being was known under the same NAME, or one which very nearly resembled it, in almost every nation under the canopy of heaven, however they might have departed from the true faith and manner of worship. By one he was called Iah, or Evah; by another, Javoh; by others, Jevah, Jove, Jupiter, &c. Macrobius,
in his Saturnalia (l. i. 18), says, that it was an admitted axiom amongst the heathen, that the triliteral \textit{JAH}, or rather \textit{IA\Omega}, was the sacred name of the Supreme God. And the Clarian oracle, which was of unknown antiquity, being asked which of the deities was named \textit{IA\Omega}, answered in these memorable words:—

"The initiated are bound to conceal the mysterious secrets. Learn thou, that \textit{IA\Omega} is the Great God Supreme, who ruleth over all."

Now it so happens, that in the gems of the earliest Christians we find these very letters, \textit{IA\Omega}, which are an abbreviation of \textit{JEHOVAH}, used as a monogram to express the name of the Saviour of mankind, who was thus represented as existing before time was, and shall exist when time shall be no more. It was first adopted by the Eastern church, and signified \textit{Ησους}, \textit{Αλφα Ωμεγα}, Jesus, Alpha Omega, or in other words, Jesus, the first and the last.\textsuperscript{1} And this is consonant with the decision of Ducange, who says that the letters \textit{A} and \textit{Ω} "designantes Christi divinitatem et humanitatem," like the intersecting triangles of the English Royal Arch.

But this appropriation of \textit{A} and \textit{Ω} to Jesus Christ does not rest on the opinions of men, but it is frequently and plainly proclaimed in the Word of God. Jehovah applies it to himself in these remarkable words—"Thus saith Jehovah, the King of Israel, his Redeemer, the Lord of

\footnote{Rev. xxii. 18.}
Hosts, *I am the first, and I am the last*, and besides me there is no other God." But Jesus Christ claims these titles—"Behold I come quickly, to give to every man according as his work shall be. I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end, the first and the last." And again, in another place—"I am A and Ω the beginning and the ending, which is, and was, and is to come, the Almighty." And he glories in the title, which his beloved disciple attributes to him saying—"These things saith the First and the Last, that was dead and is alive." On this account it was that he commenced his Gospel with that memorable passage which occupies such a prominent situation on the old Royal Arch Tracing-boards—"In the beginning was the Word," that is, A and Ω; and more significantly expressed in the central symbol of the sacred name. But his eternity is more plainly avouched by St. Paul. The royal prophet David had said—"They all shall wax old, as doth a garment, and as a vesture shalt thou change them and they shall be changed; but Thou art the same, and Thy years shall not fail." These very words are applied by the apostle to Jesus Christ; and again, he says—"Jesus Christ is the same yesterday, to-day, and for ever;" which was an appropriation of the words of Jehovah by the prophet—"I am Jehovah, I change not."
The Royal Arch work, to have been perfectly in keeping with the degree, and with the general construction of Masonry, should have been a triad not only of syllables but also of letters. Our transatlantic Brethren have seen this in its true light; but they have corrected the error unlearnedly. It ought to have been, if the principle of its construction be allowed, to be orthodox.

| Syriac | Chaldee | Hindoo |

And to have made it intelligible to a mere English scholar, which description will apply to a great majority of Royal Arch Masons, it should be translated to them thus—

| English | English | English |

I cannot be more explicit for obvious reasons; but every Companion of the Order will be at no loss to understand my meaning.

Having thus, at some length, explained the tendency and various significations of that magnificent and sublime symbol which occupies the centre of the Floor-cloth, as it was understood by our Brethren of the last century—the Deity surrounded by infinite universal space; his eternity being declared by the awful ΕΝ ΑΡΧΗ ΗΝ Ο ΑΟΓΟΣ, which forms the crowning glory of the design—"The light shining in darkness, and the darkness comprehending it not;" I proceed to an examination of the subordinate figures, which constitute so many symbols, or types, illustrative of the doctrine which has already been
enunciated, the chief of which had been abstracted from the third degree.

The diagrams underneath the centre arch consist of two single triads of circles, and a figure composed of three sides of a square, combining seven circles, and representing the Tetragrammaton in the ancient Alphabet, called by the name of Sol. The vertical triad refers either to the three original Grand Lodges on mounts Sinai and Horeb, each governed by as many Grand Masters; or to the three Principals of the Chapter, symbolized by the three key-stones, to show that as a knowledge of certain mysterious secrets was attained by drawing them forth, so by passing through these offices a knowledge of the arcana of Royal Arch Masonry may be successfully accomplished. Now these three Principals are described in the original rules of the degree (A.D. 1782) thus:—"The three Principals in Chapter assembled are to be considered conjunctly, as the Master, and each severally as a Master." Hence in their aggregate capacity

10 Thus it is enacted that "no companion shall be installed in the second chair who has not served in the third chair, nor in the first unless he has served in the second chair of a regularly constituted chapter, for the full period from one annual election to another."

11 Which is thus explained in the general regulations. "According to ancient custom, a complete chapter of this order of Freemasonry consists of three principals, who, when in Chapter assembled, are to be considered conjointly as the master, and severally as a master, two scribes, three sojourners, and others, making up the number of 72 as a Council; and no regular Chapter can consist of more; but any number may be
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they represent ONE PERSON only, in whom is united the different attributes of king, priest, and prophet. For as there is a trinity of persons in the Godhead,12 so there was a trinity of offices combined in the second person when incarnate, which is clearly represented in the diagram. Now it will be observed that these Principals are three only in name, not in office. They are not 1 Z, 2 H, 3 J, but

THE MASTER.

They are therefore typical of Jehovah-Christ, in whom these offices are permanently united in their utmost perfection, and in him alone. This arrangement is one of the great beauties of the degree.

It is possible that the angular triad might bear a further reference to the three great lights, which were at that period interpreted to symbolize "the light of the gospel, and the sublime mystery of

exalted and received as companions, though they are not to hold the staff of office, or to be considered as councillors when more than that number are present." Hence it is further directed that "each of the Grand Principals before being inducted into his office shall be installed a principal Z."

12 The Continental Masons of the last century ascribed three symbolic centres to the Deity. 1. The TRINITY breathing on the abyss at the creation. 2. WISDOM, or the Eternal Word passing, at the same period, through the different stages of delight, desire, and strife, into fire or light; and this was denominated the great mystery. 3. The Logos, Jehovah, Word, or T. G. A. O. T. U.
the trinity." The linear triad bore an allusion to the sojourners, who represented the three stones on which prayers and thanksgivings were offered on the discovery of the lost word; thereby affording an example, that it is our duty in every important undertaking, to offer up our prayers and thanksgivings to the God of our salvation. While the quadrangular diagram reminds us of the seven pair of pillars which supported King Solomon's private avenue, the seven steps in advancing, and the seven seals; for in those days the OB was sealed seven times.

The figures, however, being read from right to left, may have a reference to the three degrees of Craft Masonry, the three divisions of Operative, and the seven divisions of Speculative Masonry; the latter of which, in those times, was identified with the Royal Arch degree, and referred to the seven liberal sciences; and both were thus explained in the lectures of the day:—

"Freemasonry is to be considered as divided into two parts, the operative and the speculative; and these are again subdivided, the operative (that is Craft Masonry) into three distinct branches, the manual, the instrumental, and the scientific. The manual consists of such parts of business as are performed by hand-labour alone, or by the help of some simple instruments, the use whereof are not to be learnt by any problems or rules of art, but by labour and practice only; and this is more peculiarly applicable to our Brethren of the first degree, called Entered Apprentices."
"The instrumental consists in the use and application of various tools and implements, such as the common gage, the square, the plumb-line, the level, and others that may be called mathematical, invented to find the size or magnitude of the several parts or materials whereof our buildings are composed, to prove when they are wrought into due form and proportion, and when so wrought, to fix them in their proper places and positions; and likewise to take the dimensions of all bodies, whether plain or solid, and to adjust and settle the proportions of space and extent. To this part also belongs the use of various other instruments or machines, such as the lever, the wheel and axle, the wedge, the screw, the pulley, &c., which may be called mechanic, being used to forward and expedite our business, to alleviate our toils, and enable us to perform that by a single hand, which could not be done without many, and in some cases not at all; and those more properly belong to our Brethren of the second degree, styled Fellowcrafts.

"The scientific consists in the knowledge of several of the arts and sciences, so far as to enable us to discern the reason for the operations of those before-mentioned instruments, tools, and machines, and to calculate the force and momentum of the different mechanical powers; and also to clear up and arrange our ideas in such a manner, as to be able to delineate them so clearly on our Tracing-board, that, by the help of a proper scale, our Brethren of the second degree may take them
off and complete our design, and, if intended for that purpose, erect a structure, which, when finished, shall contain the greatest possible degree of strength, elegance, and convenience, that the quantity of materials and space allowed will admit of; and this is the part of, or applicable to, our Brethren of the highest degree of the Craft of Master Masons.

"To each of these degrees belong certain signs, tokens, and watchwords, well known amongst the Brethren, and also a variety of instructive maxims and apothegms, the former intended to detect impostors, and exclude the unworthy from their Lodges; and the latter to strengthen the memory, to correct the judgment, and habituate the mind by a due course of reasoning, to trace up causes from effects, and thereby explode the dogmata of every false hypothesis; and thus we are handed on from infancy to childhood, from childhood to youth, from youth to manhood; and by the instructions received in passing through the several probationary degrees of the Craft, are prepared for our own most sublime one, namely, speculative Masonry, or the Royal Arch, intended for the cultivation of every art and science that the human mind, in this sublunary state, is capable of; and particularly the seven liberal sciences, which are so many branches of that universal science called Freemasonry;" which may account for the seven circles in the quadrangular figure before us.

The remaining emblems mostly belong to the third degree, although, for a brief period, they
ENGLISH ROYAL ARCH.

were incorporated into the Royal Arch, as apposite illustrations of the lucid emblem in the centre of the Tracing-board. They were appendages equally to the tabernacle of Moses and the temple of Solomon; but were not all restored after it had been rebuilt by Zerubabel. We have here the golden candlestick, the table of shewbread, the censer or altar of incense, the pot of manna, and Aaron's rod. These were explained in the following manner:—

The candlestick was manufactured by Bezaleel and Aholiab of beaten gold. It had an upright shaft, which stood on a broad foundation, that its support might be firm and immovable, without danger of being overthrown during the process of trimming and cleaning its lamps, which were seven in number (although nine are represented in the figure), one in the centre, and three on each side, on so many branches, that were not equal in length, the outer branches being elongated, that the lights might be all of the same height. The body of the shaft had four bowls, and as many knops and flowers, from which the branches sprang; each branch containing the same number of bowls, knops, and flowers. Some think that the seven branches symbolized the seven planets, the seven days of the week, and the seven ages of man; but, in truth, the Christian church is the candlestick, and the light is Christ.\textsuperscript{13} The seven lamps are emblems of the

\textsuperscript{13} Rev. i. 20.
gifts of the Spirit; the knops and flowers, the graces and ornaments of a Christian life. As the candlestick gave light to the tabernacle, so we must remain in darkness unless Christ shall enlighten his church. Simeon, therefore, pronounced it to be "a light to lighten the Gentiles, and the glory of Israel."

On the opposite side of the sacred symbol we find the table of shewbread. Moses was commanded to construct this table of shittim wood, because it was intended to be durable, and to last as long as the Jewish dispensation should continue. This wood was the acacia, which, according to Kitto, was exclusively employed in the construction of the tabernacle. It is well agreed by writers on the natural history of the

14 The Lights in our present Chapters are placed singly, and in number six,—three greater and three lesser. The latter allude to the patriarchal, Mosaical, and Christian dispensations, while the three greater represent the Sacred Name itself, expressive of his creative, preserving, and destroying power. These Lights are placed in the form of an equilateral triangle, each of the lesser intersecting the line formed by the two greater; thus geometrically dividing the greater triangle into three lesser triangles, at its extremities, and by their union form a fourth triangle in the centre, all of them being equal and equilateral, emblematical of the three degrees in Masonry, the E. A. P., the F. C., and the M. M., including the holy Royal Arch.

15 Nimbus, referring to the glory which played round the head of Moses when he came down from the mount, and thus preserving a common phraseology, characteristic of the rays of light within the interlacing triangles of our Tracing-board, and overshadowing the altar of incense.

16 Luke ii. 32.

17 Palestine, ccli.
Bible, that the shittim wood was afforded by a species of acacia; but the particular species has been less determinately mentioned. But now that the labours of the French commission, and of different recent travellers, have made us acquainted with the botany of Arabia Petreae, we have little difficulty in concluding that the required species is found in either the *Acacia gummifera*, or in the *Acacia seyal*, or rather in both. They both grow abundantly in the valleys of that region where the Israelites wandered for forty years, and both supply products which must have rendered them of much value to the Israelites. The crown, or rim, of this table was particularly described in the lectures of the day as being common to it, as well as the ark of the covenant, and the altar of incense. It consisted of an ornamented border of gold, as is seen in the lithograph, which was set round the table to prevent anything from falling from it, and so becoming polluted. On this table were placed the twelve loaves of unleavened bread, called the presence bread, because it was perpetually before the face of Jehovah; a custom which was imitated amongst the heathen, who had in their temples a similar table, on which meat and drink were placed in honour of the gods, as we find in the familiar instance of Bel and the Dragon, recorded in the Apocrypha of our Bibles. The twelve loaves of shewbread in the tabernacle were baked in moulds by the priests; and some say they were marked with the names of the twelve tribes of Israel; but there is
no authority for this conjecture in the sacred writings. They were consecrated with incense, and being placed on vessels of gold, were renewed every sabbath-day. Josephus affirms, that a cup of incense was placed on each stack of bread, as is represented in the figure before us.

The mystical and symbolical meaning of this utensil is thus explained: some understand by it the holy scriptures, and interpret the four rings by which it was carried, when removed from one place to another, the four evangelists, by whom the gospel of Christ is carried, as it were, from nation to nation, till it becomes universal; while others compare the twelve loaves to the twelve months; and others think the table a symbol of the earth, and the loaves to the fruits thereof. But these interpretations are too fanciful. The table was a symbol of the family of Christ-Jehovah, and the loaves of the true bread of life which that great Being has furnished to his faithful followers. By the incense upon the bread, we are to understand that the preaching of the word ought to be consecrated by prayer and thanksgiving, that we may be divinely incited to the practice of moral and social virtue.

We now come to the consideration of the pot of manna, and the rod of Aaron that budded. It is well known that the manna was given by Jehovah as food for his people in the barren desert, which was called by David 18 "the bread

18 Psalm lxviii. 9. The Greeks called it aeromelé, aerial honey, and the Bedouins use it still for the same purposes as
of angels," as some think, because it was a type of Christ, who was the true bread of life both to angels and to men. The manna was a white, transparent globule, of the size of a coriander seed, and tasted like wafers made with honey, and flavoured with olive oil. A vessel of this pure substance was directed to be laid up before the testimony, as a perpetual memento of the miraculous sustenance of so great a body of people for forty years in a sterile wilderness; and it will be remembered that when they came out of Egypt they numbered three millions of souls. The form of this vessel has been represented like an urn, with a lid or cover; and thus it is depicted on Samaritan medals.

The manna is denominated by St. Paul, "spiritual meat;" whence Christians have considered it as a type of Christ; and for these plain reasons, because, as Jehovah, whom we have already seen identified with the Redeemer of mankind, had compassion on his chosen people when they were famishing in a region where no food was to be had; so the same holy Being had compassion on mankind, when they were in a state of spiritual destitution, and gave his body and blood as a nourishment for their hungry souls.

honey, and regard it as a luxury; but if taken in any large quantity, it is said to prove a mild laxative.

19 Numb. xxiii. 21. Niebuhr, and Father Pinolo, when describing that of California, which falls, as is supposed, with the dew, says, that without the whiteness of refined sugar, it has all its sweetness.

20 1 Cor. x. 3.
In sending forth the manna, Jehovah displayed his tender love towards his people—but much more so when he came in human form to seek and to save those which were lost. He gave them the manna for forty years to teach them obedience under the law—and he has given us his gospel, with a promise of everlasting life to those who should obey its precepts and observe its laws. The coincidences between the manna and Jesus Christ are too numerous to be overlooked, and too important to be despised. He himself drew the first parallel when he said to the Jews—"I am the bread of life. Your fathers did eat manna in the wilderness, and are dead. This is the bread which cometh down from heaven, that a man may eat thereof and not die. I am the living bread which came down from heaven. If any man eat of this bread, he shall live for ever; and the bread that I will give is my flesh, which I will give for the life of the world." 21

Of the properties and qualities of the manna, the following symbolical coincidences were noticed. The manna was small, but of great virtue; and Christ, though appearing of low degree, possessed unlimited power. The manna was white, the emblem of purity; and Christ was accordingly

21 John vi. 48—51. On this subject Origen expatiates on the excellency of the Christian Sabbath above that of the Jews, proving that the manna began first to fall upon that day. His words are these:—"If the manna were gathered six days together, as the Scripture saith, and ceased upon the seventh, which is the Sabbath, it evidently began on the first day, which is our Sunday."
pure and spotless. To prepare the manna for use, it had to be beaten and bruised in a mortar—Christ was in like manner beaten and bruised for our iniquities. The manna came from heaven—so did Christ. It was sweet and pleasant to the palate—Christ is sweet and pleasant to the soul. It fell from on high like dew, as Christ imparts his grace and spirit. The manna was supplied till the Israelites entered the promised land; and Christ will supply his church with grace and his Holy Spirit,22 till the heavenly Canaan shall be opened to all true believers.

The rod of Aaron that budded, and put forth blossoms, and yielded ripe almonds, as a miraculous attestation of his authority, was also ordered to be preserved as a visible testimony of the fact; and the Jews are of opinion that it retained its leaves and fruit to the last, which is indeed extremely probable, else the evidence of the miracle would be defective; and hence it is displayed in a florescent state on our Tracing-board. These two symbols of memorable events in the Jewish history were preserved in the Most Holy Place, beside the Ark of the Covenant, and not in it, as some have been led to imagine from the words of St. Paul, Heb. ix. 4. They were, however, within the Oracle, and therefore have been characteristically placed, in the drawing before

22 Referred to in our present Royal Arch Lecture as the *anima mundi*, or the Soul of the world; although I am very much inclined to believe that such an appropriation verges on Materialism, if not Pantheism.
us, beneath the arch where the holy Shekinah is symbolized by the sun, that darts its rays obliquely through the arch, because, according to a Masonic tradition, "the height of the sun at Jerusalem on the —— was 58°, which formed an angle with the horizon, and caused ———." "Now," says Dr. Kellet,23 "it is not more odd than true, quod Sol in nube, Deus in carne; God in the flesh is like the sunne in a cloud. When Christ was first brought into the temple, the prophetical spirit came upon Simeon; and of extraordinary thanksgiving upon Anna. Was the presence of God in a cloud glorious in the first temple? Much more was the presence of Jehovah in Christ, of Christ in a cloud, superabundantly glorious. A cloud overshadowed them; and a voice out of the cloud said, this is my beloved Son. Againe, was the presence of God in fulgore, in brightnesse, such a great priviledge of the first temple? Certainly, the presence of Jehovah in Christ, who was the brightnesse of his glory, and the expresse image of his person, upholding all things by the Word of his power, was much more illustrious and glorious; and the presence of Christ in the bright cloud, when his face did shine as the sun, and his raiment was white as the light, was much more resplendent."

The censer of incense which occupies the upper right-hand corner of the lithograph, surmounted by a rainbow, or halo of light, is a representation

of the altar of incense, which was made of the acacia covered with beaten gold. In form it was a double cube, and had a crown or rim like the table of shewbread running round its upper surface. It was of small dimensions, being only 1 1/2 feet square, and three feet high, with elevations at each corner called horns. The figure in our drawing represents merely the censer that was placed upon the altar, in which the incense was actually burned, in allusion to the words of St. Paul, Heb. ix. 4; although we have no warrant in the Jewish writings that such a vessel was used, for the authority is exclusively Christian.

This altar or censer was placed close to the veil which separated the holy from the most holy place, that the incense might penetrate into the latter; and for this reason, perhaps, it was that St. Paul attributes it to the innermost room. It was an emblem or type of Christ, through whom we offer the incense of our prayers. The acacia and gold of which the altar was composed, referred to his human and divine nature; the crown to his regal dignity; and the horns to his power. As no incense could be offered but upon this altar, so no prayers will be accepted but those that are offered through Christ. The incense was offered every morning and evening, and our prayers ought to ascend to the throne of grace at the same periods. The halo or rainbow which appears to overshadow the censer, refers to a passage in the Book of Revelation, which says—'And another angel came and stood at the altar having
a golden censer; and there was given unto him much incense, that he should offer it with the prayers of all saints upon the golden altar which was before the throne. And the smoke of the incense which came with the prayers of the saints ascended up before God out of the angel’s hand."

I have now redeemed my pledge in the title-page, by conducting the reader quietly, and I trust pleasantly, from the very earliest germ of the Royal Arch, through its different phases and ramifications to its present improved state, as an order well worthy the acceptance of a highly educated generation; including an intelligible account of the intermediate Degrees, as they were practised by the inventors, although now obsolete; and I think I may fairly anticipate the approval of my brethren and companions. Should it however be the decision of the Craft that I have failed, I can only say it must be attributed to misfortune rather than fault; for I have spared no pains to arrive at the true solution of its problematical origin, which has been a desideratum amongst the fraternity for the last half-century at the least. I have not only diligently perused all the scanty evidences which remain in Europe and America, but have deliberately tested their value; and I am not conscious of any error in my conclusions. Hence I can confidently place this work before the Masonic public in the assured

34 Rev. viii. 3, 4.
hope of having rendered an acceptable service to the Craft at large, wheresoever dispersed under the lofty canopy of heaven.

It will not be denied that the seceding brethren, with the assistance of the accomplished Bro., the Chevalier Ramsay, displayed considerable ingenuity in the concoction of their new degrees, which they dignified with the appellation of Ancient Masonry, and succeeded in establishing that doubtful fact, not only amongst the brethren in Scotland and Ireland, but in every other part of the world, as a permanent distinction. Yet it is gratifying to find that amidst all their innovations, they were careful to preserve and retain that sublime reference to Jehovah, as T. G. A. O. T. U., which formed a principal element in the Constitutions of Athelstan, was renewed at the revival in 1717, and still animates our improved system of Freemasonry.

I conclude in the words of a well-known invocation. "May the Order, which is founded on the sublime basis of religion and virtue, rise superior to opposition—firm in conscious rectitude, like the bleak mountain which bares its breast with dignified composure to every tempest, and fearlessly presents its bosom to the midnight storm. May it remain a perfect monument of Wisdom, Strength, and Beauty, which ages cannot obliterate nor adversity decay; and may the beauties of Freemasonry be driven by every tempest, and wafted by every breeze, until it shall arrive at the most distant regions of the earth,
where civilization is known; and may the blessing of the Most High be upon all our brethren and companions, and remain with them for evermore. So mote it be."

THE END.
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from Mr. Locke to the Earl of Pembroke.—M. An Old Manuscript on Masonry.—
N. Remarks on the Old Manuscript.—O. A Vindication of Freemasonry.—P. A Lesson
f or Freemasons.

"The Freemasons will exclaim 'Tis Triumph!' on the appearance of a new edition
of Hutchinson, dressed up and garnished by our friend Dr. Oliver. It must, indeed, be a
source of gratification to the Brethren, that such a means of information on the subject
of Masonry has been placed within their reach. The book contains illustrations on all the
chief points of Lodge business. We find lectures on the Nature of the Lodge and its
Furniture; on the Apparel and Jewels of Masons; on the Temple of Jerusalem; on the
Master Mason's Order; on Secrecy, Charity, and the Occupation of Masons, &c. What
can the fraternity want further? And yet, lest there should be any point left untouched,
the Editor has prefixed a copious Introductory Dissertation of the State of Freemasonry
in the Eighteenth Century. This part of the work contains much information; and we have
been struck with some of its chief points. We recommend the perusal of the work to all
who wish to become acquainted with the true principles of Masonry."—Lincoln Standard.

"We are rejoiced to see Freemasonry become the subject of scientific inquiry and
research. The Spirit of Masonry has gone through several editions, but the present one
is illustrated with so much new matter in the form of notes, as to invest it with a new and
interesting character; and the Brethren—even those who possess any of the former editions
—will find so much valuable information in those appendages, and in the Introductory
Dissertation, as may well induce them to become purchasers of the present edition; in
which, as the editor truly says, 'they will discover a mine of information which will enrich
their minds with a knowledge of the great and valuable truths furnished by the science
and philosophy of the Order.'"—Lincoln Chronicle.

"The pure spirit of Hutchinson would have rejoiced in the probability that, in a future
age, his works should be immortalized in the Annals of Masonry by the powerful pen of
its historian, Dr. Oliver."'

"We could almost wish that every Masonic work was out of print, provided they could,
like the one before us, pass through Dr. Oliver's alembe, and become thereby fresh, as
from 'pastures new.' As a Masonic work, Hutchinson and Oliver, united, are beyond the
reviewer's power—all is thought and bright imaginings. Let the aged Mason read and
ponder; let the tyro drink deep of the precious waters that sparkle with the lustre of
life.'—Freemasons' Quarterly Review.
The Masonic Manual.

By the Late Rev. Jonathan Ashe, D.D., M.M.

A New Edition, with Annotations and Remarks, by Dr. Oliver.

Contents.

Original Dedication. Dr. Ashe's Address to the Brethren. The Editor's Address. Pro- gramme of the Masonic Manual.

Arg. 1.—On the Nature and Necessity of the Masonic Society, and the Duty incumbent on Masons to act as upright and honourable Men.

Arg. 2.—On the Origin, Nature, and Design of the Masonic Institution, and the Consecration of the many shameless and Idle Falsehoods which are industriously propagated by its Enemies.

Arg. 3.—The Consecration of Falsehood continued, and the Harmony and Connection of the Society of Freemasons particularly recommended.

Arg. 4.—On the Absurdity of supposing that Masonry is a trifling Institution, and that its Principles contain nothing valuable.

Arg. 5.—On the Hieroglyphical Figures, Parabolical and Symbolical Customs and Ceremonies, Secret Words and Signs, with the different Degrees of Probation assigned to them by Masons.

Arg. 6.—Of the Mosaic Work as a Symbol, and the Virtues of Faith, Hope, Charity, Temperance, Fortitude, Prudence, Justice, Brotherly Love, Belief, and Truth, of the Masonic Institutions.

Arg. 7.—On the Model or Ground-plan of the Temple; Jacob's Ladder; the Grand Architect's Six Periods; and Jephtha's Battle with the Ephraimites.

Arg. 8.—On the Seven Liberal Arts and Sciences—Grammar, Rhetoric, Logic, Arithmetic, Geometry, Music, Astronomy; and on the Six Arts and Sciences, as blended in Astronomy.

Arg. 9.—On the Five Noble Orders of Architecture—the Doric, the Ionic, the Corinthian, and the Composite; and the Five Points of Masonic Fellowship justly illustrated.

Arg. 10.—On the Nature of the Lodge, and the Original Institutions of the Brotherhood, illustrated with a variety of metaphysical Disquisitions, and Scientific Allusions.

Arg. 11.—On the Furniture of the Lodge, and on the Apparel and Jewels used by the official part of the Fraternity, the whole illuminated with Exemplary Coruscations.


Arg. 13.—On the Human Faculties, and particularly the Five External Senses; with a Short and Analysis of their Masonic Interpretation.

Arg. 14.—On the Master Mason's Order and Occupation in general: the whole displayed in a professional and moral point of view.

Arg. 15.—On the Secrecy of Masons, and on the Evidence to prove their Morality was originally deduced from the School of Pythagoras, the Basilidean System, and the Druidical Law.

Arg. 16.—On the Occupation of Masons, and on the Evidence that their Occupation is not mere Mechanical Labour, but the Exercise of the best Qualities of the Mind.

Arg. 17.—On the Further Occupation of Masons, and on the necessity of making Charity and Brotherly Love the first Principles of those Occupations.

Arg. 18.—On the Inferences to be drawn from the preceding Arguments; and an exhibition of the scattered rays which are so Masonically displayed in all and each of them.

Arg. 19.—General Remarks: including an Illustration of the Masonic Lectures; a particular Description of the Ancient Ceremonies; and the Charges used in the different Degrees.

Arg. 20.—Argument on the first Masonic Lecture given in the Lodge. The Declaration to be assented to. A Frayer used at Initiation. Charge at Initiation into the First Degree.

Arg. 21.—Solomon's Invocation, and the Seven Liberal Arts and Sciences, as illustrative of the Second Masonic Lecture.

Arg. 22.—On the Third Masonic Lecture. The Grand Ceremony observed at Initiation into the Third Degree. Illustration of the History and Ceremonies connected with this Degree.

Arg. 23.—On the Ancient Ceremonies of the Order. The Manner of Constituting a Lodge. The Ceremony of Consecration, Ceremony of Installation.

Arg. 24.—The Ceremony observed at laying the Foundation Stones of Public Structures. The Ceremony observed at the Dedication of a Masons' Hall, &c.

Arg. 25.—On the Ceremonies observed at Masonic Funerals, according to ancient Custom; with the Service used on that occasion at the present day.

Arg. 26.—A Charge on the Festival of St. John, as delivered by a Brother Mason, at a Meeting of the Order, on the Day named after that Apostle.

Arg. 27.—An Address for a voluntary Contribution towards increasing the Fund for Charity, and also for the Distribution of a Collection to Distressed Brethren.

Arg. 28.—Heads of a Charge proper to be given to a newly-admitted Brother; pointing out the Moral and the Masonic Duties imposed upon every Member of the Order, from the Hour of his Initiation.

Arg. 29.—An Address made to a Body of Free and Accepted Masons; pointing out the Virtues which they ought to cultivate, and the Vices which they ought to avoid.

Arg. 30.—An Address delivered in a Lodge of Free and Accepted Masons, immediately after the Expulsion of a Member who had been an active dispenser of illiberal practice of Backbiting and Slander his Brethren.
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17th Edition, with Additions, Explanatory Notes, and the Historical Portion continued from 1820 to 1861.
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THE FREEMASONS’ TREASURY;

FIFTY-TWO LECTURES ON THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF SYMBOLICAL MASONRY.

Introducing the Constitutions, Charges, Landmarks, and Triads of Masonry, and adapted for delivery in open Lodge or at Lodges of Instruction; in which obscure passages in the Ritual are explained, errors corrected, the Landmarks classed, old traditions ventilated, and the whole system simplified and made easy of attainment by any industrious Brother.

DIVISION OF THE WORK.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Lectures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>First Principles</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. The Lodge</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Approaches to the First Degree</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Preliminary Instruction</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. The Tracing Board</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. The Second Degree</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7. The Third Degree</td>
<td>9</td>
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</tbody>
</table>

52 Lectures.

TABLE of the Masonic Triads which are illustrated and explained in the Lectures.
Just Published, in 12mo. price 5s. (post free), bound in cloth, Third Edition, considerably enlarged, of

THE BOOK OF THE LODGE AND OFFICERS' MANUAL;

TO WHICH IS ADDED,

A CENTURY OF MASONIC APHORISMS,

Calculated for General Instruction and the Improvement of a Masonic Life.

With an Engraved Emblematical Frontispiece.

This Handbook is intended as a Guide to all the Ceremonies incidental to the Order, which can consistently be committed to print, from the foundation to the cape-stone of a Lodge, and will include specific directions on every point of ordinary and extraordinary occurrence in its internal management, classed under the following heads:


"When Doctors in Divinity sit quietly down to write hand-books, it is perfectly clear that their object is utility, and not fame. In fact, a literary reputation would rather be lowered than advanced by such a course; 

In one thick Volume 12mo., price 9s. (post free), bound in cloth,

INSTITUTES OF MASONIC JURISPRUDENCE;

Being an Exemplification of the English Book of Constitutions, methodically digested under appropriate heads; together with a Summary View of

The Laws and Principles of the Royal Arch.

An unbounded facility of reference is afforded by the plan which Dr. Oliver has, with great judgment, adapted, of arranging the subject of this work into three distinct Parts, which he appropriately denominates Blue, Purple, and Crimson, as they severally apply to Subordinate and Grand Lodges and Royal Arch Chapters; and these he has again subdivided into Chapters, Sections, and Clauses; that, by the assistance of the copious Analytical Table of Contents, any subject may be referred to with rapidity and precision.

As an Appendage to the Book of Constitutions, every Lodge ought to be in possession of a copy; and for particular reference, the chief officers should also have it in their own private libraries. In short, every true and worthy Brother, who is desirous of sounding the depths of Masonic Jurisprudence, will derive considerable benefit from a careful examination of its pages, and rise from the perusal with a more expansive idea of the general tendency of the Order than he would attain with equal facility by any other process; and the Publisher accordingly recommends it to the consideration of the fraternity as a Book of real practical utility, which merits, and will doubtless receive an extensive patronage in the present flourishing condition of Masonry.

A PORTRAIT of the Rev. Dr. OLIVER, engraved on Steel, in Masonic Costume, size 9 by 5 inches. Price 1s., or 1s. 6d. on India Paper.
THE STAR IN THE EAST;

SHOWING

THE ANALOGY WHICH EXISTS BETWEEN THE LECTURES OF MASONRY,
THE MECHANISM OF INITIATION INTO ITS MYSTERIES,
AND THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION.

This new edition has undergone a thorough revision, and is illustrated by a
 copious addition of Notes, &c., as will be more clearly shown by the Author's

PREFACE TO THIS EDITION.

"A new edition of this work is now presented to the Masonic public. It
has been long called for, and its delay has been owing to other and more
pressing avocations. I hope, however, that its appearance in a new form will
be acceptable to the Craft. The additions, which are principally in the form
of Notes, will be found to contain much novel information, alike illustrative
of the subject and of the present state of the Author's feelings on this import-
ant question. A great revolution has taken place in the public mind on all
points connected with Freemasonry since the first publication of this little
manual, which is decidedly favourable to the view here taken of the connection
which subsists between Masonry and Religion; and the addition of some high
authorities will not diminish its value. My inquiries have been directed to
one object—the discovery of truth; and increasing years and experience, as
well as a more extensive reading, have tended to strengthen my opinion that
the conclusions are correct. I commit myself, therefore, once more to the
judgment of my Brethren, assured of an impartial tribunal and an indulgent
sentence."

"G. O.

"Scopwick Vicarage."

"Of all Dr. Oliver's works we cannot but consider this as the gem, contained in a
caasket of sterling value, of which the lock and key are of superior workmanship. The
authorities which Dr. Oliver has brought, not so much in aid as correlative proof of his
clear and undeniable truths, are placed in honourable position. It is impossible to offer
any other opinion on the STAR IN THE EAST, which we have read with a grateful sense
of the obligation conferred on the Craft, than that it is a shining light, by which the
Apprentice, the Craftsmen, the Master, and the perfect Master, may equally see their
way."—Freemasons' Quarterly Review.

In Foolscap 8vo., price 5s. cloth (post free),

A MIRROR FOR THE JOHANNITE MASONS,
IN A SERIES OF LETTERS TO
THE RIGHT HONOURABLE THE EARL OF ABOYNE,
P.G.M. FOR NORTHAMPTON AND HUNTINGDON, ETC.

CONTENTS.

Letter 1. Introductory.—2. A Few Objections to the Masonic Parallelism
of the two St. Johns refuted.—3. Enquiry whether the Patronage of Masonry
was originally vested in the two St. Johns during the Last Century, or at
any Earlier Period.—4. Reasons why St. John the Baptist is esteemed a
Patron of Masonry.—5. Reasons why St. John the Evangelist is esteemed a
Patron of Masonry.—6. The Parallelism explained.—7. Enquiry whether
the Patronage of Masonry in the hands of these two Christian Saints be
strictly conformable with the Construction and Character of the Order.—
8. Recapitulation.
A DICTIONARY OF SYMBOLICAL MASONRY,
INCLUDING THE ROYAL ARCH DEGREE;
According to the System prescribed by the Grand Lodge, and Supreme Grand Chapter of England.
Compiled from the best Masonic Authorities.

PREFACE.

It will be unnecessary to detain the reader for a single moment, by expatiating on the value of a work like the present. Its utility cannot fail to be universally admitted, and the only wonder is, that amidst the endless variety of dictionaries, lexicons, encyclopaedias, and glossaries, with which the present age abounds, Symbolical Masonry, as practised in this country, should have remained so long without an appropriate book of reference, constructed in the comprehensive and accessible form of a Dictionary.

An idea of the absolute benefit arising from such a publication, appears to have been entertained on the Continent nearly a century ago, when M. Fleury published his "Dictionnaire de l'Ordre de la Félicité," for the use of the Androigne Lodges, as they were then denominated, or lodges which admitted, indiscriminately, candidates and members of either sex.

A few years later, Pernetti published a "Dictionnaire Mytho-Hermétique;" and there the matter rested for the remainder of the century. It is highly probable that the speculation was not remunerative, or it would doubtless have been followed up by similar publications on other branches of the science.

In 1856 the attempt was renewed by Chomel, who gave to the world an imperfect "Vocabulaire Fraternel-Maçonnique," which was translated into Italian by Vignasi. This was succeeded by a more compendious work, edited under the superintendence of M. Quantin, which he called a "Dictionnaire Maçonnique, ou Recueil des Esquisses de toutes les Parties de l'Édifice connu sous le Nom de Maçonnerie, &c.;" and in Germany, about the same period, Bro. G. Lenning published his "Encyclopädie der Freimaurerei." We find also the germ of a dictionary in the "Nomenclature et Ordre Alphabetique des Principaux Rites, Coteries, Sociétés Secrètes, et Grades Maçonniques, répandus en France ou dans l'Étranger," inserted by Thory in the first volume of the "Acta Latomorum."

The two most perfect productions of this class, are the "Freimaurer-Lexicon," of Gadicke, and the "Lexicon of Freemasonry," by Dr. Mackey, Grand Secretary of the Grand Lodge of South Carolina, U.S. But although these publications are exceedingly well executed, yet their peculiar characteristics serve to render them only partially interesting to the English Fraternity. They dwell too largely on consistories, capillary, inessential, and spurious Freemasonry, to be adapted to the taste of an ancient Craft Mason; and it is therefore believed that a vocabulary of terms peculiar to Symbolical Masonry, and arranged in alphabetical order, for the convenience of expeditious reference, will prove an acceptable boon to the British Freemason.

It will be apparent at a single glance, that the plan I have adopted, is to give the best definitions from the best writers, with the name of the author attached to each article. This method has been preferred, as it was thought questionable whether the Fraternity would have considered the explanations of an individual Brother to possess that undoubted authority with which every book of reference ought to be invested.

I have selected from Gadicke's German Lexicon, which has been so well translated by Bro. Watson in the "Freemasons' Quarterly Review," all the matter which applies to Symbolical Masonry; because it is of great value as an evidence, that however Continental Masonry may have been abused by the innovations of designing men, it still retains the orthodox principles enunciated by the ancient Fraternity. For those articles that are nameless, I am myself responsible: they are either original, or selected from one or other of my publications.

On an attentive perusal of the work, the reader will find that the definitions have been studiously contracted into as brief a space as possible consistently with perspicuity, in order to increase the number of words, and make the book more generally useful. It contains a summary view of the whole System of Blue Masonry, by a careful condensation of all that has been ever written on the subject; intelligible to the Fraternity, and mysterious to the profane. And my purpose will be effectually answered, if the explanations here given of the technical and other terms of Masonry shall prove of sufficient value to induce the superficial Brother to increase his stock of knowledge by a reference to other works wheresoever the subject is more copiously handled; or to confirm the more advanced Mason in the truth of those sacred principles, to the study of which he has devoted his time and talents.

My closing advice shall be—he who is ambitious of becoming a good Mason, must work, as our ancient Brethren worked, with Freedom, Fervency, and Zeal.

GEORGE OLIVER, D.D.
In one thick volume, 12mo., price 9s. 6d. (postfree),

THE REVELATIONS OF A SQUARE;
EXHIBITING A GRAPHIC DISPLAY
OF THE
Sayings and Doings of Eminent Free and Accepted Masons,
FROM THE
Revival in 1717 by Dr. Desaguliers
TO THE
Re-union in 1813 by their R.H. the Dukes of Kent and Sussex.

MISCIT UTILE DULCI.—Hor.

CONTENTS.

CHAPTER I.—THE REVIVAL.
Dr. Desaguliers—1717-1722.

II.—ATTACK AND DEFENCE.
Dr. Anderson—1722-1740.

III.—PROCESSIONS.
Martin Clare—1740-1747.

IV.—THE SCHISM.
Dr. Manningham—1747-1760.

V.—TESTS.
Entick, Heseltine, Calcott, Hutchinson—1760-1769.

VI.—IT RAINS!
Dunckerley—1770-1771.

VII.—DISCIPLINE.
Dr. Dodd—1772-1777.

VIII.—DISPUTES AND SQUABBLIES.
Preston—1777-1779.

CHAPTER IX.—FIRE!!!
Capt. Smith—1779-1785.

X.—SECRETS.
Noorthouck—1785-1790.

XI.—CHARLATANS.
Tegart—1790-1794.

XII.—OWANS.
Dent—1794-1798.

XIII.—BEGGING MASON.
Jones—1798-1800.

XIV.—LEGENDS.

XV.—LADY MASON.
Meyrick, Shadbolt—1803-1810.

XVI.—THE SCHISM HEALED.
Dr. Hemming—1810-1813.

EMBELLISHED WITH CURIOUS ENGRAVINGS.

The above work must not be accounted fabulous and without authority because its contents are communicated through an imaginary medium. The author is possessed of authentic vouchers for every transaction, and he is not aware that a single event has either been misrepresented, or heightened in colouring or perspective. This book contains a true picture of the manners, customs, usages, and ceremonies of successive periods during the eighteenth century, drawn from the actual working of Lodges, and enlivened by numerous anecdotes of the Master Spirits of the several ages in which they respectively flourished, and under whose active and judicious superintendence Freemasonry reaped vast improvements, and attained a high preponderating influence and merited celebrity. The work will, therefore, unquestionably prove a welcome addition to the meagre history of Masonry during the same period, which proceeded from the pen of Bro. Preston, and which, in fact, is almost the only register to which we can refer for a knowledge of the very important events that distinguished Freemasonry from its revival to the re-union of ancient and modern Masonry.
In Demy 8vo., Price 10s. 6d. (post free), Masonic gilt cloth boards,

THE SYMBOL OF GLORY;
SHOWING THE OBJECT AND END OF FREEMASONRY,
IN THIRTEEN LECTURES.

Each specifically dedicated by a written address, to the W. M., Officers, and Brethren of one of the Thirteen Lodges of which the Author is an honorary member.

With an Allegorical Frontispiece by Bro. J. Harris.

"OLD MEN MAY BE PERMITTED TO SPEAK LONG, BECAUSE IN THE COMMON COURSE OF NATURE THEY CANNOT HAVE LONG TIME TO SPEAK."—Sir Walter Scott.

CONTENTS.

Valedictory Address to the Subscribers by Name; containing a personal narrative of the motives which induced the Author to become an expositor of Masonry, and produced the series of publications of which this is intended to be the Cape-stone and Crown.

Lecture I.—On the Present State of the Masonic Science—Epistle Dedictory to the Grand Master, Grand Officers, and Members of the Grand Lodge of Massachusetts, U. S.

Lecture II.—On the Poetry and Philosophy of Freemasonry—Epistle dedicatory to the W. M., Officers, and Brethren of the Lodge Social Friendship, Madras, No. 326.


Lecture V.—The Twelve Definitions of the Circle and Parallel Lines considered—Epistle dedicatory to the Witham Lodge, Lincoln, No. 374.

Lecture VI.—Enquiry into the true Meaning of the Circle and Parallel Lines—Epistle dedicatory to St. Peter’s Lodge, Wolverhampton, No. 567.

Lecture VII.—The Three Great Lights at the Foot of the Masonic Ladder explained, with a description of the Ladder and its accompaniments—Epistle dedicatory to St. George’s Lodge, Montreal, No. 649.

Lecture VIII.—On the Theological Virtues, and their application to Freemasonry—Epistle dedicatory to St. Peter’s Lodge, Peterborough, No. 545.

Lecture IX.—Explanation of the Cloudy Canopy and its attendant Symbols at the Summit of the Ladder—Epistle dedicatory to the First Lodge of Light, Birmingham, No. 689.

Lecture X.—Application of the Cloudy Canopy and its attendant Symbols to Freemasonry—Epistle dedicatory to the Royal Standard Lodge, Kidderminster, No. 739.

Lecture XI.—Enquiry into the true Masonic Reference of the Blazing Star—Epistle dedicatory to the Lodge Rising Star of Western India, Bombay: on the Registry of Scotland.

Lecture XII.—General Import of the Symbol of Glory—Epistle dedicatory to the Lodge Light of the North, Londonderry: No. 69 on the Registry of Ireland.

Lecture XIII.—Recapitulation—Epistle dedicatory to the Lodge of Hope and Charity, Kidderminster, No. 523.

EXTRACT FROM THE FIRST LECTURE.

"The times in which we live are peculiarly characterized by comprehensive enquiries and ingenious speculations for the improvement of Science; and while Electricity and Chemistry, Steam and Gas, and Machinery of every kind, are earnestly engaged in a contention for superiority, Freemasonry must not pause on the threshold. While the world moves on in an uninterrupted progress towards perfection, Masonry must not stand still; for if she hesitates ever so little, time will pass, and she will be distanced in the race."

SIC ITUR AD ASTRA.

"No Member of the Masonic body has done more to advance the principles of the Order than the writer of this book, who has proved that this fraternal system is based on the noblest principles, and calculated, when carried out according to its primeval intentions, to be the handmaid of true religion. We will not attempt to explain the object of this, the last, as we regret to hear of the many excellent treatises why Dr. Oliver has written. This much, however, we must say: first, that whoever reads it, be he a member of the mystic tie or not, will derive much pleasure from its researches, and a large amount of instruction. The book is elegantly printed, and deserves the amount of patronage which an influential subscription-list proves has been awarded to it by the Masonic Brethren, in token of their esteem for one who has indeed faithfully and zealously performed his allotted task in his day and generation."—Bell’s Messenger. See also Freemasons’ Quarterly Magazine and Review, the Morning Herald, and other Periodicals.
THE PUBLISHER'S ADDRESS TO THE FRATERNITY,
On reprinting new Editions of the Theocratie Philosophy of Freemasonry, and Signs and Symbols.

These valuable Masonic Works of Dr. Oliver having been out of print some years, Bro. Spencer takes this opportunity of announcing, that the Author has prepared for the press new editions, very much improved, by careful emendations and additions, illustrating what may have appeared obscure, and adding the results of increased meditation and experience, to augment their value and render them more worthy of acceptance.

There is nothing under the sun—except the works of the Creator, which are all perfect—that is not susceptible of gradual and successive improvements. Everything is constantly moving forward towards perfection, but it will not be consummated till Death has drawn his sable curtain round us all, and that awful King of Terrors has expended the last arrow in his quiver, and resigned his broken bow into the hand of expiring Time. Books, how ingeniously soever they may have been originally compiled, are subject to the same unerring law of transition; and every successive reprint, during the life of the author, at least, ought to exhibit unequivocal tokens of his industry and perseverance.

Whether this principle has been successfully carried out in the new Editions of these Works, must be submitted to the reader's judgment.

In 12mo., price Seven Shillings (post free), a new Edition, with copious Notes by the Author,

SIGNS AND SYMBOLS,
ILLUSTRATED AND EXPLAINED IN A COURSE OF TWELVE LECTURES ON FREEMASONRY.

LECTURE I.—INTRODUCTION.

The ancient symbolical system, as it is developed in this Lecture, is well worthy of a Mason's attention.

LECTURE II.—ON THE ALL-SEEING EYE.

An awful subject of contemplation, and illustrated by a display of learning and serious disquisition that cannot fail to be profitable to every well-disposed Brother.

LECTURE III.—ON THE SERPENT.

The origin and secret reference of this symbol in Freemasonry are here satisfactorily elucidated.

LECTURE IV.—ON THE CHERUBIM.

This truly Masonic symbol is copiously considered in all its significant bearings; and, by the mode of treatment here adopted, an abstruse subject is simplified by detached explanations of its component parts.

LECTURE V.—ON THE DELUGE.

The Flood and its accompaniments have given many appropriate symbols to Freemasonry, which are illustrated in the present Lecture jointly and in detail.
LECTURE VI.—ON THE MYSTERIOUS DARKNESS OF THE THIRD DEGREE.

An interesting subject satisfactorily explained; together with an account of the emblems of the Third Degree, and their application to the various incidents by which it is distinguished.

LECTURE VII.—ON THE THREE PILLARS—WISDOM, STRENGTH, AND BEAUTY.

These celebrated supporters of a Lodge are described with all their genuine attributes of power.

LECTURE VIII.—ON THE Masonic LADDER.

In this Lecture it is shown, that a similar mode of ascent to heaven was used in all ancient nations, both Jew and Gentile.

LECTURE IX.—ON THE Point within a Circle.

Replete with learning and research.

LECTURE X.—ON THE Masonic APRON.

This badge of innocence is traced to its origin, and it appears to have been used amongst all nations and people from the beginning of time.

Among other Illustrations in this volume, the following will be found in this Lecture, viz. — The "Persian Apron," "Indian Apron," "Jewish Apron," "Egyptian Apron" and the "Ethiopian Apron."

LECTURE XI.—ON THE GovERNMENT OF THE LODGE.

An important subject, and worthy the attention of every Brother who is desirous of establishing a Masonic reputation.

LECTURE XII.—CONCLUSION OF THE COURSE.

It contains an explanation of many symbols which were not included in the plan of the preceding Lectures.

The INDEX points out that Three Hundred Symbols have been illustrated in the body of the Work.

*** When the first Edition of this work was published, I received several hundred letters of commendation from the Fraternity, which encouraged me to proceed in my design of elucidating the general principles of the Craft: assured, in common with many other scientific Brethren in various parts of the globe, that the principles, history, and traditions of the Order are, and ought to be, subjects of free discussion.—G. O.

"This book is well written, and merits a place in every gentleman's library, whether he be a Brother or not."
—Gentleman's Magazine.

"We hope enough has been said to induce every Brother, who would be really a Mason, to purchase the volume; and we can, in fraternal sincerity, assure him that his acquisition will be a jewel beyond price. To our learned Brother, the Rev. Dr. Oliver, we uneffectually offer the homage of grateful and sincere respect for the labours he has undertaken,—for the perseverance he has shown,—for the spirit of intelligence, goodwill, and true piety, which, while they shed a lustre round his 'Signs and Symbols,' teach the heart of the Mason to love, and the soul to praise and to magnify Him who liveth in the heavens."
—Freemasons' Quarterly Review.
Lecture 1.—Speculative Masonry examined under its Denomination of "Lux."

This Lecture shows in what manner Light is identified with Freemasonry; and the evidences adduced in proof of the proposition have been selected from authentic documents, Heathen as well as Jewish.

2.—View of Speculative Masonry as a System of Charity.

The operation of this prominent Masonic Virtue is discussed in all its forms.

3.—The Perfection to which Operative or Scientific Masonry was carried in the earliest times.

We have here some of the great principles of Freemasonry traced to a very early period in the history of man, as a reply to the objections which are so confidently urged against our claims to antiquity.

4.—Historical Account of the Origin, Progress, and Design of the Spurious Freemasonry.

This will be found an interesting Lecture to all who are desirous of tracing the resemblance between the true and the spurious Freemasonry.

5.—On the Origin of Hieroglyphics.

No person can aspire to the character of "a bright Mason" who is ignorant of symbolical learning; and here he is furnished with competent instruction in that pleasing study.

6.—Exemplification of the Symbols used in those Spurious Institutions which attained the most permanent celebrity in the Ancient World.

Hieroglyphics are applied in the Sixth Lecture to the spurious Freemasonry; and the reader will find an ample field of research open to him in illustration of this curious subject.

7. —The True Freemasonry in all Ages shown to have been "Veiled in Allegory and Illustrated by Symbols."

The same subject is continued by an application of the doctrine to our system of Freemasonry; and the Lecture contains much interesting and useful information, that will amply repay an attentive perusal.
8.—Inquiry whether the Union of Speculative and Operative Masonry was accomplished at the building of King Solomon's Temple.

Will be read with profit and pleasure by every Masonic inquirer, for it contains much valuable information on the disposition and working of the Lodges at the building of Solomon's Temple.

9.—The Details of this famous Edifice considered, for the purpose of showing that the above Union conveyed essential benefits to Mankind.

The above subject is here extended to a description of the details, and contains a series of facts which every Mason ought to know.

10.—On the Form and Disposition of a Mason's Lodge.

In this Lecture the occult principles of a Lodge are copiously elucidated in a plain and familiar manner.

11.—On the Ceremonies of Opening, Closing, Labour, and Refreshment.

On these subjects the Eleventh Lecture is abundantly explanatory.

12.—The Beauties of Freemasonry exemplified, and its peculiar ceremonies and observances shown to be judiciously selected, rationally maintained, and highly advantageous to those who are versed in their moral and symbolical references.

The concluding Lecture illustrates Labour and Refreshment; the Three Degrees; the Greater and Lesser Lights; the Language of Masonry; the Three Pillars; the Cloudy Canopy; East and West Processions; and many other ceremonies and observances.

The Corollary contains a General Review of the Subject.

"To a Lodge possessed of the means amongst its own members of elucidating the beauties of Freemasonry in the working Lectures, this work is most valuable. It illustrates much that these colloquial lessons leave imperfect, and renders them of still greater value to the proficient. And to a Lodge ignorant of or but partially versed in those Masonic expositions, the Twelve Lectures are absolutely indispensable. How many a young and zealous Mason might diffuse delight and improvement to his Brethren, by reading aloud one of the Twelve Lectures at each monthly meeting of the Lodge. Who is there who can quietly estimate the benefits which would arise to Freemasonry from emulation thus excited; and what better use could be made of these beautiful results of his persevering assiduity—of the exercise of the rare talents with which the Almighty Architect of the universe has blessed him—who has thus placed them at our disposal? In their universal use, we hope to see a grateful and most fruitful response."—Freemasons' Quarterly Review.

"If others should still be sceptical—if they want any more to convince them that this silent system is maintained for some good and wise purpose, then we would recommend a perusal of this work, which, although it may neither explain nor simplify, must create confidence and assurance—not by the power of its argument and reasoning, of which it has plenty when it is necessary to exhibit it—not by the practical character of its matter, in which it no doubt abounds to the initiated—but simply by the tone of charity, benevolence, and goodwill to all, which is no less apparent in the writings than in the conduct of the learned author. It is impossible to rise from this book without saying, 'Although there is much that is incomprehensible here, yet there is enough, and more than enough, to convince me that that system must be a pure one which numbers such a writer among its leaders.'"—Staffordshire Examiner.
Masonic Works Published By

In One Volume, post 8vo., Price 7s. 6d., bound in cloth,
A Work of Singular and Varied Interest,
Entitled
Stray Leaves
From
A Freemason's Note-Book.
By a Suffolk Rector.

Contents.

Chapter I.—Sir William Webb Follett in Early Life.—This Chapter will be found particularly interesting to the Brethren of Devon; it refers to that able lawyer and estimable Mason's early life. The revered author was a school-fellow and personal friend of the late distinguished Attorney-General, Edmund Boscawen, and Dr. Lant Carpenter.

Chapter II.—The Soldier Mason—A curious narrative of struggle and principle. A Sketch from Real Life. "As a military man I can say, and I speak from experience, that I have known many soldiers who were Masons: I never knew a good Mason who was a bad soldier."—Lord Combermere, P.G.M. for Cheshire.

Chapter III.—The Anti-Masonic Vicar.—A remarkable story.

Chapter IV.—The Curse of Talent.—Edmund Boscawen and Dr. Lant Carpenter.

Chapter V.—Cannings in Retirement.—Whatever relates to Canning must always possess interest for the general reader.

Chapter VI.—A Literary Soirée.—This Chapter is an account of the Author's recollections of a public day at Hurst and Robinson's, the eminent publishers, when in their zenith, introducing at their hospitable board Sir Walter Scott, Maturin, Lexis Taunton, the two Miss Porters, the Authors of "Rome in the 19th Century," Gifford the Reviewer, the ill-fated Colton, Sir Thomas Lawrence, President of the Royal Academy, &c.

Chapter VII.—The Measure Meted Out to Others Meted to Us Again.—An interesting and thrilling tale: it originally appeared in Blackwood's Magazine, and caused at the time much sensation.

Chapter VIII.—The Foreign Sorceress and the British Statesman.—An Episode in the career of Cannings and Huskisson.

Chapter IX.—Nimbus Passingum, or the "Sparrow's Nest" at Ipswich.—This Chapter will have its bait for the Ipswich and Suffolk Masons; Mr. Sparrowe being a well-known member of the Craft, and his house one of the most splendid pieces of antiquity in the county; including interesting particulars of the discovery, in the early part of the present century, of a concealed loft, supposed to have been the hiding-place of King George III. during the battle of Worcester.

Chapter X.—A Mason in High Places, Bishop Griswold.—A Chapter to interest the Brethren of the New World.

Chapter XI.—A Sovereign, A Lady in Waiting, and a Secret.

Chapter XII.—Linton; or, the Melancholy of Birth.

Chapter XIII.—The Jurymen Mason.—A Chapter of striking interest.

Chapter XIV.—A Mason's Home; Newstead Abbey and Colonel Wildman.—This Chapter will interest the Craft in general, the Nottinghamshire Masons in particular, as it contains some striking traits of character of the late Most Worshipful Grand Master, the Duke of Sussex, a frequent guest of the hospitable Colonel, including also Queen Victoria, the Duke of Wellington, &c. &c.

Chapter XV.—The Late Rev. Robert Lampl and the Priests in the Church.

Chapter XVI.—A Grand Master's Ancestral Halls; Hastings and Donnington.—This Chapter will interest the old Leicestershire Masons, and those who remember the celebrated Earl Moira, first Marquis of Hastings, a late much-beloved Grand Master.

Chapter XVII.—Half a Dozen Words about the Poor.

Chapter XVIII.—The True Policy of the Order.

"It contains many 'leaves' which will be read with great interest."—Sunday Times.

"A volume of light and agreeable reading, evidently from the pen of one who has mixed largely and freely with men of genius and high political influence, and who is acquainted with the various phases of modern society."—Douglas Jerrold's Newspaper.

"The work contains some curious anecdotes of eminent men of the present day. In short, the Suffolk Rector has produced a work which, by making it revolve entirely round persons of note familiar to the reader, and by a skilful mixture of truth and fiction, fixes the reader's attention and engages his sympathy."—John Bull.

"It would not wish such a book to have a large sale? We most cordially do; and that it has many merits to recommend it to the public."—Literary Gazette.
THE FREEMASONS' QUARTERLY MAGAZINE

AND REVIEW for 1850, bound in Masonic Gilt Cloth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boards</th>
<th>1s. 6d.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1851 ditto</td>
<td>13 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1852 ditto</td>
<td>13 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Freemasons' Quarterly Magazine for 1853, in uniform binding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>for 1854, ditto</th>
<th>12 0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>for 1855, ditto</td>
<td>13 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for 1856, ditto</td>
<td>13 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for 1857, ditto</td>
<td>14 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Freemasons' Magazine for 1858,

| Jan. to June, 1859, ditto | 16 0    |

Freemasons' Magazine and Masonic Mirror (New Series) July to Dec. 1859, bound in cloth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jan. to Dec., 1860, do.</th>
<th>15 0</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan. to Dec., 1861, do.</td>
<td>30 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. to Dec., 1862, do.</td>
<td>30 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. to Dec., 1863, do.</td>
<td>30 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. to Dec., 1864, do.</td>
<td>30 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. to June, 1865, do.</td>
<td>15 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** The Freemasons' Magazine and Masonic Mirror is now printed in 4to., and published in Weekly Numbers and Monthly Parts. Subscribers' Names received by Bro. R. Spencer, 26, Great Queen Street.

N.B.—FREEMASONS' QUARTERLY REVIEW, First Series, 1834 to 1842. R. S. can only make up a few Sets of this Series.

Lately published, price 7s. 6d., in cloth, gilt edges.

THE HISTORY AND ARTICLES OF MASONRY.

(Now first published from a MS. in the British Museum),

Dedicated, by permission, to the

R.W. BRO. JOHN HAVERS, ESQ., P.J.G.W.,

President of the Board of General Purposes.

Edited by

BRO. MATTHEW COOKE.

This curious History of the Craft, with its Articles and Points, written in the latter part of the fifteenth century, is one of the most Ancient Records of Masonry extant. It is printed in black letter, rubricated, and accompanied by a Version in Modern Orthography, on the opposite pages, together with a Fac-Simile of the Original MS., a Dedication, Notes, and Index.
LIST OF BOOKS ON FREEMASONRY ON SALE AT

BRO. R. SPENCER'S MASONIC DEPOT,
26, GREAT QUEEN STREET, W.C.

Book of Constitutions of Grand Lodge of England, with Plates, £ 2 0
new edition, 8vo. bound in cloth .. .. .. .. 0 2 0
Ditto, new edition, for the Pocket, ditto ditto ditto .. 0 2 0
N.B.—The E. A. Charge and Song printed separately, and
given with each copy of the Book of Constitutions.
Royal Arch Regulations, Grand Chapter of England, with plates 0 2 0
*§* The Book of Constitutions and Royal Arch Regulations, 8vo.,
bound in one volume, whole calf, with gilt Masonic tooling, 12s.; half-bound, with gilt tooling, 8s.
The Book of Constitutions of Grand Lodge of Scotland, new
edition, cloth .. .. .. .. .. 0 1 6
Ditto Ireland, with the Laws of the R. A., K. T., Sup. G. C. of
Rites and Rose Croix Degrees, new edition, cloth .. 0 3 0
Statutes of the Order of Masonic Knights Templar of England
and Wales, and Knights of Malta, new edition with Plates
Ditto Ditto with the Plates highly coloured .. 0 4 6
Constitutions of the Grand Lodge of Mark Masters, cloth 0 2 0
Regulations of the Supreme Grand R. A. Chapter of Scotland, with
Plates, bound in cloth .. .. .. .. .. 0 4 0
Royal Arch Scripture Extracts and Installation Prayers, new
edition, handsomely printed in 4to., bound in cloth .. 0 4 1
Three Masonic Sermons, by the Rev. W. J. Percy .. 0 3 0
Single Sermons, by the Rev. Bros. Bradshaw, Burrowes, Cox,
Carwithen, Dakeyne, Freeman, Gleadall, Grylls, Hill, Hadow,
Neale, Poole, Rawlinson, Roberts, Slade, Taylor, Wright,
and Walker, Sixpence and One Shilling each.
The History of Freemasonry and the Grand Lodge of Scotland,
from its Institution in 1736 to the Present Period, compiled
from the Records; with Chapters on the Knights Templar,
Knights of St. John, Mark Masonry, and Royal Arch Degree,
&c., and an Appendix of Valuable Papers, several of which
are published for the first time; by W. A. Laurie, Sec. to
the G. L. of Scotland; with a coloured Allegorical Frontispiece,
and other Illustrations, 8vo., bound in cloth .. .. 0 12 6
Freemasons’ Quarterly Review, Second Series, 1843 to 1849, £. s. d. 7 vols., Masonic gilt cloth boards, reduced to 3 13 6

N.B.—The Supplementary number, published in 1843, containing a Memoir of His late R. H. the Duke of Sussex, M.W.G.M., embellished with a fine Portrait, and fac-simile of his handwriting, sold separately 0 3 0

List of the Foreign Masonic Lodges (1846), with a short History of Freemasonry in Europe, during the past Century 0 1 0
Sandys Short View of the History of Freemasonry, cloth 0 3 0
Hodges Masonic Fragments, &c., of Worcestershire, cloth 0 2 6
Biographical Memoir of the Hon. Mrs. Aldworth (the Female Freemason) 0 0 6

The Masonic Minstrel; being a complete collection of upwards of 200 Masonic Songs, Odes, Anthems, &c., with a list of Toasts and Sentiments. 3s. 6d. cloth, 4s. roan, gilt edges.
Melodia Masonica: Five Songs and a Trio, set to Music and arranged by Bro. C. H. Purday, new edition 0 3 0
Two Chants and an Anthem, set to music and composed by Bro. G. F. Taylor, for the use of Mark Masters’ Lodges 0 2 6
Twelve Original Masonic Songs by Bro. S. N. Evans 0 1 0
Masonic Lectures, by Bros. Margoliouth, Dowty, Chadwick, Gough, and Nicholson, each 0 1 0
Masonic Lecture, by Bro. J. J. Moody 0 1 6
Freemasons’ Calendar and Pocket-Book, with E. A. Charge and Song 0 2 0
Clarke’s History of the Minden Lodge, from 1748 to 1848 0 3 6
The Early History of Freemasonry in England, by J. O. Halliwell, from a MS. in the British Museum, cloth 0 2 6
Masonic Charge for the First Degree and the Entered Apprentice’s Song, per dozen, 2s. ... per 100 0 14 0
Freemasonry—Its Spirit and Scope, a Lecture; by Bro. W. T. Wilkinson ... ... ... ... ... ... 0 0 6
Preliminaries to Masonic Initiation. Four Lectures by Bro. J. F. Townsend, LL.D. ... ... ... ... ... 0 0 6
The Flower Shushan; or, the Pillars of Solomon’s Temple. Translated from the German by R. J. S. ... ... 0 1 0
Harrington’s Desideratum for the Age, a Masonic Work, in two Dialogues, cloth ... ... ... ... ... 0 2 6
A Selection of Masonic Prayers, for the use of the Craft, by the Rev. Henry Grylls, A.M., P.G., Chaplain, Cornwall, cloth 0 1 6
HANDSOME LODGE PRESENTS.

LIBRARY OF MASONIC BOOKS FOR TEN POUNDS.

BRO. B. SPENCER offers the following collection of Masonic Books at the above price for Cash, viz.:—

Published at £ s. d.

*Dr. Oliver's Historical Landmarks of Freemasonry, 2 vols. cloth 2 0 0
The History of Initiation, cloth 0 10 6
The Antiquities of Freemasonry, cloth 0 10 6
Symbol of Glory, cloth 0 10 6
Revelations of a Square, cloth 0 9 6
Institutes of Masonic Jurisprudence 0 9 0
The Freemasons' Treasury, cloth 0 7 6
Dictionary of Symbolical Masonry, cloth 0 7 6
The Theocratic Philosophy of Freemasonry, cloth 0 7 0
Signs and Symbols, cloth 0 7 0
Star in the East, cloth 0 5 6
A Mirror for the Johannite Masons, cloth 0 5 0
The Book of the Lodge, cloth 0 5 0
The Golden Remains of the Early Masonic Writers, 5 vols. cloth 1 14 0
Preston's Illustrations of Freemasonry and History, new edition, cloth 0 9 6
Ashe's Masonic Manual, cloth 0 7 6
Hutchinson's Spirit of Masonry, cloth 0 7 6
Apology for Freemasonry 0 1 0
Stray Leaves from a Freemason's Note-Book, cloth 0 7 6
History of the Foreign Masonic Lodges 0 1 0
Sandy's Short View of Freemasonry, cloth 0 3 0
Single Lectures and Sermons by Cox, Dakeyne, Margoliouth, Pool, Roberts, Slade, Moody, Wilkinson, Townsend 0 8 0
Freemasons' Quarterly Magazine and Review, New Series, for 1850 and 1851 1 4 0
Harrington's Desideratum of the Age, cloth 0 2 6

£12 0 0

N.B.—Any Lodge or Brother wishing for a smaller collection, on the payment of Five Guineas will have the privilege to select any Works from the above List to the amount of Six Guineas, except that with the * opposite.

** A larger collection of Masonic Works is offered for Twenty Pounds. A list forwarded on application to Bro. R. SPENCER, Masonic Depot, 26, Great Queen Street, London, W.C.
BRO. R. SPENCER
RESPECTFULLY INFORMS THE CRAFT HE HAS ON SALE,

Printed according to Instructions in the Book of Constitutions,—

DECLARATION AND SIGNATURE BOOKS,

FOR THE USE OF

Lodges, Chapters, and Encampments;

ALSO,

MINUTE & TREASURER'S BOOKS,

Bound and Half-bound.

Lodge, Chapter, and Encampment By-Laws,

Summonses,

And Receipt Books,

Printed and Bound to Order.

PRESENTATION BIBLES

FOR

Lodges, Chapters, and Encampments,

Handsomely bound, with Gilt Masonic Tooling.

**BOOKS BOUND WITH MASONIC GILT EMBLEMS IN
MOROCCO, RUSSIA, VELLUM, CALF, &c.

Masonic Depot, 26, Great Queen Street,
Opposite Freemasons' Hall.
BRO. RICHARD SPENCER,
MANUFACTURER OF
CRAFT, MARK-MASTERS', ROYAL ARCH, KNIGHTS TEMPLAR,
AND ROSE CROIX
BADGES, COLLARS, SASHES, & JEWELS;
ALSO
SASHES AND JEWELS
OF THE 31ST, 32ND, AND
SUPREME GRAND COUNCIL OF THE XXXIII. DEGREE.

Lodges, Chapters, and Encampments
SUPPLIED WITH
FURNITURE, REGALIA, BANNERS, &c. &c.

HARRIS’S TRACING BOARDS.

BRO. R. SPENCER begs to inform the Craft he has purchased the Copyright of the Royal Arch and Craft Tracing Boards; also the new and improved Tracing Boards designed by Bro. John Harris. These Tracing Boards (the small size) were patronized by the late M.W.G.M., H.R.H. the Duke of Sussex, who, by special favour, allowed them to be dedicated to him.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Art.</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Royal Arch Tracing Boards, in two coloured designs, bound in a lock case, size 9 by 5 in. (Unbound, 8s.)</td>
<td>0 12 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craft Tracing Boards, in three coloured designs, bound in a lock case, size 9 by 5 in. (Unbound, 10s. 6d.)</td>
<td>0 15 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The above five designs bound in one case.</strong></td>
<td>1 5 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New and improved Craft Tracing Boards, in three coloured designs, of First, Second, and Third Degrees, size 16 in. by 10 in.</td>
<td>1 11 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The same highly coloured, and mounted on cardboard</td>
<td>2 2 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The same, framed and glazed</td>
<td>3 3 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The same, mounted and varnished, on mahogany slab, in mahogany case, with name and number of Lodge engraved on a brass plate</td>
<td>4 14 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Also, on Sale, Bro. Harris's large-size Tracing Boards, painted in oil, price 69 9s. and upwards.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R. SPENCER'S MASONIC DEPÔT,
26, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's-Inn Fields,
OPPOSITE FREEMASONS' HALL, LONDON, W.C.